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PART I

ITEM 1. BUSINESS.

Overview

We are a financial services company committed to transforming the life insurance industry with disruptive and
innovative products and services. We built our business by creating opportunities for consumers to obtain significantly
more value for their life insurance policies in a secondary market as compared to the traditional options offered by the
insurance industry. We are working to enhance and extend our business in the life insurance industry through
continued innovation in our products and services, including the application of advanced technology. Finally, we
entered into a strategic relationship with The Beneficient Company Group, L.P. that we expect to provide a significant
increase in assets, common shareholder equity and earnings.

Our core life insurance secondary market business is designed to serve consumers 65 years or older owning life
insurance. We seek to earn non-correlated yield from life insurance policies that we purchase in the secondary market.
We purchase these policies at a discount to the face value of the policy’s benefit and continue to pay the premiums in
order to collect the policy benefits. The secondary market opportunity exists because the incumbent life insurance
industry offers consumers inadequate surrender values for the policies they sell. Since inception, we have purchased
over $2.7 billion in face value of policy benefits from consumers for over $477 million, as compared to the $35
million in surrender value offered by insurance carriers on those same policies. Our products provide unique and
valuable services to the senior consumers that we serve.

The opportunity to earn non-correlated yield generated from a portfolio of life insurance is potentially generated from
the difference between the (i) purchase price of the life insurance assets over time, plus the premiums and financing
costs to maintain those assets; and (ii) the face value of the policy benefits received. As of December 31, 2017, the
total face value of the life insurance policy benefits that we own was $1.68 billion, and the total investment in our
portfolio of life insurance assets, including the purchase price, attendant premiums and financing costs was $644
million.

The goal of our secondary life insurance business has been to build a profitable, large and well-diversified portfolio of
life insurance assets. We believe that scale and diversification are key factors and risk mitigation strategies to provide
consistent cash flows and reliable investment returns. We believe that we are reaching this goal in terms of acquiring
portfolio size and diversification. Our other key goal has been to build an operational platform to work with financial
advisors and insurance professionals to assist consumers in accessing our products and services. We believe
originating life insurance policies for the secondary market is a key source of value for our business.

More recently, we have been working to further innovate in the primary life insurance market with products and
services built using our advanced epigenetic technology. On April 26, 2017 we exclusively licensed the patent
pending “DNA Methylation Based Predictor of Mortality” discovered by Dr. Steve Horvath from the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA). We refer to the technology developed by Dr. Horvath as M-Panel technology
because it measures methylation patterns along the human epigenome. The “DNA Methylation Based Predictor of
Mortality” established an all-cause mortality hazard ratio estimate based upon a pattern of methylation along the human
epigenome. The science, known as epigenetics, is a facet of biology that reflects certain aspects of one’s interactions
with environmental and physiological conditions at a molecular level. We believe epigenetics provides a foundational
science for improving the traditional factors measured by the life insurance industry in underwriting, as well as
providing new insights into health and wellness. To that end, we recently filed patents for our proprietary M-Panel
Smoking and Alcohol consumption Tests. We are in the process of applying this advanced epigenetic technology into
commercial applications that will permit us to reimagine the way in which risk is assessed, selected and priced in the
life insurance, long-term care insurance and annuity industries.
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On January 12, 2018, we entered into a strategic relationship through a Master Exchange Agreement (as it may be
amended from time to time, the “Master Agreement”), among GWG Holdings, GWG Life, The Beneficient Company
Group, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (“Beneficient”), MHT Financial SPV, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability
company (“MHT SPV”), and certain related trusts (the “Seller Trusts”). The transactions contemplated by the Master
Agreement are collectively referred to in this report as the “Exchange Transaction.” Information regarding Beneficient
and the Exchange Transaction is set forth below and in Item 1A (Risk Factors) of this report under the caption “Risks
Related to the Pending Exchange Transaction.”

1
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Our business was originally organized in February 2006. We added our current parent holding company, GWG
Holdings Inc., in March 2008, and in September 2014 we consummated an initial public offering of our common
stock on The NASDAQ Capital Market where our stock trades under the ticker symbol “GWGH.”

GWG Holdings, Inc. (“GWG Holdings”) conducts its life insurance secondary market business through a wholly owned
subsidiary, GWG Life, LLC (“GWG Life”), and GWG Life’s wholly owned subsidiaries, GWG Life Trust and GWG
DLP Funding IV, LLC. All of these entities are legally organized in Delaware, other than GWG Life Trust, which is
governed by the laws of the State of Utah. GWG Holdings’ wholly owned subsidiary, Life Epigenetics Inc. (formerly
named Actüa Life & Annuity Ltd.), was formed to engage in various life insurance related businesses and activities
related to its exclusive license for “DNA Methylation Based Predictor of Mortality” technology. Unless the context
otherwise requires or we specifically so indicate, all references in this report to “we,” “us,” “our,” “our Company,” “GWG,” or
the “Company” refer to these entities collectively. Our headquarters are based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

On December 7, 2015, GWG Holdings formed a wholly owned subsidiary, GWG MCA, LLC. On January 13, 2016,
GWG MCA, LLC was converted to a corporation and became GWG MCA Capital, Inc. GWG MCA Capital, Inc. was
formed to provide cash advances to small businesses.

Markets

Secondary Life Insurance Market

The market for life insurance is large. According to the American Council of Life Insurers Fact Book 2017 (ACLI),
consumers owned approximately $12 trillion in face value of individual life insurance policy benefits in the United
States in 2016. In that same year, the ACLI reports that individual consumers purchased an aggregate of $1.7 trillion
of new individual life insurance policy benefits. This figure includes all types of individual life policies, including
term insurance and permanent insurance known as whole life and universal life.

The secondary market for life insurance exists as a result of consumer lapse behaviors and surrender values far below
economic value offered to consumers for their life insurance by the issuing insurance carriers. The ACLI reports that
the annual lapse and surrender rate for individual life insurance policies is 5.2% of the in-force face value of benefits,
amounting to over $624 billion in face value of policy benefits lapsed and surrendered in 2016 alone. According to
Milliman (2004), a leading actuarial consulting firm, nearly 88% of all universal life insurance policies issued in the
United States ultimately do not terminate with the payment of a death claim.

The life insurance secondary market primarily serves consumers, 65 years and older, and their families who own life
insurance. These consumers represent the fastest growing demographic segment in the United States, estimated to be
over 49 million in 2016, according to the U.S. Census Bureau in its 2015 report “Projections and the Size and
Composition of the U.S. Population: 2014 to 2060”. As these consumers age, they and their families will be faced with
a variety of financial needs that can be met from the value-added products and services we offer. Our life insurance
secondary market products and services address the convergence of major trends that include: increased lifetime estate
tax exemptions, changing needs for life insurance protection, the disappearance of traditional long-term care insurance
protection, under-saving for retirement, and increasing medical expenses. Our approach to the life insurance
secondary market allows consumers to efficiently access the value of an illiquid life insurance asset, which may
otherwise lapse or be surrendered, to offset the costs associated with retirement and aging.

This year we experienced a noticeable increase in activity and interest in the life insurance secondary market across
the entire spectrum of market constituents. This increased activity and interest was marked by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (“NAIC”) policy bulletin issued July 19, 2017 in support of products we
provide that the bulletin described as “innovative private market solutions for financing Americans’ long-term care
needs.” The NAIC, citing the Company’s August 25, 2016 presentation, discussing how consumers could exchange the
market value of their life insurance policies for products designed to fund long-term care expenses. The use of a life
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insurance policy to generate resources to fund long-term care was pioneered by our Executive Vice President, Chris
Orestis. Today, we are the only company in the life insurance industry that provides this innovative product to pay for
long-term care expenses.

2
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Primary Life Insurance Market and Technology (“Insurtech”)

The opportunity to apply technology to transform the insurance industry is significant. According to leading industry
consultancy firms such as KPMG, Accenture, and Ernst & Young, there is a major movement afoot to transform the
insurance industry through the use and application of advanced technology. This movement, commonly referred to as
“insurtech,” suggests a new era of disruptive entrants into the traditional insurance marketplace that have the potential to
upend the insurance industry’s historical approach to assessing and selecting acceptable underwriting risks.

We have identified advanced epigenetic technology as a means to improve underwriting systems in the primary life
insurance market. Our M-Panel technology provides innovative insights into individual all-cause mortality and may
have market-wide application to traditional life insurance underwriting. In addition, we have filed patent applications
for our Smoking and Alcohol Tests. We believe these tests will provide more accuracy and precision in assessing the
key factors used in the traditional life insurance underwriting process. We intend to commercialize and apply our tests
to the primary market of life insurance and believe that our initial tests, and additional testing we plan to develop, may
have applications outside of the insurance industry.

Our Business

Our business was founded to acquire life insurance policies in the secondary market and earn a profit from those
assets. We believe that we are uniquely positioned in the life insurance secondary market, particularly as the need for
our products and services grows. Over the past year we have been expanding our business with products and services
built from intellectual property based on epigenetic science. In addition, we recently announced our pending
transaction with The Beneficient Company Group, L.P. that will serve to expand our business to include a greater,
more diversified portfolio of assets.

To participate in our industry and deliver our products and services in the markets we serve, we intend to spend
significant resources: (i) recruiting and developing professional management; (ii) establishing strategic relationships
for delivering the services we provide; (iii) creating opportunities for investors to participate in the yield and capital
appreciation from the life insurance assets and intellectual property we own; (iv) developing innovative products from
epigenetic technology; and (v) developing an operational platform and systems for originating life insurance.

Secondary Life Insurance

Secondary Life Insurance — Origination

We generally purchase life insurance assets in the secondary market directly from policy owners who purchased their
life insurance in the primary market. Historically, we have purchased these life insurance policies through a network
of specialized life settlement brokers who assist consumers and financial professionals in accessing the secondary
market. One of our key strategic initiatives has been to expand our ability to originate and purchase life insurance
policies directly from consumers by working with their financial or insurance advisor. We refer to this strategy as our
“D100” initiative because we seek to acquire 100% of the life insurance policies that we purchase directly from
consumers without the aid of a broker. Our D100 initiative is focused on bringing our products and services to
consumers through partnerships with independent life insurance distribution organizations, which we believe is
critical to achieve the growth potential of the life insurance secondary market.

Secondary Life Insurance Underwriting

We focus on purchasing high quality life insurance assets through our origination practices and underwriting
procedures. These practices and procedures strive to meet guidelines and methodologies published by rating agency
A.M. Best. At the same time, we seek innovative value-added tools, services, and methodologies to improve both the
accuracy and efficiency with which we acquire life insurance assets.
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Our secondary market underwriting procedures consist of a careful review and analysis of available materials and
information related to a life insurance policy and the insured. The goal of our underwriting procedures is to make an
informed purchasing decision. We typically purchase life insurance policies from insureds who are 65 years or older
and whose life expectancies are less than 144 months (twelve years). The life expectancies we use are estimates, stated
in months, which indicate the 50% probability of an individual’s mortality (meaning actuarial analysis predicts half of

3
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the individuals with similar age, sex, and medical conditions will experience mortality before that number of months,
and half will experience mortality after that number of months). Life expectancies are based on actuarial tables that
predict statistical probability of individual mortality.

We obtain life expectancies from independent third-party medical-actuarial underwriting firms, unless the life
insurance policy benefit has a face value of $1,000,000 or less (which we generally refer to as a “small face policy”).

Secondary Life Insurance – Value Proposition

The value proposition of owning a life insurance asset purchased in the secondary market is the opportunity to earn a
spread between the investment cost of the life insurance assets and the face value of the policy benefits. Accordingly,
if we purchase life insurance assets in the secondary market, and make all the attendant premium payments to
maintain those assets in order to receive the policy benefits, the most significant risk factors (among others that we
discuss in the “Risk Factors” section of this report) in the performance of those assets are: (i) the predictability of
mortality, or longevity risk; and (ii) the creditworthiness of the issuing life insurance company, or credit risk. We
believe the value proposition of our investments in the life insurance assets is our ability to obtain superior
risk-adjusted returns.

We believe actuarial mortality is the single largest variable affecting the returns on our investments in life insurance
assets over time. Accurately predicting an individual’s mortality date is impossible, and the best an actuary can do is
provide a set of probabilities of survival over time. Nevertheless, predicting mortality among a group of similarly
situated individuals is less difficult — in fact, the larger the group, the more accurate actuarial predictions tend to
become. The statistical mathematical concept stating that the results of random events tend to become very predictable
as the number of events becomes large is the “Central Limit Theorem” (or more commonly known as the “Law of Large
Numbers”). This statistical mathematical concept is the basis for many business models, ranging from insurance to the
lottery. Insurance carriers, for example, can be very certain of the number of insurance claims they can expect when
they have spread their risk over a large pool of diversified policies. In this way, insurance carriers can price a large
number of insurance policies of any type to collect premiums slightly above the level of expected claims, and thereby
expect to earn a surplus or profit. Similarly, a lottery can depend on an expected amount of earnings equal to the small
advantage built into the odds of the games.

The implications for our business model are two-fold: first, as we accumulate larger numbers of life insurance
policies, we should expect our results to increasingly correlate with our expectations; second, over the long run, we
should expect that the actual cash flows will converge with the forecasted cash flows from our portfolio of life
insurance assets, and the actual return on our portfolio of life insurance assets will converge with our expected return.
Although medical advances and life expectancy changes may significantly impact the longevity risk we face and our
understanding of that risk, these concepts nevertheless serve as guiding principles as we seek to build, manage, and
forecast the performance of our portfolio of life insurance assets.

These expectations are affirmed in research published by A.M. Best and others, illustrating that as the number of
insured lives increase within a portfolio of life insurance policies, there is a corresponding decrease in the standard
deviation of the mortality events within the portfolio — i.e., longevity risk decreases as the number of insureds
increases. Standard & Poor’s indicates that 1,000 insured lives are required to reach statistical “significance” (where the
relationship, in this context, between mortality projections and actual mortality events is not random). A.M. Best
concludes that a portfolio of at least 300 insured lives is statistically significant. Our current portfolio covers 804
insured lives and we believe that both the predictability and actual performance will continue to improve with
additional size and diversification. Accordingly, we continue to seek to grow the size and diversification of the
portfolio in order to mitigate risk and improve our profitability.

We rely on the payment of policy benefit claims by life insurance companies as a significant source of cash inflow.
The life insurance assets we own represent obligations of third-party life insurance companies to pay the benefit
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amount under the policy upon the mortality of the insured. As a result, we manage this credit risk exposure by
generally purchasing policies issued by insurance companies with investment-grade ratings from Standard & Poor’s,
and diversifying our portfolio among a number of insurance companies.

The yield to maturity on bonds issued by life insurance carriers reflects, among other things, the credit risk (risk of
default) of such insurance carrier. We follow the yields on certain publicly traded life insurance company bonds
because this information is part of the data we consider when valuing our portfolio of life insurance policies for our
financial statements.

4
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The average yield to maturity of publicly traded life insurance company bonds data we consider when valuing our
portfolio of life insurance policies was 2.71% as of December 31, 2017. We believe that this reflects, in part, the
financial market’s judgment that credit risk is low with regard to these carriers’ financial obligations. It should be noted
that the obligations of life insurance carriers to pay life insurance policy benefits ranks senior to all of their other
financial obligations, such as the aforementioned senior bonds they issue. As of December 31, 2017, approximately
96.7% of the face value of policy benefits in our life insurance portfolio were issued by insurance companies with
investment-grade credit ratings from Standard & Poor’s.

Secondary Life Insurance Assets

Our portfolio of life insurance policies, owned by our subsidiaries as of December 31, 2017, is summarized below:

Life Insurance Portfolio Summary

Total portfolio face value of policy benefits $ 1,676,148,000
Average face value per policy $ 1,867,000
Average face value per insured life $ 2,085,000
Average age of insured (yrs.)* 81.7
Average life expectancy estimate (yrs.)* 6.9
Total number of policies 898
Number of unique lives 804
Demographics 75% Males;

25% Females
Number of smokers 36
Largest policy as % of total portfolio 0.79 %
Average policy as % of total portfolio 0.11 %
Average annual premium as % of face value 2.92 %
____________

*         Averages presented in the table are weighted averages.

Our portfolio of life insurance policies, owned by our wholly owned subsidiaries as of December 31, 2017, organized
by the insured’s current age and the associated number of policies and policy benefits, is summarized below:

Distribution of Policies and Policy Benefits by Current Age of Insured

Min Age Max Age
Policy
Benefits

Weighted
Average Life
Expectancy
(years)

Number of
Policies

Percentage of Total
Policy Benefits

95 100 $ 11,139,000 1.2 6 0.7 %
90 94 $ 166,518,000 2.8 94 9.9 %
85 89 $ 440,672,000 4.8 202 26.3 %
80 84 $ 425,070,000 6.5 192 25.4 %
75 79 $ 311,667,000 8.8 170 18.6 %
70 74 $ 240,709,000 10.8 160 14.3 %
60 69 $ 80,373,000 9.7 74 4.8 %
Total $ 1,676,148,000 6.9 898 100.00 %
5
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Our portfolio of life insurance policies, owned by our subsidiaries as of December 31, 2017, organized by the insured’s
estimated life expectancy estimates and associated policy benefits, is summarized below:

Distribution of Policies by Current Life Expectancies of Insured

Minimum Life
Expectancy
(Months)

Maximum Life
Expectancy
(Months) Policies Policy Benefits

Percentage of Total
Policy Benefits

1 47 225 $ 367,529,000 21.9 %
48 71 195 367,908,000 21.9 %
72 95 180 357,059,000 21.3 %
96 119 136 262,733,000 15.7 %
120 143 90 163,732,000 9.8 %
144 179 59 109,340,000 6.5 %
180 206 13 47,847,000 2.9 %
Total 898 $ 1,676,148,000 100.0 %
We track concentrations of pre-existing medical conditions among insured individuals within our portfolio based on
information contained in life expectancy reports including the underwriter’s designation of primary impairment. We
track these medical conditions within the following ten primary categories: (1) cancer, (2) cardiovascular, (3)
cerebrovascular, (4) dementia, (5) diabetes, (6) multiple, (7) neurological disorders, (8) respiratory disease, (9) other,
and (10) no diseases. Currently, the primary disease categories within our portfolio that represent a concentration of
over 10% are multiple, cardiovascular, and other which constitute 26.2%, 20.5%, and 13.2%, respectively, of the face
amount of insured benefits of our portfolio as of December 31, 2017.

As of December 31, 2017, approximately 96.7% of the face value of policy benefits in our life insurance portfolio
were issued by insurance companies with investment-grade credit ratings from Standard & Poor’s. Our ten largest life
insurance company credit exposures and the Standard & Poor’s credit rating of their respective financial strength and
claims-paying ability is set forth below:

Distribution of Policy Benefits by Top 10 Insurance Companies

Rank Policy Benefits

Percentage of
Policy Benefit
Amount Insurance Company

Insurance
Company
S&P Rating

1 $ 260,928,000 15.6 % John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.) AA-
2 $ 199,202,000 11.9 % AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company A+
3 $ 181,003,000 10.8 % Lincoln National Life Insurance Company AA-
4 $ 167,254,000 10.0 % Transamerica Life Insurance Company AA-
5 $ 118,472,000 7.1 % Metropolitan Life Insurance Company AA-
6 $ 65,089,000 3.9 % American General Life Insurance Company A+
7 $ 62,457,000 3.7 % Pacific Life Insurance Company AA-
8 $ 57,293,000 3.4 % Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company AA+
9 $ 53,106,000 3.1 % Security Life of Denver Insurance Company A
10 $ 50,140,000 3.0 % West Coast Life Insurance Company AA-
Total 1,214,944,000 72.5 %
Secondary Life Insurance — Portfolio Return Modeling

Our portfolio of life insurance assets is to earn superior risk-adjusted returns. At any time, we calculate our returns
from our life insurance assets based upon (i) our historical results; and (ii) the future cash flows we expect to realize
from our statistical forecasts. To forecast our expected future cash flows and returns, we use the probabilistic method
of analysis. The expected internal rate of return of our portfolio is based upon future cash flow forecasts derived from
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a probabilistic analysis of policy benefits received and policy premiums paid in relation to our non-GAAP (Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles in the United States of America, or “GAAP”) investment cost basis. As of December
31, 2017, the expected internal rate of return on our portfolio of life insurance assets was 10.48% based

6
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on our portfolio benefits of $1.68 billion and our non-GAAP investment cost basis of $644.2 million (including
purchase price, premiums paid, and financing costs incurred to date). This calculation excludes returns realized from
our matured policy benefits which are substantial.

We seek to further enhance our understanding of our expected future cash flow and returns by using a stochastic
analysis, sometimes referred to as a “Monte Carlo simulation,” to provide us with a greater understanding of the
variability of our projections. The stochastic analysis we perform provides internal rates of return calculations for
different statistical confidence intervals. The results of our stochastic analysis, in which we run 10,000 random
mortality scenarios, demonstrates that the scenario ranking at the 50th percentile of all 10,000 results generates an
internal rate of return (“IRR”) of 10.46%, which is very near to our expected IRR (“Expected IRR”) of our portfolio of
10.48%. Our Expected IRR is based upon future cash flow forecasts derived from a probabilistic analysis of our
policy benefits received and policy premiums paid in relation to our non-GAAP investment cost basis. The stochastic
analysis results also reveal that our portfolio is expected to generate an internal rate of return of 9.98% or better in
75% of all generated scenarios; and an internal rate of return of 9.56% or better in 90% of all generated scenarios. As
the portfolio continues to grow in size and diversity, all else equal, the scenario results cluster closer to each other
around our median, or 50th percentile, internal rate of return expectation, thereby lowering future cash flow volatility
and potentially justifying our use of lower discount rates to value our portfolio.

In sum, we believe our statistical analyses show that, if we can continue to grow and maintain our investments in life
insurance assets, then, in the absence of material negative events affecting our most significant risks, including but not
limited to longevity, credit risk, interest rate and financing risk, those investments will potentially provide superior
risk-adjusted returns for our Company.

The complete detail of our portfolio of life insurance policies, owned by our wholly owned subsidiaries as of
December 31, 2017, organized by the current age of the insured and the associated policy benefits, sex, estimated life
expectancy, issuing insurance carrier, and the credit rating of the issuing insurance carrier, is set in Exhibit 99.2 to this
report.

Primary Life Insurance and Technology (“Insurtech”)

We believe life insurance underwriting will transform due to advancements in science and technology. As part of that
transformational change, we believe that the science of epigenetics will serve as a foundational science to this
advancement for the life insurance industry. The life insurance industry is striving to achieve more automated
underwriting and improve the overall customer experience. However, for a large number of life insurance policies
issued today, the industry requires the collection of blood and urine to measure traditional health underwriting factors.
Epigenetics not only offers a less invasive saliva-based solution, but promises to provide greater accuracy and
precision to these traditional underwriting factors.

Science Overview — Genetics vs. Epigenetics

The science of epigenetics differs materially from genetics. Genetic science is the study of human DNA, or genes, that
consist of over three billion base pairs consisting of Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Thymine (T) and Cytosine(C). The
Human Genome Project reports that the first human genomes were fully mapped and sequenced in 2003 at a cost of
$2.7 billion. Since then, the cost of genetic sequencing has decreased exponentially where “next-generation sequencing”
has brought this cost down even faster than Moore’s Law would have predicted. Several companies, such as Helix,
now measure targeted sections of the genome as a service directly to consumers for under $100.

Epigenetic science is the study of how gene expression changes through the addition or removal of biochemical
markers rather than alterations in the genetic DNA code itself. Unlike the genome, which basically stays the same
throughout a person’s lifetime, studies show that the epigenome changes dramatically over a person’s lifetime based on
age, behaviors and other environmental factors. This means that the epigenome is reacting to an individual’s behavior
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or environment, such as smoking, alcohol consumption, or running marathons. Among the most studied epigenetic
processes is DNA methylation, wherein chemical molecules called methyl groups attach or detach to cytosines along
the genome, thereby affecting gene expression. By measuring unique methylation signatures along the genome, we
believe we can identify health conditions or disease states that are traditionally used to underwrite life insurance with
greater accuracy and precision.

7
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While our technology is scientifically verified, the science of epigenetics is still nascent. As a result, we anticipate our
technology to evolve rapidly in a way that adds to its core benefits over time. In particular, we believe that once our
technology is commercialized for use and more lives are underwritten, we will have more data to further refine our
technology and enhance its underwriting benefit. We also expect that the costs and the time required to process our
tests will continue to fall due to technological advances, economies of scale and process improvements. The
anticipated strengthening of these core benefits gives us confidence that epigenetic testing will become an integral part
of life insurance underwriting and a driving force of the industry’s transformation.

Epigenetic Testing — All-Cause M-Panel Mortality Test

We believe epigenetics not only promises to improve upon many traditional factors used in underwriting with greater
accuracy and precision, but also opens up new factors in underwriting itself. In 2013, Dr. Steve Horvath published his
landmark paper on the “Epigenetic Clock,” which demonstrated that epigenetic data can be used to estimate human age.
In late 2016, an international effort led by Dr. Horvath and Dr. Brian Chen, our Chief Science Officer, established that
a new epigenetic clock could be used to “predict all-cause mortality above and beyond chronological age and
traditional risk factors.” The meta-analysis study completed by Dr. Horvath and Dr. Chen on DNA methylation and
mortality prediction, involved more than 13,000 people from multiple countries that were followed for a number of
years. In April of 2017, we secured an exclusive global license from UCLA to use Dr. Horvath’s patent pending
all-cause mortality predictive technology for the life insurance and related industries. We call the technology to
conduct our all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test technology after the methylation signatures used in the analysis to
identify individual risk of all-cause mortality.

The research behind our all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test suggests that the information it provides about an
individual’s risk of mortality is a new important independent factor that should be considered in life insurance
underwriting. With the help of actuarial consultants, we have translated the all-cause mortality hazard ratios reported
in Dr. Horvath’s research into individual actuarial mortality factors. The actuarial consultants reported that the process
we developed was “acceptable and consistent with established actuarial principles,” an important confirmation of the
proposed application of an all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test. We are in process of conducting our first large scale
pilot test to analyze the independent and significance of our all-case M-Panel Mortality Test.

Epigenetic Testing — M-Panel Smoking Test

We recently filed for patent protection for our proprietary M-Panel Smoking Test. Environmental factors, such as
smoking tobacco, impact the epigenome and can be measured through distinct epigenetic patterns. Given the large
difference in life insurance premiums between smokers and non-smokers, and the shortcomings of current testing
methodologies for testing smoking status, we have developed our proprietary M-Panel Smoking Test. The current
gold-standard for measuring smoking status used by the life insurance industry measures cotinine collected from
saliva, blood or urine. The half-life of cotinine in the human body is 16-19 hours, which means that >95% of cotinine
is eliminated from the human body after about 3 days, making it easy for smokers to appear as non-smokers.

In contrast, our patent pending M-Panel Smoking Test analyzes methylation patterns in saliva to assess a variety of
smoking patterns, including short-term and long-term effects of smoking on the epigenome. The test is based on a rich
body of scientific evidence that identified specific epigenetic signatures for different smoking patterns. Several studies
have reported individual epigenetic markers that may be used to estimate: (i) the amounts of cigarettes smoked, (ii)
whether someone has regularly smoked within the past decade, and (iii) whether someone is a currently smoking or
not. Building upon these findings, we developed a proprietary algorithm that selects the optimal combination of
epigenetic markers to determine an individual’s smoking habits. Using a single biological sample (e.g., saliva), the
M-Panel Smoking Test identifies four categories of smokers: current smokers, recent quitters, long-term quitters, and
never smokers. In addition to these four classifications, the M-Panel Smoking Test can also estimate the amount of
cigarettes a current smoker likely smokes. Both amount and duration of smoking in one’s lifetime plays a dramatic role
in determining one’s risk for morbidity and mortality. We believe our M-Panel Smoking Test will provide new features
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and details of individual smoking behavior that are not currently on the market. For a discussion of risks attendant to
our M-Panel Smoking Test, see Risk Factors (“Commercializing the M-Panel or other technology…”).

8
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Epigenetic Testing — M-Panel Alcohol Test

We recently filed for patent protection for our proprietary M-Panel Alcohol Test. Similar to smoking tobacco, alcohol
consumption leads to changes in the epigenome which may be useful in life insurance underwriting decisions. Today,
quantification of alcohol intake is currently limited to self-reporting, as well as a limited number of biomarkers that
have their own strengths and limitations. Current biomarkers to detect alcohol consumption are able to measure recent
alcohol use (e.g., ethyl glucuronide), moderate use (e.g., PeTH), longer term use (e.g., carbohydrate-deficient
transferrin), and chronic alcohol intake (e.g., severe liver damage, alanine aminotransferase). However, each of these
biomarkers have limitations that include their cost and accuracy, particularly for the biomarkers that detect moderate
and longer term use. We believe there is a great need for a single test that integrates information across self-report and
multiple biomarkers and epigenetics may offer such a test. Our patent pending M-Panel Alcohol Test is based on
scientific research that identifies specific methylation signatures for different drinking patterns. Building upon these
findings, the proprietary algorithm underlying our M-Panel Alcohol Test identifies three types of alcohol consumption
patterns with a single biological sample (e.g., from saliva): heavy drinkers, moderate drinkers, and light/non-drinkers.
For a discussion of risks attendant to our M-Panel Alcohol Test, see Risk Factors (“Commercializing the M-Panel or
other technology…”).

Epigenetics — Research and Development

We are engaged in several research and development efforts to further validate, refine and expand our epigenetic
M-Panel testing capabilities. In particular, we are working with leading researchers in smoking and alcohol
consumption to enhance and further validate our technology. We expect our research and development will support
and enhance the efficacy of our M-Panel testing technology. We are in the final stages of readying our first scaled
research pilot that will run concurrent M-Panel testing and life insurance underwriting analysis on up to 10,000 unique
insurance applicants. We will compare and analyze the standard underwriting information against a detailed
epigenetic scan of methylation patterns on each insurance applicant.

One of the first analyses that we conduct will be to compare the standard overall underwriting conclusion for each
applicant to our all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test. This analysis will determine the relationship between our all-cause
M-Panel Mortality Test and traditional underwriting conclusions. We seek to discover the correlation between our
all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test results and traditional underwriting conclusions and risk classifications. A strong
correlation will indicate that the all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test can be used to capture some or all of the current
underwriting process, and a non-correlation will indicate that the all-cause M-Panel Mortality Test captures a new
underwriting factor to be considered. This is critical for understanding the value proposition of our all-cause M-Panel
Mortality Test to life insurance underwriting.

We also expect to finalize our M-Panel Smoking and Alcohol Tests for commercialization with the pilot. The pilot
will allow us to compare the standard smoking test laboratory results currently used by the life insurance industry with
a “ground truth” smoking measure based on a panel of biomarkers. With this information, we seek to demonstrate the
accuracy of the current practice of measuring smoking in life insurance against “gold standard” biomarkers and the
results of our M-Panel Smoking Test. We plan to run a similar process with respect to testing alcohol consumption
using “gold standard” measurements. We expect we will emerge from the pilot with a quantitative understanding of the
accuracy of our M-Panel Smoking and Alcohol Tests that will be critical in understanding the value proposition and
commercialization of these tests for the life insurance industry.

The Beneficient Company Group, L.P. Strategic Transaction

On January 12, 2018, we entered into a strategic transaction through a Master Exchange Agreement (as it may be
amended from time to time, the “Master Agreement”), among GWG Holdings, GWG Life, The Beneficient Company
Group, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (“Beneficient”), MHT Financial SPV, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability
company (“MHT SPV”), and certain related trusts (the “Seller Trusts”). Information regarding Beneficient and the
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Exchange Transaction is set forth below and in Item 1A (Risk Factors) of this report under the caption “Risks Related
to the Pending Exchange Transaction.” We expect that this transaction will increase our common shareholder equity,
diversify our balance sheet, income statement and cash flow sources while creating opportunities to leverage existing
infrastructure and capabilities.

9
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Description of The Beneficient Company Group, L.P.

Beneficient is a privately-held company organized as a Delaware master limited partnership, the general partner of
which is Beneficient Management, a Delaware limited liability company. Subject to receipt of its regulatory trust
charters from the State of Texas, Beneficient intends to register its common units with the SEC in the future and to
apply for listing on a national stock exchange. If so registered and listed, Beneficient would be considered a publicly
traded partnership for Internal Revenue Service purposes. There can be no assurance as to the timing or effectiveness,
if any, of the proposed SEC registration and stock exchange listing of the common units.

Subject to receipt of its regulatory charters, Beneficient plans to provide to mid-to-high net worth individuals (i.e.,
individuals having a net worth of between $5 million and $30 million) trust services and related liquidity products and
loans for the alternative assets and illiquid investment funds those individuals may own, as well as a variety of other
financial services, including custody and clearing of alternative assets, fund and trust administration, and insurance
services for covering risks attendant to owning or managing alternative assets.

In addition, Beneficient is developing a third business segment, referred to as financial technologies and online
platforms, designed to offer clients online financial technologies and platforms for direct access to Beneficient’s
liquidity products and services as well as specialized reporting tools. To expand this segment, Beneficient has
acquired assets of ACE Portal Inc. (“ACE”), which was previously financed in part by the New York Stock Exchange in
order to develop and operate a centralized platform for accredited and qualified investors to access the private markets
for private placements of equity, debt and fund interests marketed by SEC-registered broker-dealers. Beneficient’s
acquisition of the ACE closed in the first quarter of 2018.

Description of the Overall Exchange Transaction

The Seller Trusts are expected to own up to 82% of Beneficient’s issued and outstanding common units in the limited
partnership. Pursuant to the Master Agreement, we will acquire the Beneficient common units held by the Seller
Trusts in exchange for consideration valued at up to $800 million, which will be comprised of a combination of our
common stock and five-year L Bonds valued, collectively, at up to $650 million, and $150 million in cash. The exact
number of outstanding common units of Beneficient that we will purchase from the Seller Trusts, and the exact
number of shares of our common stock and L Bonds that we will issue to the Seller Trusts as consideration therefor,
will be determined approximately five business days prior to the closing of the Exchange Transaction. The Master
Agreement provides, however, that the aggregate value of the consideration (consisting of our common stock, L
Bonds and cash) provided to the Seller Trusts will not be less than $550 million nor more than $800 million.

As part of the Exchange Transaction, we may elect, in our sole discretion, to issue and sell to MHT SPV a
combination of additional shares of common stock (at a purchase price of $10.00 per share) and additional L Bonds
for aggregate cash proceeds of $150 million. We would use the proceeds from the sale of these additional securities to
facilitate our payment of the cash consideration to the Seller Trusts.

Also as part of the Exchange Transaction, GWG Life will make a commercial loan to Beneficient in a principal
amount between $275 million and $400 million. The expected terms of the commercial loan are described below
under “—  Other Agreements — Commercial Loan Agreement.”

Below is a diagram of the Exchange Transaction:
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We have ascribed a minimum value of $10.00 per unit to the common units of Beneficient that we will acquire in the
Exchange Transaction. If valuation opinions are secured from nationally recognized valuation firms stating that the
common units of Beneficient will have, as of the closing date of the Exchange Transaction, a fair value of less than
$9.00 per common unit, and such opinion is subsequently confirmed by a separate valuation opinion, Beneficient will
cause its existing security holders to transfer additional common units to us at the closing as shall be necessary to
provide an aggregate value to us equal to $10.00 per unit.

The Exchange Transaction is expected to close in the second quarter of 2018, subject to the satisfaction of various
closing conditions set forth in the Master Agreement.

Proposed Listing of Beneficient Common Units; Redemption

In the Master Agreement, Beneficient has agreed to use its commercial best efforts to pursue and obtain a listing of its
common units on a nationally recognized stock exchange (a “listing”) on or prior to the 40-month anniversary of the
closing of the Exchange Transaction. If Beneficient does not (i) file a registration statement with the SEC in
connection with a listing within 24 months after the closing of the Exchange Transaction, or (ii) secure a listing on or
prior to the 40-month anniversary of the closing of the Exchange Transaction, then the Master Agreement provides
that we may, at our election, cause Beneficient to adopt a strategy to redeem all of the common units of Beneficient
held by us. If we were to make such an election, Beneficient would be obligated to repurchase our common units at a
redemption price equal to the greater of $11.00 per unit or the book value per unit as of the date of redemption.

In adopting its redemption strategy, Beneficient will be obligated to use no less than 75% of its distributable cash flow
(calculated quarterly as cash flows derived from operations, plus cash inflows from financings, less mandatory tax
distributions) to satisfy our redemption election and any redemption elections that may be made by the holders of
other interests in Beneficient that have redemption rights. If we were to elect redemption, then Beneficient will be
obligated under the Master Agreement to use a percentage of its distributable cash flow (as defined above), each
quarter, equal to the percentage that the common units held by us on the date of our election bears to the total number
of outstanding common units (on an undiluted basis) as of the date of our election, until such time as all of our
common units shall have been redeemed.

Other Agreements

The Master Agreement contemplates a number of other agreements that will be executed and delivered between the
date of the Master Agreement and closing, or at the closing, in furtherance of the Exchange Transaction. None of these
other agreements have been fully negotiated, reduced to writing, executed and delivered. Generally, the Master
Agreement requires the proposed parties to these other agreements to use some level of effort to arrive at terms
reasonably acceptable to the parties, or to enter into these other agreements in customary but negotiated form or
substance reasonably acceptable to the parties. In all cases, however, the Master Agreement itself provides some of the
material terms and conditions that will be included in these other agreements. Descriptions under the captions below
summarize certain of the material terms and conditions that the Master Agreement specifies for these other
agreements.

Commercial Loan Agreement

As required by the Master Agreement, at the closing of the Exchange Transaction, GWG Life, as the lender, will enter
into a commercial loan agreement (the “Commercial Loan Agreement”) with Beneficient, as the borrower. The proceeds
of the loan are intended to be used by Beneficient for working capital and to facilitate the delivery of trust products
and services of Beneficient. The principal amount of the loan is expected to be $275 million, but may be increased by
agreement of the parties up to an aggregate maximum amount of $400 million. Simple interest will accrue on the
principal amount at the rate of 5% per annum, one-half of which will be due and payable in cash on a monthly basis,
and one-half of which will accrue and become due on the maturity date. The loan will have a four-year term, and the
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maturity date will be the 48-month anniversary of the Commercial Loan Agreement. The outstanding principal
amount of the commercial loan, together with interest thereon, may be prepaid in cash at any time or from time to time
without penalty. The amounts owing in connection with the Commercial Loan Agreement will rank junior only to
Beneficient’s bank debt and the NPC-B Unit Accounts of Beneficient Company Holdings, L.P., the subsidiary limited
partnership of Beneficient. We expect that, in addition to the above, the Commercial Loan Agreement will contain
certain financial covenants and other terms and conditions that are customary for commercial agreements of this type.
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Registration Rights Agreements; Lock-Up Provisions

In connection with the closing of the Exchange Transaction, and as contemplated in the Master Agreement, we will
enter into two different registration rights agreements, one of which will grant resale registration rights to us with
respect to the common units of Beneficient we will receive at the closing, and the other of which will involve our
grant of resale registration rights to the Seller Trusts with respect to the shares of common stock and L Bonds we issue
to the Seller Trusts at the closing. These registration rights agreements are intended to provide the parties with the
legal right to resell the securities they receive in the Exchange Transaction in compliance with the Securities Act of
1933. Notwithstanding the registration rights to be granted to the Seller Trusts, the ability of the Seller Trusts to resell
the shares of our common stock they receive in the Exchange Transaction will be limited by the contractual provisions
of the Orderly Marketing Agreement discussed below.

MHT SPV has agreed that, until the earlier of (i) the listing of the common units of Beneficient on a nationally
recognized stock exchange and (ii) 40 months from the date of closing, it will not directly or indirectly sell, transfer,
distribute, pledge or otherwise dispose of any shares it receives in the Exchange Transaction without our prior written
consent.

Orderly Marketing Agreement

The Master Agreement obligates us and the Seller Trusts to negotiate in good faith the terms of an agreement (the
“Orderly Marketing Agreement”) with one or more nationally recognized investment banks for the orderly marketing
and resale of the shares of our common stock that we issue to the Seller Trusts under the Master Agreement. The
purpose of the Orderly Marketing Agreement is to manage the timing and amount of our common shares that are
publicly resold in the market since the number of shares of our common stock to be issued under the Master
Agreement will substantially increase the total number of our issued and outstanding shares. However, the terms of
that Orderly Marketing Agreement have not yet been determined. There is no assurance that the Orderly Marketing
Agreement will accomplish its purpose of maintaining a stable market for our common stock.

Shareholders’ Agreement

The Master Agreement contemplates and requires the delivery at closing of a shareholders’ agreement (the
“Shareholders’ Agreement”) among the Seller Trusts, MHT SPV and GWG. The purpose of the Shareholders’ Agreement
is to limit the voting power of the Seller Trusts and MHT SPV and the control they would otherwise be entitled to
exercise over GWG. To that end, the Shareholders’ Agreement will provide that all voting securities of GWG over
which the Seller Trusts and MHT SPV (and their respective transferees) have voting control will be voted solely in
proportion with the votes cast by all other holders of voting securities of GWG on any matter put before them. In
addition, until the earlier of (i) one year from the closing of the Exchange Transaction and (ii) the termination of the
Orderly Marketing Agreement, the Seller Trusts (including their assignees and transferees, and their respective
affiliates) will be subject to certain standstill restrictions. These restrictions will prohibit the Seller Trusts from, among
other things, acquiring any voting securities of GWG or any of its subsidiaries, seeking or proposing to influence or
control our management, Board of Directors, or policies, and submitting a proposal for any merger, recapitalization,
reorganization, business combination, or other extraordinary transaction involving GWG.

No Control of the Business and Affairs of Beneficient

Beneficient is a limited partnership organized in the State of Delaware and its business and affairs are managed by its
general partner. Although we will become the owner of up to 82% of the issued and outstanding common units in
Beneficient upon consummation of the Exchange Transaction, owners of common units of Beneficient have only
limited voting rights relating to certain matters under applicable state law and Beneficient’s partnership agreement
Therefore, we will have limited or no ability to influence Beneficient’s management’s decisions regarding its business.
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Competitive and Regulatory Framework

Competition

We encounter significant competition from numerous companies in the products and services we provide and seek to
develop in the life insurance industry. Many of these competitors have greater financial and other resources than we
do and may have significantly lower cost of funds than us because they have access to insured deposits or greater
access
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to the capital markets, for example. Moreover, some of these competitors have significant cash reserves and can better
fund shortfalls in collections that might have a more pronounced impact on companies such as ours. They may also
have greater market share. In the event that these or other competitors make a significant effort to compete against our
businesses, we would experience significant challenges with our business model.

Competition can take many forms, including the pricing, technology, financing resources, transaction structuring,
timeliness and customer service. Some competitors may outperform us in these areas. These factors could adversely
affect our profitability by reducing our return on investment or increasing our risk.

As we enter new markets, we expect to experience significant competition from incumbent market participants. Our
ability to compete in these markets will be dependent upon our ability to deliver value-added products and services to
the customers we serve. Even still, our competitors in these markets may have greater financial, market share and
other resources than we do. These factors could adversely affect our profitability by reducing our return on investment
or increasing our risk as we enter these markets.

Government Regulation

Our business is highly regulated at the state level with respect to the life insurance industry, and at the federal level
with respect to the issuance of our  securities offerings. At the state level, states generally subject us to laws and
regulations requiring us to obtain specific licenses or approvals to purchase life insurance policies in those states. State
statutes typically provide state regulatory agencies with significant powers to interpret, administer and enforce the
laws relating to the life insurance industry. Under this authority, state regulators have broad discretionary power and
may impose new licensing and other requirements, and interpret or enforce existing regulatory requirements in new
and different ways. Any of these new requirements, interpretations or enforcement directives could be materially
adverse to our industry. Furthermore, because the areas of business in which we participate are relatively new, we
believe it is likely that state regulation will increase and grow more complex in the foreseeable future. We cannot,
however, predict what any new regulation would specifically involve or how it might affect our industry or our
business.

The state regulatory landscape for the use of genetic and epigenetic testing in life insurance underwriting is such that
genetic and epigenetic testing is generally permitted. A few states require informed consent for use of genetic testing
in life insurance underwriting. Epigenetic testing is distinguishable from genetic testing and we believe epigenetic
testing does not raise the ethical issue found with genetic testing of denying insurance coverage to applicants based on
immutable inherited characteristics. While well-informed policymakers and regulators should have little reason to
consider expanding current definitions of genetic testing to include epigenetic testing, or to increase restrictions on life
insurance underwriting using epigenetic test results, we can provide no such assurances.

Although the federal securities laws and regulations do not directly affect life insurance, in some cases the purchase of
a variable life insurance policy may constitute a transaction involving a “security” that is governed by federal securities
laws. While we presently hold few variable life insurance policies, our holding of a significant amount of such
policies in the future could cause our Company or one of our subsidiaries to be characterized as an “investment
company” under the federal Investment Company Act of 1940. The application of that law to all or part of our
businesses — whether due to our purchase of life insurance policies or to the expansion of the definition of “securities”
under federal securities laws — could require us to comply with detailed and complex regulatory requirements, and
cause us to fall out of compliance with certain covenants under our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation. Such
an outcome could negatively affect our liquidity and increase our cost of capital and operational expenses, all of which
would adversely affect our operating results. It is possible that such an outcome could even threaten the viability of
our business and our ability to satisfy our obligations as they come due.

We hold licenses to purchase life insurance policies in 38 states and can also purchase in the eight unregulated states.
At times, we may work with licensed entities to purchase a policy in a state where we are not licensed.
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

HIPAA requires that holders of medical records maintain such records and implement procedures designed to assure
the privacy of patient records. In order to carry out our business, we receive medical records and obtain a release to
share such records with a defined group of persons, take on the responsibility for preserving the privacy of that
information, and use the information only for purposes related to the life insurance policies we own.
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The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA)

GINA is a federal law that protects people from genetic discrimination in health insurance and employment. GINA
prohibits health insurers from: (i) requesting, requiring, or using genetic information to make decisions about
eligibility for health insurance; or (ii) making decisions on the health insurance premium, contribution amounts, or
coverage terms they offer to consumers. In addition, GINA makes it against the law for health insurers to consider
family history or a genetic test result, a pre-existing condition, require a genetic test, or use any genetic information, to
discriminate coverage, even if the health insurance company did not mean to collect such genetic information.

GINA does not apply to the life insurance, long-term care or annuity industries. The life insurance, long-term care or
annuity industries operate on medical-evidenced underwriting principles in which specific medical conditions are
taken into account when assessing and pricing risk. The regulation of genomic data is relatively new, and we believe it
is likely that regulation will increase and grow more complex in the foreseeable future. We cannot, however, predict
what any new law or regulation would specifically involve or how it might affect our industry, our business, or our
future plans.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

On December 22, 2017, the U.S. federal government enacted the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“Tax Reform Bill”). The Tax
Reform Bill changed existing United States tax law and includes provisions that will affect our results of operations,
financial position and cash flows. The Tax Reform Bill reduced the U.S. corporate income tax rate and changed
business-related exclusions, deductions and credits.

Employees

We employ approximately 65 employees.

Properties

Our principal executive offices are located at 220 South Sixth Street, Suite 1200, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402. At
that location, we lease 17,687 square feet of space for a lease term expiring in 2025. We believe that these facilities
are adequate for our current needs and that suitable additional space will be available as needed.

Company Website Access and SEC Filings

Our Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K, and amendments
to reports filed pursuant to Sections 13(a) and 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the
“Exchange Act”), are filed with the SEC. We are subject to the informational requirements of the Exchange Act and file
or furnish reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC.

Our general website address is www.gwgh.com. Our website has a wealth of information about our Company, its
mission, and our specialty finance business. Our website also has tools that could be used by our potential clients,
financial advisors and investors alike. We maintain the website www.gwglife.com for consumers and life insurance
professionals seeking our life insurance secondary market products and services. We also maintain the website
www.lifeegx.com for our insurtech initiative of bringing commercialized epigenetic testing to the life insurance
industry.
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ITEM 1A.   RISK FACTORS.

Our business involves a number of challenges and risks. In addition to the other information in this report, you should
consider carefully the following risk factors in evaluating us and our business. The risks described below are not the
only ones that we face. Additional risks not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also
affect our business, financial condition, operating results, or prospects.

Risks Related to Our Business and Industry

Material changes in the life insurance secondary market, a relatively new and evolving market, may adversely affect
our operating results, business prospects and our ability to repay our debt obligations.

Our primary business, the purchase and ownership of life insurance policies acquired in the secondary market, is a
relatively new and evolving market. The success of our business and our ability to satisfy our debt obligations depends
in large part on the continued development of the secondary market for life insurance, including the accuracy of
actuarial forecasting and the solvency of life insurance companies to pay the face value of the life insurance benefits,
both of which will critically impact our performance. We expect that the development of the secondary market will be
impacted by a variety of factors such as the interpretation of existing laws and regulations (including laws relating to
insurable interests), the passage of new legislation and regulations, mortality improvement rates, updated actuarial
methodologies, and mortality tables. Importantly, all of the factors that we believe will most significantly affect the
development of the life insurance secondary market are beyond our control. Any material and adverse development in
the life insurance secondary market could adversely affect our operating results, our access to capital, our ability to
repay our various debt and other obligations, and our business prospects and viability. Because of this, an investment
in our securities involves greater risk as compared to investments offered by companies with more diversified
business operations in more established markets.

The valuation of our principal assets on our balance sheet requires us to make material assumptions that may
ultimately prove to be incorrect. If our assumptions prove incorrect, we could suffer significant losses that materially
and adversely affect our results of operations.

Our principal asset is a portfolio of life insurance policies purchased in the secondary and tertiary markets, comprising
approximately 79% of our total assets as of both December 31, 2017 and 2016. Those assets are considered “Level 3”
fair value measurements under ASC 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures (“ASC 820”), as there is currently
no active market where we are able to observe quoted prices for identical assets. As a result, our determination of “fair
value” for those assets on our balance sheet incorporates significant inputs that are not observable. Fair value is defined
as an exit price representing the amount that would be received if assets were sold or that would be paid to transfer a
liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. As such, fair value is a
market-based measurement determined based on the assumptions market participants would use in pricing an asset or
liability.

A Level 3 fair value measurement is inherently uncertain and could create additional volatility in our financial
statements that is not necessarily related to the performance of our underlying assets. As of December 31, 2017 and
2016, we estimated the fair value discount rate for our portfolio to be 10.45% and 10.96%, respectively. Life
expectancy estimates are also a significant component within our fair value measurement. If in the future we
determine that a higher discount rate is required to ascribe fair value to a similarly situated portfolio of life insurance
policies or that life expectancy estimates materially differ from actuarial estimates, we could experience significant
losses materially affecting our results of operations. It is also possible that significant losses of this nature could at
some point cause us to be out of compliance with borrowing covenants contained in our various borrowing
agreements. This could in turn result in acceleration of our L Bonds, which we may not be able to repay. As a result,
we may be forced to seek additional debt or equity financing to repay such debt amounts, and additional financing
may not be available on terms acceptable to us, if at all.
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If we are unable to repay our debt when it comes due, then our senior lender or the holders of our L Bonds, or both,
would have the right to foreclose on our assets. For further disclosure relating to the risks associated with the
valuation of our assets, see the risk factors below “If actuarial assumptions we obtain from third-party providers . . . ..”
and “Inaccuracies in the life expectancy estimates we use for small face policies . . .. .”
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Actual results from our life insurance portfolio may not match our expected results, which could adversely affect our
ability to service and grow our portfolio to achieve actuarial stability.

Our business model relies on achieving actual results that are in line with the results we expect to attain from our
investments in life insurance policy assets. In this regard, we believe that the larger the portfolio we own, the greater
the likelihood that we will achieve our expected results. To our knowledge, rating agencies generally suggest that
portfolios of life insurance policies contain enough policies on individual lives to achieve actuarial stability in
receiving expected cash flows. For instance, in a life insurance securitization methodology published in 2016, A.M.
Best concluded that at least 300 lives are necessary to achieve actuarial stability, while Standard & Poor’s has indicated
that stability is unlikely to be achieved with less than 1,000 lives. As of December 31, 2017, we owned $1.68 billion
in face value of life insurance policies covering 804 lives.

Although we plan to expand the number of life insurance policies we own using proceeds raised from our securities
offerings, we may change our strategy or be unable to do so if sufficient financing is unavailable or is available only
on unfavorable or unacceptable terms. Furthermore, even if our portfolio reaches a size that is actuarially stable, we
still may experience differences between the actuarial models we use and actual mortalities. Differences between our
expectations and actuarial models, and actual mortality results, could have a materially adverse effect on our operating
results and cash flow. In such a case, we may face liquidity problems, including difficulties servicing our remaining
portfolio of policies and servicing our outstanding debt obligations. Continued or material failures to meet our
expected results could decrease the attractiveness of our securities in the eyes of potential investors, thereby making it
even more difficult to obtain capital needed to service our portfolio, grow the portfolio to obtain desired
diversification, and service our existing debt.

We critically rely on debt financing for our business. Any inability to borrow could adversely affect our business
operations, our ability to satisfy our debt-payment obligations and, ultimately, our prospects and viability.

To date, we have chosen to finance our business principally through the issuance of debt, including debt incurred by
our subsidiary GWG DLP Funding IV, LLC (“DLP IV”) under a senior secured term loan with LNV Corporation (see
Note 6) (referred to as our “senior credit facility”) and our L Bonds. Our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation is
secured by all of the assets of DLP IV, has a maximum amount of $300 million, and the outstanding balance at
December 31, 2017 was $222.5 million. Obligations under the senior credit facility with LNV Corporation have a
maturity date of September 27, 2029. Our L Bonds have scheduled maturities as indicated below in the risk factor “If a
significant number of holders . . . .” To date, our debt arrangements are the most important sources of financing on
which our business has critically relied to grow and maintain our portfolio of life insurance policies as well as service
existing debt.

Our business model relies on continued access to financing to enable us to purchase a large and diversified portfolio of
life insurance policies and pay the attendant premiums and costs of maintaining the portfolio, all while satisfying our
current interest and principal repayment obligations under our senior credit facility and other indebtedness. We expect
that proceeds from our life insurance policies will first be used to satisfy our obligations, as determined by the
agreement governing the senior credit facility. Accordingly, until we achieve sufficient cash flows derived from our
portfolio of life insurance policies, we expect to rely on the proceeds from our ongoing to satisfy our ongoing
financing and liquidity needs. Nevertheless, continued access to financing and liquidity under the senior credit facility
(other than premium payments on existing policies pledged) or otherwise is not guaranteed. For example, general
economic conditions could limit our access to financing, as could regulatory or legal pressures exerted on us, our
financiers, or those involved in the procurement of financing such as brokers, dealers, and registered investment
advisors. If we are unable to borrow under the senior credit facility with LNV Corporation or otherwise for any
reason, or to renew or replace the senior credit facility when it comes due, our business would be adversely impacted
and our ability to service and repay our debt obligations would be compromised, thereby negatively affecting our
business prospects and perhaps our viability.
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Our investments in life insurance policies have inherent risks, including fraud and legal challenges to the validity of
the policies, which we will be unable to eliminate and which may adversely affect our results of operations.

When we purchase a life insurance policy, we face certain risks associated with insurance fraud and other legal
challenges to the validity of the policy. For example, to the extent the insured is not aware of the existence of the
policy, the insured does not exist, or the insurance company does not recognize the policy, the insurance company
may
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cancel or rescind the policy thereby causing the loss of an investment in that policy. In addition, if an insured’s medical
records have been altered in such a way as to shorten a life expectancy as reported, this may cause us to overpay for
the related policy. Finally, we may experience legal challenges from insurance companies claiming that the insured
failed to have an insurable interest at the time the policy was originally purchased or that the policy owner made
fraudulent disclosures to the insurer at the time the policy was purchased (e.g., disclosures pertaining to the health
status of the insured or the existence or sources of premium financing), or challenges from the beneficiaries of an
insurance policy claiming that the sale of the policy to us was invalid.

To mitigate these risks, our origination practices and underwriting procedures include a current verification of
coverage from the insurance company, a complete due-diligence investigation of the insured and accompanying
medical records, a review of the life insurance policy application, and a requirement that the policy has been in force
for at least two years. We also conduct a legal review of any premium financing associated with the policy to
determine if an insurable interest existed at the time of its issuance. Nevertheless, these steps will not eliminate the
risk of fraud or legal challenges to the life insurance policies we purchase. Furthermore, changes in laws or regulations
or the interpretation of existing laws or regulations, may prove our due-diligence and risk-mitigation efforts
inadequate. If a significant face amount of policies were invalidated for reasons of fraud or any other reason, our
results of operations would be materially adversely affected.

Our ownership of life insurance policies issued by insurers that are unable to pay claims presented to them could have
a materially adverse effect on our results of operation, our financial condition, or even our overall prospects.

We rely on the payment of policy claims by insurers as our most significant source of revenue collection. In essence,
the life insurance assets we own represent the obligations of insurers to pay the benefit amount under the relevant
policy upon the mortality of the insured. As a result, in our business, we face the “credit risk” that a particular insurer
will be financially unable to pay claims when and as they become due. Depending on how many policies we own that
are issued by insurers having financial difficulties at the time a claim is presented for payment, this risk could be
significant enough to have a materially adverse effect on our results of operation, our financial condition, or even our
overall prospects.

To mitigate this credit risk, we generally purchase policies issued only by insurers with an investment-grade credit
rating from one or more of Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, or A.M. Best Company. As of December 31, 2017, 96.7% of
the face value benefits of our life insurance policies were issued by insurers having an investment-grade rating (BBB
or better) by Standard & Poor’s. We also review our exposure to credit risk associated with our portfolio of life
insurance policies when estimating its fair value. In evaluating the policies’ credit risk we consider items such as
insurance company solvency, credit risk indicators, and general economic conditions. Notwithstanding our efforts to
mitigate credit risk exposure and to reflect this risk in our portfolio valuation, we cannot predict with any certainty
whether a particular insurer will be in a financial position to satisfy amounts that it owes under life insurance policies
it has issued when a claim for payment is presented.

Every acquisition of a life insurance policy necessarily requires us to materially rely on information provided or
obtained by third parties. Any misinformation or negligence in the course of obtaining information could materially
and adversely affect the value of the policies we own, our results of operation and the value of our securities.

Our acquisition of each life insurance policy is negotiated based on variables and particular facts that are unique to the
policy itself and the health of the insured. The facts we obtain about the policies and the insured at the time when the
policy was applied for and obtained are based on the insured’s factual representations to the insurance company, and
the facts the insurance company independently obtains in the course of its own due-diligence examination, such as
facts concerning the health of the insured and whether or not there is an insurable interest present when the policy was
issued. Any misinformation or negligence in the course of obtaining information relating to a policy or insured could
materially and adversely impact the value of the policies we own and could in turn adversely affect our results of
operations and the value of our securities.
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Our business is subject to state regulation and changes in those laws and regulations, or changes in their interpretation,
could negatively affect our results of operation, financial condition and our business prospects.

When we purchase a life insurance policy, we are subject to state insurance regulations. Over the past years, we have
seen a dramatic increase in the number of states that have adopted legislation and regulations from model laws
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promulgated by either the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) or by the National Conference of
Insurance Legislators (NCOIL). These laws are essentially consumer protection statutes responding to abuses that
arose early in the development of our industry, some of which may persist. Today, almost every state has adopted
some version of either the NAIC or NCOIL model laws, which generally require the licensing of purchasers of and
brokers for life insurance policies, the filing and approval of purchase agreements, and the disclosure of transaction
fees. These laws also require various periodic reporting requirements and prohibit certain business practices deemed to
be abusive. State statutes typically provide state regulatory agencies with significant powers to interpret, administer,
and enforce the laws relating to the purchase of life insurance policies. Under statutory authority, state regulators have
broad discretionary power and may impose new licensing requirements, interpret or enforce existing regulatory
requirements in different ways, or issue new administrative rules, any of which could be generally adverse to our
industry. Because the life insurance secondary market is relatively new and because of the history of certain abuses in
the industry, we believe it is likely that state regulation will increase and grow more complex in the foreseeable future.
We cannot, however, predict what any new regulation would specifically involve.

Any adverse change in laws or regulations, or their interpretation, in one or more states in which we operate could
result in our curtailment or termination of operations in such jurisdictions, or cause us to modify our operations in a
way that adversely affects our results of operation. Any such action could have a corresponding material and negative
impact on our financial condition and could also negatively affect our general business prospects.

If federal regulators or courts conclude that the purchase of life insurance in the secondary market constitutes, in all
cases, a transaction in securities, we could be in violation of existing covenants under our senior credit facility with
LNV Corporation, which could result in significantly diminished access to capital. We could also face increased
operational expenses. The materialization of this risk could adversely affect our operating results and financial
condition, our ability to repay our debt, and possibly threaten the viability of our business.

On occasion, the SEC has attempted to regulate the purchase of non-variable universal life insurance policies as
transactions in securities under federal securities laws. In July 2010, the SEC issued a Staff Report of its Life
Settlement Task Force. In that report, the Staff recommended that certain types of purchased insurance policies be
classified as securities. The SEC has not taken any position on the Staff Report, and there is no indication if the SEC
will take any action to implement the recommendations of the Staff Report. In addition, there have been several
federal court cases in which transactions involving the purchase and fractionalization of life insurance policies have
been held to be transactions in securities under the federal Securities Act of 1933.

We believe that the matters discussed in the Staff Report and existing case law do not impact our current business
model because our purchases of life insurance policies are distinguishable from those cases that have been held by
courts, and advocated by the Staff Report, to be transactions in securities. For example, neither we nor any of our
affiliates are involved in the fractionalization of life insurance policies, and we presently do not purchase significant
amounts of variable life insurance policies. As a practical matter, if all or a majority of our life insurance policies were
deemed to be “securities” under federal securities laws, either through an expansion of the definition of what constitutes
a “security,” the expansion of the types of transactions in life insurance policies that would constitute transactions in
“securities,” or the elimination or limitation of available exemptions and exceptions (whether by statutory change,
regulatory change, or administrative or court interpretation), then we or one or more of our affiliated entities could
become subject to the federal Investment Company Act of 1940. This outcome would likely have a material and
negative effect on our Company by imposing additional regulations and rules to our governance structure, operations,
and our capital structure. In particular, this outcome would likely cause us to be in violation of existing covenants
under our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation requiring us not to operate or be characterized as an “investment
company” under the Investment Company Act of 1940. This breach would likely adversely affect our liquidity and
increase our cost of capital and operational expenses, all of which would adversely affect our operating results. Such
an outcome could also threaten our ability to satisfy our obligations as they come due and the viability of our business.
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If actuarial assumptions we obtain from third-party providers and rely on to calculate our expected returns on our
investments in life insurance policies change, our operating results and cash flow could be adversely affected, as well
as the value of our collateral and our ability to service our debt obligations.

The expected internal rate of return we calculate is based upon the probability of an insured’s mortality over an
actuarial life expectancy estimate. We presently obtain these estimates from third-party medical-actuarial underwriting
companies. In the case of small face policies (i.e., policies having $1.0 million or less in face value of policy benefits),
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we may choose not to obtain any third party estimates, and instead use proprietary mortality tables or other techniques
to develop our own life expectancy for an insured. In addition to actuarial life expectancies, we rely on a pricing and
premium forecasting software model developed by a third-party actuarial firm for the valuation of policies we
purchase, future mortality revenues, and the calculation of anticipated internal rates of return. These pricing models
forecast the estimated future premiums due as well the future mortalities of insureds.

All actuarial life expectancies (and related forecasting software) are subject to interpretation and change based on
evolving medical technology, actuarial data, and analytical techniques. Additionally, we are required under the
borrowing agreement for our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation to update life expectancy estimates for life
insurance policies with face amounts greater than $750,000 every two years. Our prior experience in updating life
expectancies has generally resulted in longer life expectancies for most, but not all, of the insureds within our
portfolio. Any increase in the actuarial life expectancy estimates of insureds within our portfolio could have a
materially adverse effect on our operating results and cash flow, and our balance sheet. Adverse impacts on the value
of our life insurance policy portfolio or our cash flow could in turn impair the value of the collateral we have pledged
to our creditors and our ability to service our debt and obligations as they come due.

We rely on estimated rates of mortality when valuing life insurance policies and forecasting the performance of our
portfolio, and we also rely on other estimates derived from statistical methodologies for projecting our future cash
flows. If any of our estimates prove to be incorrect, it could materially and adversely affect our financial condition and
ability to satisfy our debt service and repayment obligations.

If we project we will receive cash inflows from policies sooner than we actually do, we may not be able to make
payment on our debt obligations in a timely manner, or at all. Moreover, a significant medical discovery or advance
that results in mortality improvements among seniors, above historically predicted actuarial rates, could have a
material adverse effect on the value of our life insurance investments.

For example, we use a modeling method for projecting cash flows known as the “probabilistic method.” This is an
actuarial method that uses the probability of an insured’s mortality over time (a mortality curve) to project the flow of
policy benefits to us and to project premiums that must be paid. Thus far, we have in fact experienced fewer cash
flows from policy benefits than projected in the early stages of ownership of our current life insurance policy portfolio
using this method. We had expected to receive approximately $339.7 million cumulative policy benefits as of
December 31, 2017, and in fact received $191.2 million. This has resulted in greater than expected premium
payments, increasing such expected payments from an expected $172.1 million to $203.5 million. Barring significant
mortality improvements (i.e., medical discoveries or advancements relating to the medical conditions of insureds),
however, the fact that actual results have differed from the expectations derived from the probabilistic method of
projecting policy benefits should ordinarily result in greater policy benefits in later stages of ownership.

We update our projected future cash flows each month using the probabilistic method to reflect the actual experience
within our life insurance policy portfolio to date. We use the current future cash flow projection to generate our
expected internal rate of return on the life insurance policy portfolio we own. We would expect to change our method
of calculating our future cash flows only if leading actuarial firms determined that such a methodology was no longer
the most appropriate means of projecting cash flows from a life insurance policy portfolio. Any change to the pricing
model, methodology, premium forecasting assumptions, cash flow projections, or the mortality assumptions
accompanied therewith that increase the projected cost-of-insurance premiums or decrease the probability of mortality
could have a material and adverse impact on our cash flows and financial condition. Ultimately, this could adversely
affect our ability to meet our debt service and repayment obligations and our viability.

Cost-of-insurance (premium) increases could materially and adversely affect our profitability and financial condition.

We are subject to the risk of increased cost-of-insurance (“COI”) charges (i.e., premium charges) for the universal life
insurance policies we own in our portfolio. As of December 31, 2017, approximately 24% of the policies in our
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portfolio have premium levels that are guaranteed under the terms of the policy to keep the policy’s death benefit in
force even in a situation where the policy’s cash account has been wholly depleted. On the remaining approximately
76% of our policies, we pay “non-guaranteed COI charges” and are subject to the risk that the insurer could increase the
COI charges for the policy. In all cases, the amount of increase is subject to any limits that may be set forth in the
insurance policy. Because very few of the policies we own have significant cash account value balances, any COI
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increase will require us to use more cash to satisfy the minimum premium amount required to keep the related policy
in force, and this could materially and adversely affect our profitability.

A COI increase can also be expected to impair the value of the affected policy because extra expense (i.e., additional
premium amounts) will be required to keep the policy in force, and such extra expense will diminish the economic
value, or return, of the policy realized upon the mortality of the insured. As a result, any widespread COI increases in
policies we own would likely have a material and adverse effect on the value of our portfolio, which in turn would
materially and adversely affect our profitability and financial condition.

Our business and prospects may be adversely affected by changes, lack of growth, or increased competition in the life
insurance secondary market.

The growth of the life insurance policy secondary market and our expansion within the market may be negatively
affected by a variety of factors beyond our control, including: our inability to locate sufficient numbers of life
insurance policy sellers or agents to source those sellers; our inability to convince life insurance policy owners of the
benefits of selling their policy; competition from other companies in the life insurance secondary market; negative
publicity about the life insurance secondary market based on actual or perceived abuses; and the adoption of
additional governmental regulation.

The relatively new and evolving nature of the market in which we operate makes the related risks difficult to identify
and quantify. Nevertheless, contractions in the secondary market for life insurance policies, whether resulting from
general economic conditions, regulatory or legal pressures, or otherwise (including regulatory pressures exerted on us
or others involved in the secondary market for life insurance), could make participation in the market generally less
desirable. This could in turn depress the prices at which life insurance policies on the secondary market are bought
and sold and have a negative impact on the estimated value of the policies we own. If the value of the policies we own
decreases, our results of operation and financial condition could suffer.

Changes in general economic conditions could adversely impact our business.

Changes in general economic conditions, including, for example, interest rates, investor sentiment, changes
specifically affecting the insurance industry, competition, technological developments, political and diplomatic events,
tax laws, and other factors not known to us today, can substantially and adversely affect our business and prospects.
For example, changes in interest rates may increase our cost of capital and ability to raise capital and have a
corresponding adverse impact on our operating results. While we may engage in certain hedging activities to mitigate
the impact of rising interest rates, none of these risks are or will be within our control.

We are dependent on our information systems for our financial reporting, policy-related databases, communications
and other functions. If our information systems fail or experience major interruptions, including those relating to
cybersecurity or arising from cyber-attacks, our business and our financial results could be adversely affected.

We rely on our information systems to effectively manage our operational and financial functions. Our computer
systems, Internet web sites, telecommunications, and data networks are also vulnerable to damage or interruption from
power loss, natural disasters and attacks from viruses or hackers, including cybersecurity threats and incidents. Global
cybersecurity threats and incidents can range from uncoordinated individual attempts to gain unauthorized access to
information technology systems to targeted measures directed at us, our databases, policies, and/or the subjects of
acquired policies. Although we utilize various procedures and controls to attempt to mitigate our exposure to these
risks, attacks are evolving and unpredictable and we cannot guarantee that any risk prevention measures implemented
will be successful. System failures or interruptions, including those relating to cybersecurity or arising from
cyber-attacks, could breach the security of the personal information of the subjects of the acquired policies and could
adversely affect our reputation, business, financial condition, and operating results.
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Risks Unique to Our Company

We have a relatively limited history of operations and our earnings and cash flows may be volatile, resulting in
uncertainty about our ability to service and repay our debt when it comes due, redeem preferred stock when requested
and uncertainty about our prospects generally.

We are a company with a limited history, which makes it difficult to accurately forecast our earnings and cash flows.
We incurred a net loss attributable to common shareholders of $33.3 million and $3.1 million in the years ended
December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. Our lack of a significant history and the evolving nature of the market in
which we operate make it likely that there are risks inherent to our business that are yet to be recognized by us or
others, or not fully appreciated, and that could result in us earning less than we anticipate or even suffering further
losses. As a result of the foregoing, an investment in our securities necessarily involves uncertainty about the stability
of our earnings, cash flows and, ultimately, our ability to service and repay our debt and our prospects generally. In
addition, any earnings volatility we experience may adversely affect the market price of our common stock.

We may in the future rely, in part, on new and unproven technology as part of our underwriting processes. If the
mortality predictions we obtain through use of this technology proves inaccurate, our results of operation and financial
condition could be materially and adversely affected.

We recently exercised our option to license, on an exclusive basis for use in the life insurance industry, new
technology (which we call “M-Panel” technology) that we believe may be applied to assist us with the mortality
predictions in the course of underwriting and valuing life insurance policies. This M-Panel technology, however, has
not yet been commercially applied in the manner we envision, and it is possible that we will be unable to obtain more
accurate mortality predictions through its use. It is also possible that the mortality predictions we obtain through use of
the M-Panel technology will prove inaccurate, and perhaps materially so. In such a case, our failure to accurately
forecast mortalities could have a material and adverse effect on our results of operation and financial condition, which
could in turn materially and negatively affect the price of our common stock and our ability to satisfy our debts.

Although we have entered into a written license agreement for the M-Panel technology, we may have difficulties
preventing third parties from using that technology, and we may be required to obtain additional licenses from other
parties prior to our commercial use of that technology. We may be forced to develop our own proprietary processes,
the success of which would be uncertain. Difficulties we encounter in our efforts to use or develop, and protect,
intellectual property may prove costly and affect our results of operation.

The M-Panel technology rights we have licensed are the subject of a provisional patent application, but no patent
protection will be afforded those rights unless and until a non-provisional patent application is filed with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, which filing is beyond our control. If the patent for the M-Panel technology ultimately
were to issue, we would be legally entitled to prevent third parties from using any part of the technology that is both
covered by the claims of the patent and licensed to us. If, on the other hand, no patent is ultimately granted with
respect to the M-Panel technology (or the scope of claims is too narrow to afford us with meaningful protection), then
we may be unable to prevent third parties from using the M-Panel technology. This outcome may severely diminish
any competitive advantage we hope to obtain through our use of the M-Panel technology.

We are aware that other patent applications pending in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may have scopes of
claims that overlap with the claims contained in the provisional patent application filed with respect to the M-Panel
technology. If those other patents were to issue with scopes of claims that in fact overlap with the claims in any patent
application for the M-Panel technology, we would likely be required to enter into a license agreement with other third
parties before we could use processes that are covered by those overlapping claims. Nevertheless, we may be unable
to procure such a license, and even if we are able to procure such a license it may prove too costly for us.
Alternatively, we would ourselves be required to develop other processes that would not overlap with other patent
claims. Our own development of these processes could be costly and time consuming and may ultimately prove
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unsuccessful.

In sum, any difficulties we encounter in our efforts to use (through a license), or develop, and ultimately protect,
intellectual property from which we hope to gain a competitive advantage and enter into new insurance-related
markets could prove costly and time-consuming enough to materially and adversely affect our results of operation.
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The M-Panel technology we license may subject us to claims of infringement or invalidity from third parties, and the
magnitude of this risk to our business generally rises if and as we become more successful in employing and relying
on the technology. Any such claims would be complex and costly, and adverse outcomes could undermine the
competitive advantages we seek.

Our reliance on M-Panel technology (or any other technology we own or license) will subject us to the risk that other
parties may assert, rightly or wrongly, that our intellectual property rights are invalid or violate the rights of those
parties, as well as the risk that our intellectual property rights will be infringed upon by third parties. Any outcome
invalidating our intellectual property rights or otherwise diminishing the competitive advantages obtained, at least in
part, through the use of those rights could have a material and adverse effect on our competitive position and our
prospects.

Commercializing the M-Panel or other technology may require significant expenses, may cause us to incur losses, and
may ultimately prove ineffective or fail to create profitable business lines in the life insurance and related industries in
which we operate.

We intend to pursue new business models and business strategies in the insurance industry with M-Panel or similar
technology. This M-Panel technology, however, has not yet been commercially applied in the manner we envision,
and it is possible that we will incur losses as a result of these efforts. It is also possible that we will be unable to
effectively commercialize M-Panel or similar technology, or unsuccessful in disrupting the life insurance industry.
One or more competitors, however, may ultimately succeed in applying technology to the life insurance industry in a
manner that provides them with a significant competitive advantage or that disrupts the marketplace. Any such
outcome could have a material and adverse effect on our prospects, which could in turn materially and negatively
affect the price of our common stock and our ability to satisfy our debts.

We are in the final stages of readying our first scaled research pilot that will run concurrent M-Panel testing and life
insurance underwriting analysis on insurance applicants. On each insurance applicant, we will compare and analyze
the standard underwriting protocol against a detailed epigenetic scan of methylation patterns. Although we expect we
will emerge from the pilot with a quantitative understanding of the accuracy of our M-Panel Smoking Test and
Alcohol Test that will be critical in commercializing our tests for the life insurance industry, we have not yet validated
the claims that we believe to be true in a large-scale study. Further, although we invest in the insurtech business
overall and in research and development specifically, these activities do not guarantee that we will develop or obtain
intellectual property necessary for profitable operations. Costs involved in developing and protecting rights in
intellectual property may have a negative impact on our business.

Any failure to protect our intellectual property rights could impair our ability to protect our proprietary technology and
our brand.

If we fail to protect our intellectual property rights adequately, our competitors might gain access to our technology,
and our business might be harmed. In addition, defending our intellectual property rights might entail significant
expense. Any of our patents or other intellectual property rights may be challenged by others or invalidated through
administrative process or litigation. Although we have U.S. patent applications pending, we may be unable to obtain
patent protection for the technology covered in our patent applications. In addition, any patents issued in the future
may not provide us with competitive advantages or may be successfully challenged by third parties. Furthermore,
legal standards relating to the validity, enforceability and scope of protection of intellectual property rights are
uncertain.

We might be required to spend significant resources to monitor and protect our intellectual property rights. We may
initiate claims or litigation against third parties for infringement of our proprietary rights or to establish the validity of
our proprietary rights. Any litigation, whether or not it is resolved in our favor, could result in significant expense to
us and divert the efforts of our technical and management personnel.
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We may not be able to raise the capital that we are seeking from our securities offerings and may be unable to meet
our overall business objective of growing a larger, actuarially diverse portfolio of life insurance.

Our offer and sale of our Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock and our L Bond offerings are the principal means by
which we intend to raise funds needed to meet our goal of growing a larger and more statistically diverse portfolio.
While we plan to continue financing our business, if we are unable to continue to do so for any reason we may be
unable to meet our goal. In addition, if actual cash flows from our portfolio of life insurance policies do not occur as
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our actuarial projections have forecasted, which has thus far been the case, we could be forced to sell our investments
in life insurance policies in order to service or satisfy our debt-related obligations. If we are forced to sell some or all
of our investments in life insurance policies, or our entire portfolio, we may be unable to sell them at prices we believe
are optimal or that approximate the discount rate we have applied to value our portfolio, particularly if our sale of
policies occurs at a time when we are (or are perceived to be) in distress. In any such event, our business and the value
of our securities would likely be materially and adversely impacted.

Inaccuracies in the life expectancy estimates we use for small face policies could have a material and adverse effect on
our results of operation and financial condition.

As of December 31, 2017, we owned 502 “small face” life insurance policies (i.e., policies having $1 million in face
value of benefits or less) having $279.9 million in aggregate face value of benefits. We expect that the proportion of
our total portfolio of life insurance policies consisting of small face policies will continue to increase in the future.

The underwriting processes we use to evaluate, price and purchase small face policies are different from, and may not
be as reliable as, the processes we use for life insurance policies with larger face values of benefits. In particular, the
processes we use to develop or obtain life expectancy estimates and the related mortality curves for small face policies
are less extensive than traditional methods. These processes include obtaining either a single fully underwritten or
simplified report as opposed to two fully underwritten reports. A simplified third-party underwriting report is based on
a self-reported medical interview and may be supplemented with additional information obtained from a pharmacy
benefit manager database which is provided to one or more medical-actuarial underwriting firms to obtain a simplified
life expectancy report. Although we obtain professional actuarial guidance regarding these processes, our simplified
underwriting methodology may not be as reliable as the processes we use for policies with larger (i.e., greater than $1
million) face value of benefits where two fully underwritten life expectancy reports are obtained.

As the face value attributable to our small face policies increases relative to the total face value of our portfolio, the
accuracy with which we have estimated life expectancies for these policies will become increasingly material to our
business. Any shortcomings in the processes we use to evaluate, price, purchase and value our small face policies, or
significant inaccuracies in the life expectancy estimates relating to those policies, could have a material and adverse
effect on our results of operation and financial condition. Any such outcomes could have a negative and possibly
material effect on our ability to satisfy our debts.

We depend upon cash distributions from our subsidiaries, and contractual restrictions on distributions to us or adverse
events at one of our operating subsidiaries could materially and adversely affect our ability to pay our debts, redeem
preferred stock when requested and continue operating our business.

GWG Holdings, Inc. is a holding company. As a holding company, we conduct our operations through operating
subsidiaries, and as such our most significant assets are cash and our ownership interests in our subsidiaries.
Accordingly, our ability to meet our obligations, including our debt-related and dividend-payment obligations,
materially depends upon the ability of our subsidiaries to distribute cash to us. In this regard, the ability of our
subsidiaries to distribute cash to us is, and will continue to be, restricted by certain negative covenants in the
agreement governing our senior credit facility. If any of these limitations were to materially impede the flow of cash
to us, our ability to service and repay our debt, including obligations under the L Bonds, and make cash dividend
payments to holders of our preferred stock offerings would be materially and adversely affected. In addition, any
adverse corporate event at the subsidiary level, such as a declaration of bankruptcy, liquidation or reorganization or an
event of default under our senior credit facility, could adversely affect the ability of our subsidiaries to distribute cash
to us, and thereby materially and adversely affect our ability to service and repay our debt and make cash dividend
payments, and negatively impact our ability to continue operations.

The collateral granted as security for our obligations under the L Bonds may be insufficient to repay the indebtedness
upon an event of default.
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GWG Holdings (the issuer of the L Bonds) and GWG Life (the guarantor of obligations under the L Bonds, and the
wholly owned subsidiary of GWG Holdings) have each granted a security interest in substantially all of their
respective assets to serve as collateral security for obligations under the L Bonds. Importantly, DLP IV owns
substantially all of our life insurance policies and is the borrower under our senior credit facility with LNV
Corporation. As the borrower
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under that senior credit facility, all of its assets — including all of its life insurance policy assets — serve as collateral for
our obligations under the facility.

The most significant assets of each of GWG Holdings and GWG Life are their cash and investments in their
respective subsidiaries. At December 31, 2017, GWG Holdings’ total assets were approximately $594.5 million, of
which approximately $112.0 million was cash and approximately $480.7 million was its investment in subsidiaries.
On that same date, GWG Life’s total assets were approximately $480.7 million, of which approximately $1.5 million
was cash and approximately $415.2 million was its investment in subsidiaries. Approximately $51.1 million in fair
value of life insurance policies was directly owned by GWG Life at December 31, 2017.

Because of the fact that substantially all of our life insurance assets are held in our DLP IV subsidiary, and all of those
assets serve as collateral security for our obligations under our senior credit facility, L Bond holders risk the
possibility that the collateral security that has been granted for our obligations under the L Bonds may be insufficient
to repay holders upon an event of default. Furthermore, while the indenture governing the L Bonds limits the amount
of debt we and our subsidiaries can incur, the indenture permits us and our subsidiaries to incur additional secured
debt (subject to the debt coverage ratio) that may be senior to the L Bonds.

If a significant number of holders of our L Bonds demand repayment of those instruments upon maturity instead of
renewing them, and at such time we do not have sufficient capital on hand to fund those repayments (and do not
otherwise have access to sufficient capital), we may be forced to liquidate some of our life insurance policy assets,
which could have a material and adverse impact on our results of operation and financial condition.

As of December 31, 2017, we had approximately $461.4 million in principal amount of L Bonds outstanding. Since
we first issued our L Bonds, we have experienced $394.9 million in maturities, of which $234.7 million has renewed
for an additional term, as of December 31, 2017. This has provided us with an historical renewal rate of approximately
59.4% for investments in our L Bonds. Future contractual maturities of L Bonds as of December 31, 2017 are as
follows:

Years Ending December 31, L Bonds
2018 $ 105,916,000
2019 151,689,000
2020 78,402,000
2021 30,759,000
2022 40,018,000
Thereafter 54,643,000

$ 461,427,000
If investors holding existing indebtedness which matures do not elect to renew their investments and we do not at such
time have or have access to sufficient capital, then we may need to liquidate some of our investments in life insurance
policies earlier than anticipated. In such an event, we may be unable to sell those policies at prices we believe are fair
or otherwise appropriate and such sales could have a material and adverse impact on our results of operations and
financial condition. See also “We may not be able to raise the capital that we are seeking . . . ..”

Subordination provisions contained in the indenture will restrict the ability of the trustee or the L Bond holders to
enforce their rights against us under the indenture, including the right to payment on the L Bonds, if a default then
exists under a senior credit facility.

The L Bonds will be subordinate in right of payment to any claims of our senior lender under the senior credit facility.
In this regard, subordination provisions limiting the right of L Bond holders to enforce their rights are contained in the
indenture. These provisions include:
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•         a prohibition on challenging any enforcement action taken by a senior lender, or interfering with any legal action
or suits undertaken by a senior lender, against us and our affiliates;

•         a 180-day standstill period during which there may not be brought any action against us or our affiliates to
enforce rights respecting collateral unless our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation has been repaid in full,
which period may be extended if the senior lender takes action during such standstill period; and
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•         a prohibition on filing a bankruptcy or insolvency case against us or our affiliates for at least one year plus one
day after any senior lender has been paid in full.

In the event of a default on a senior credit facility, the indenture prohibits us from making any payment, direct or
indirect (whether for interest, principal, as a result of any redemption or repayment at maturity, on default, or
otherwise), on the L Bonds and any other indebtedness unless and until: (i) the default respecting the senior credit
facility has been cured or waived or has ceased to exist; or (ii) in the case of a non-payment default that permits a
senior lender to declare as due and payable all amounts owing under a senior credit facility (but where that senior
lender has not yet so declared amounts as being due and payable), the end of the period commencing on the date the
trustee receives written notice of default from the senior lender and ending on the earliest of (1) our discharge of the
default (or other cure), (2) the trustee’s receipt of a valid waiver of default from the senior lender, or (3) a written
notice from the senior lender terminating the payment prohibition.

During any payment prohibition period, neither the holders of the L Bonds nor the trustee will have the right, directly
or indirectly, to sue to enforce the indenture or the L Bonds. Other provisions of the indenture do permit the trustee to
take action to enforce the payment rights of L Bond holders after 179 days have passed since the trustee’s receipt of
notice of default from a senior lender, but in such case any funds paid as a result of any such suit or enforcement
action shall be applied toward the senior credit facility until the facility is indefeasibly paid in full before being
applied to the L Bonds.

These subordination provisions present the risk that, upon any default by us on obligations owed to our senior lender,
the holders of the L Bonds will be unable to enforce their rights to payment.

If the 180-day standstill period noted above, or any other limitation on the rights of the trustee or L Bond holders to
assert their rights to payment of principal or interest under the indenture, is ultimately determined to conflict with
provisions of the Trust Indenture Act of 1939 (most notably sections 316(b) and 317(a) of that Act), then the trustee,
as well as any holder who shall not have earlier consented to such subordination provisions, will (notwithstanding
such provision contained in the indenture) be authorized to institute a lawsuit for the enforcement of any payment of
principal or interest after their respective due dates.

The debt coverage ratio, designed to provide some assurance that the value of our assets exceeds our obligations to the
holders of L Bonds, values our life insurance policy assets in a manner that may not be representative of the amount
we would actually receive upon a sale of those assets.

Under the indenture governing the L Bonds, as amended on March 27, 2018 (see Item 9B), the maximum amount of L
Bonds we may issue at any time is limited to an amount such that our debt coverage ratio does not exceed 90%. This
limitation is designed to provide a basis to ensure that the net present value of policy benefits from our life insurance
assets, along with the value of our other asset, are able to cover the obligations to our L Bond holders. Conceptually,
and because we intend to hold our life insurance policies until we receive the related policy benefits, the debt coverage
ratio is based on the future receipt of our portfolio’s gross expected yield (i.e., our expected gains) as measured against
the future interest cost of our total debt obligations to finance the portfolio to maturity. Expressed as a percentage, the
debt coverage ratio is calculated as the ratio of (i) the total amounts outstanding on interest-bearing debt over (ii) the
net present asset value of all life insurance assets we own, plus any cash and cash equivalents held in our accounts,
policy benefit receivables and, without duplication, the value of all other assets of the Company as reflected on our
most recently available balance sheet prepared in accordance with GAAP. For this purpose, the net present asset value
of our life insurance assets is calculated as the present value of the life insurance portfolio’s expected future cash flows
discounted at the weighted-average interest rate of the interest-bearing indebtedness for the previous month.

Although the debt coverage ratio is designed to provide a basis to ensure that our assets will be sufficient to meet our
obligations to the holders of L Bonds, the “net present value” of our life insurance assets used in the debt coverage ratio
is not the same as the “fair value” of those assets on our balance sheet. Accordingly, the “net present value” and the “fair
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value” of our life insurance assets may be different — greater or less — and as a result the debt coverage ratio is not
informative of the amount we and holders of L Bonds would actually receive if we were forced to sell or liquidate our
life insurance assets. Furthermore, any sale or liquidation of all or a significant portion of our life insurance assets
would incur significant transactional costs. As a result, our mere compliance with the debt coverage ratio in the
indenture will not guarantee that the value of our life insurance assets, if sold or liquidated, would in all cases exceed
the amount of our obligations to the holders of L Bonds.
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Our controlling stockholders and principal executives are involved in litigation “clawback” claims, and it is possible that
adverse outcomes from these claims could negatively affect us.

Our Chief Executive Officer, Jon R. Sabes, and our corporate secretary and Chief Operating Officer — Life Epigenetics
Inc., Steven F. Sabes, who together beneficially own or control approximately 72% of our common stock, are subject
to clawback litigation relating to loan payments made to Opportunity Finance, LLC. The litigation stems from loan
payments received by Opportunity Finance, LLC (owned by Jon R. Sabes and Steve F. Sabes) from a borrower who
filed for bankruptcy in 2008. The bankruptcy trustee alleges that loan repayments to Opportunity Finance were
voidable transfers under preference or other legal theories and seeks to recover amounts for other creditors of the
bankruptcy estate Case No. 08-45257 (U.S. Bankruptcy Court District of Minnesota). Such loan repayments may
ultimately be deemed to be voidable transfers under preference or other legal theories. To date, no claim has been
made against us.

While we believe there are numerous meritorious defenses to the claims made by the bankruptcy trustee, and we are
advised that the defendants in that action will vigorously defend against the trustee’s claims, the defendants may not
prevail. If the bankruptcy trustee were to succeed in any effort to sell or transfer the equity interests of Jon R. Sabes or
Steven F. Sabes in our Company as a result of the litigation, there could be a change in control of our Company. Such
an event could adversely affect holders of our L Bonds by reducing the number of shares of common stock of GWG
Holdings that have been pledged as collateral security for our obligations under those securities. Finally, regardless of
the outcome of this litigation, these matters may distract management and reduce the time and attention that they are
able to devote to our business.

The loss of the services of our current executives or other key employees, or the failure to attract additional key
individuals, would materially adversely affect our business operations and prospects.

Our financial success is significantly dependent upon the efforts of our current executive officers and other key
employees. We have entered into employment agreements with Messrs. Jon R. Sabes and William B. Acheson.
Nevertheless, there can be no assurance that these individuals will continue to provide services to us. A voluntary or
involuntary termination of employment could have a materially adverse effect on our business operations if we were
not able to attract qualified replacements in a timely manner. At present, we do not maintain key-man life insurance
policies for any of these individuals. In addition, our success and viability is also dependent to a significant extent
upon our ability to attract and retain qualified personnel in all areas of our business, especially our sales, policy
acquisition, and financial management team. If we were to lose the members of these service teams, we would need to
replace them with qualified individuals in a timely manner or our business operations and prospects could be
adversely impacted.

We have the discretion to purchase assets, including life insurance assets, through different subsidiaries, and to
transfer assets among our subsidiaries. Any decision to purchase or hold title to assets in one subsidiary, as opposed to
a different subsidiary, may affect the value of collateral security for our debts.

We may at our discretion direct the purchase of policies by, and the sale of policies and other assets amongst, different
subsidiaries of GWG Holdings. Purchases of assets in, or movements of assets amongst, different subsidiaries could
affect the value of the collateral security for obligations under the L Bonds. For example, purchases through, or
transfers of life insurance policies to, DLP IV would cause the policies acquired or transferred to become collateral for
our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation, whereas purchases through, or transfers of life insurance policies to,
GWG Life would cause the policies acquired by GWG Life to become collateral for the L Bonds. Accordingly,
purchases of assets through, or transfers of assets to, different subsidiaries may affect the value of collateral security
for different classes of holders of our debt.

Being a public company is expensive and could adversely affect our ability to attract and retain qualified officers and
directors.
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We have been a public reporting company since January 31, 2012. As such, we are subject to the reporting
requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These requirements generate significant accounting, legal, and
financial compliance costs, and make some activities more difficult, time consuming or costly than they would
otherwise be, and may place significant strain on our personnel and resources. These rules and regulations applicable
to public companies, and the risks involved in serving as an officer or director of a public company, may also make it
more difficult and expensive for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance, and to recruit and retain qualified
officers and directors.
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We are an “emerging growth company” under federal securities laws, and the reduced reporting requirements applicable
to emerging growth companies may make it more difficult to compare our financial statements to those of other
issuers that are not emerging growth companies.

We are an “emerging growth company,” as defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act, or JOBS Act. For as
long as we continue to be an emerging growth company, we may take advantage of exemptions from various reporting
requirements normally applicable to public companies, including reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive
compensation in our periodic reports and proxy statements, exemptions from the requirements of holding a
non-binding advisory vote on executive compensation, and delayed adoption of new or revised financial accounting
standards. We could be an emerging growth company through 2019, although certain circumstances could cause us to
lose that status earlier. It is possible that these reduced reporting requirements could make it more difficult for
investors to compare our results of operations and financial condition with those of other companies that are not
emerging growth companies.

We have a merchant cash advance business that presents a number of unique risks.

In February 2016, we acquired certain loan and advance assets from a lender to merchant cash advance funders. A
merchant cash advance funder provides small businesses with one or more cash advances structured as the purchase of
a portion of a small business’s future receipts. This type of transaction is not characterized or structured as a loan.
Small businesses typically seek these advances for working capital purposes to finance their purchase of inventory,
equipment, or to otherwise address immediate business needs.

Our activities in this space are currently not significant to our Company as a whole and do we intend to originate any
additional cash advances. Nevertheless, this business presents a number of unique risks, including the illiquidity of the
cash advances; our critical reliance on certain individuals to operate the business; collection and cash advance
repayment issues and challenges given that the merchant cash advances are typically unsecured; and sensitivity to
general economic conditions.

Risks Related to the Pending Exchange Transaction

We may not complete the Exchange Transaction within our anticipated timeframe or at all, or on the terms and
conditions presently set forth in the Master Exchange Agreement.

We have entered into a Master Exchange Agreement (the “Master Agreement”) to govern our contemplated securities
exchange transaction with The Beneficient Company Group, L.P. (“Beneficient”) and certain other parties (the
“Exchange Transaction”). Completion of the Exchange Transaction is subject to various conditions. These conditions
include, among other things, the negotiation and entry into various ancillary agreements, obtaining requisite third
party consents, receipt by our Board of Directors of a reasonably acceptable valuation opinion and a fairness opinion,
and the expiration or termination of the applicable waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement
Acts of 1976. Although we anticipate consummating the Exchange Transaction during the second quarter of 2018,
there is no guarantee that it will be completed on this timeframe or at all. If the Exchange Transaction is not
completed for any reason, we will not realize the anticipated benefits of the Exchange Transaction described
elsewhere in this report. Further, the price of our common stock may decline to the extent that the current market price
reflects an assumption that the Exchange Transaction will be completed. In addition, significant costs related to the
Exchange Transaction, such as legal, accounting, financial valuation and filing fees, must be paid and expended even
if the Exchange Transaction is not completed. Many of these costs, which we expect to capitalize upon consummation
of the Exchange Transaction, must be expensed by us if the Exchange Transaction is not completed. Such expenses
will have a negative impact on our consolidated financial results, which may further depress the market price of our
common stock.
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Beneficient may be unable to operate its business successfully, which would negatively impact its ability to generate
distributable cash flow and increase the value of its common units.

Beneficient plans to provide to mid-to-high net worth individuals (i.e., individuals having a net worth of between $5
million and $30 million) with trust services and related liquidity products and loans (collectively, “trust services and
liquidity products”) for the alternative assets and illiquid investment funds those individuals may own, and a variety of
other financial services, including custody and clearing of alternative assets, fund and trust administration, retirement
funds and insurance services for covering risks attendant to owning or managing alternative assets. The
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success of the Exchange Transaction from our perspective will depend, in part, on Beneficient’s ability to operate its
business successfully, generate distributable cash flow and increase the value of its common units. If Beneficient is
unable to do so, such inability will negatively impact the value of our investment in Beneficient.

Beneficient’s operations will impact our financial performance.

We expect to account for our acquisition of common units of Beneficient using the equity method of accounting. As a
result, following the closing of the Exchange Transaction, we will recognize a share of the profits and losses of
Beneficient in the periods when such profits and losses are earned or incurred by Beneficient. Because common units
of Beneficient will represent a significant percent of our assets, the impact on our financial statements of Beneficient’s
financial performance may be material.

Beneficient may be unable to obtain a listing of its common units on a nationally recognized stock exchange, which
would hinder Beneficient’s ability to successfully pursue its current business plans.

Beneficient is a privately-held company organized as a Delaware master limited partnership. Subject to receipt of
regulatory trust charters from the State of Texas, which is not a certainty, Beneficient intends to register its common
units with the Securities and Exchange Commission and to apply for listing on a national stock exchange (a “listing”),
after which it would be considered a publicly traded partnership for IRS purposes. There can be no assurance as to the
timing or effectiveness, if any, of the proposed listing. Because Beneficient’s current business plans are based in part
on obtaining a listing, failure to do so may materially and adversely impact its financial performance and prospects,
which would likely decrease the value of Beneficient’s common units. As a potential significant holder of Beneficient
common units, such a decrease would have a corresponding negative impact on the value of our assets and the price of
our common stock.

Under the Master Agreement, Beneficient has agreed to use its commercial best efforts to pursue and obtain a listing
following the closing of the Exchange Transaction. If Beneficient fails to file a registration statement with the SEC in
connection with a listing within 24 months after such closing, or secure a listing on or prior to the 40-month
anniversary of such closing, then the Master Agreement provides that we may, at our election, cause Beneficient to
adopt a strategy to redeem all of the common units of Beneficient then held by us at a redemption price equal to the
greater of $11.00 per unit or the book value per unit as of the redemption date. Under this strategy, Beneficient would
be required to use a portion of its distributable cash flow to satisfy our redemption election (together with all other
redemption elections that may be made by the holders of other interests in Beneficient or interests convertible into
interests of Beneficient). However, there is no assurance that Beneficient’s distributable cash flow will be sufficient to
affect a redemption within a particular period of time or at all. If Beneficient is ultimately unable to satisfy its
redemption obligation, we may not be able to recoup our investment in Beneficient common units.

We will have limited or no ability to influence Beneficient’s management’s decisions regarding its business.

Although we will own a significant percentage of Beneficient’s outstanding common units upon consummation of the
Exchange Transaction, Beneficient’s general partner is authorized to perform all acts that it determines to be necessary
or appropriate to carry out Beneficient’s purposes and to conduct its business. As a result, we will have only limited
voting rights relating to certain matters and, as is contemplated by the terms of Beneficient’s limited partnership
agreement (which we will be required to become a party to upon consummation of the Exchange Transaction), any
person or group that acquires beneficial ownership of 20% or more of Beneficient’s common limited partnership units
(including GWG) will lose voting rights associated with all of its common units and such common units may not be
voted on any matter. Further, any person or group (other than Beneficient’s general partner and its affiliates, or a direct
or subsequently approved transferee of the general partner or its affiliates or such person or group has the prior
approval of the board of directors of the general partner of Beneficient) who acquires, in the aggregate, beneficial
ownership of 20% or more of Beneficient’s common units (including GWG), will lose voting rights associated with all
of its common units and such common units may not be voted on any matter and will not be considered to be
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outstanding when sending notices of a meeting of limited partners, calculating required votes, determining the
presence of a quorum or for other similar purposes. In addition, prior to a listing, if any, of Beneficient’s common units
on a national stock exchange or, in lieu thereof, quotation of the common units in an automated quotation system, the
executive committee of the board of directors of the general partner of Beneficient will be entitled to cast all of the
votes that the limited partners would otherwise be entitled to cast, and no limited partner, in its capacity as such, will
be permitted
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to vote in respect of its common units. As a result, we will have limited or no ability to influence Beneficient’s
management’s decisions regarding its business.

Beneficient’s partnership agreement eliminates fiduciary duties that might otherwise be owed to us under Delaware
law.

Beneficient’s business and affairs are managed by Beneficient Management, LLC, its general partner (“Beneficient
Management”). Beneficient’s partnership agreement eliminates the fiduciary duties that might otherwise be owed by the
Beneficient Management under Delaware law and replaces them with the duties expressly set forth in such agreement.
Beneficient’s partnership agreement provides that, when the general partner is permitted or required to make a decision
in its “discretion” or pursuant to a provision not subject to an express standard of “good faith,” in making such decision,
the general partner has no duty to give any consideration to any interest of or factors affecting Beneficient or any other
person. If a decision under Beneficient’s partnership agreement is subject to an express standard of “good faith,” such
decision will not constitute a breach of the agreement if the decision is approved by (i) a majority of the members of
the conflicts committee of the board of directors of the general partner of Beneficient, (ii) holders of a majority of the
voting power of the Beneficient’s common units entitled to vote (excluding voting common units owned by the general
partner and its affiliates), or (iii) the general partner acting without a subjective belief that such decision was adverse
to the interests of Beneficient. Potential conflicts of interest may arise among the general partner and its affiliates, on
the one hand, and Beneficient, on the other hand, and the general partner may be able to favor its own interest to the
detriment of Beneficient and the holders of the common units.

Our percentage ownership in Beneficient may be diluted.

Upon consummation of the Exchange Transaction, we will become the owner of up to 82% of the issued and
outstanding common units in Beneficient. Our percentage ownership does not take into account (i) approximately
125,657,883 limited partner interests that may be issued upon the conversion of outstanding securities issued by
Beneficient or its affiliates, or (ii) additional limited partner interests that may be issued after the closing of the
Exchange Transaction. Importantly, the general partner of Beneficient has discretion to cause Beneficient to issue
additional limited partner interests from time to time, and Beneficient’s partnership agreement contains no meaningful
restrictions on this authority. Moreover, the Beneficient organizational structure permits the future issuance of
additional securities that can, upon certain circumstances or at the discretion of their holders, be converted into
additional limited partner interests in Beneficient. As a result, our percentage ownership in Beneficient may be diluted
in the future.

The resale of our common stock issued in the Exchange Transaction could put downward pressure on the market price
of our common stock and result in a destabilized trading market for our common stock.

We may issue up to 40 million shares of our common stock upon closing of the Exchange Transaction, which would
represent approximately 688% of the 5,813,555 shares of our common stock outstanding as of March 29, 2018. Upon
issuance, the shares of common stock we issue in the Exchange Transaction will be subject to resale restrictions
applicable to “restricted securities” under applicable federal securities. The Master Agreement and related ancillary
agreements require that we register the resale of the shares issued to the Seller Trusts (up to 29.1 million shares) to the
extent permitted by applicable SEC rules and regulations. The shares of our common stock that we may issue in the
Exchange Transaction to MHT SPV are not contemplated to be included among the securities to be registered for
resale, and such shares will subject to a lock-up provision that will prohibit MHT SPV from reselling them until 40
months following the closing of the Exchange Transaction or, if earlier, the listing of the common units of Beneficient
on a nationally recognized stock exchange. Upon the effectiveness of such registration, or the lapse of applicable
resale restrictions under applicable securities laws or applicable lock-up restrictions, the shares of our common stock
issued in the Exchange Transaction will be available for resale in the public equity markets. We cannot predict the
effect, if any, that future sales of these shares or the availability of these shares for future sale will have on the market
price of our common stock.
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The Master Agreement obligates us and the Seller Trusts to negotiate in good faith the terms of an Orderly Marketing
Agreement with one or more nationally recognized investment banks, and enter into that agreement at the closing, for
the orderly marketing and resale of the shares of our common stock that we issue to the Seller Trusts in the Exchange
Transaction. The purpose of this Orderly Marketing Agreement is to manage the timing and amount of our common
shares that are publicly resold in the market because the number of shares of our common stock to be issued in the
Exchange Transaction will substantially increase the total number of our issued and outstanding shares. However,
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the terms of that Orderly Marketing Agreement have not yet been determined. There is no assurance that the Orderly
Marketing Agreement will accomplish its purpose of maintaining a stable market for our common stock.

Upon consummation of the Exchange Transaction, the Seller Trusts and MHT SPV, collectively, will own a
substantial majority of our outstanding common stock.

At the closing of the Exchange Transaction, we may issue up to 29.1 million shares of our common stock to the Seller
Trusts and up to 12.5 million additional shares of our common stock to MHT SPV. Upon issuance, such shares will
represent a substantial majority of our outstanding common stock. The Master Agreement contemplates and requires
the delivery at closing of a shareholders’ agreement (the “Shareholders’ Agreement”) among the Seller Trusts, MHT SPV
and GWG Holdings. The purpose of the Shareholders’ Agreement is to limit the voting power of the Seller Trusts and
MHT SPV and the control they would otherwise be entitled to exercise over our Company. To that end, the
Shareholders’ Agreement will provide that all voting securities of GWG Holdings over which the Seller Trusts and
MHT SPV (and their respective transferees) have voting control will be voted solely in proportion with the votes cast
by all other holders of voting securities of GWG on any matter put before them. In addition, until the earlier of (i) one
year from the closing of the Exchange Transaction and (ii) the termination of the Orderly Marketing Agreement, the
Seller Trusts (including their assignees and transferees, and their respective affiliates) will be subject to certain
standstill restrictions that will prohibit the Seller Trusts from, among other things, acquiring any of our voting
securities, seeking or proposing to influence or control our management, Board of Directors, or policies, and
submitting a proposal for any merger, recapitalization, reorganization, business combination, or other extraordinary
transaction involving our Company. Following expiration of the standstill period, however, the Seller Trusts, to the
extent they continue to hold shares of our common stock, may engage in such activities.

ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS.

Not applicable.

ITEM 2. PROPERTIES.

Our principal executive offices are located at 220 South Sixth Street, Suite 1200, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402. At
that location, we lease 17,687 square feet of space for a lease term expiring in 2025. We believe that these facilities
are adequate for our current needs and that suitable additional space will be available as needed.

ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

None.

ITEM 4. MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES.

Not applicable.
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR THE REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS
AND ISSUER PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES.

Our common stock is listed on The NASDAQ Capital Market under the ticker symbol “GWGH.”

The following table shows the high and low sales for our common stock for the periods indicated, as reported by
NASDAQ:

Three Months Ended High Low
March 31, 2016 $ 7.19 $ 4.21
June 30, 2016 $ 8.75 $ 5.96
September 30, 2016 $ 11.56 $ 6.22
December 31, 2016 $ 9.65 $ 7.32
March 31, 2017 $ 11.24 $ 10.80
June 30, 2017 $ 10.58 $ 10.45
September 30, 2017 $ 10.20 $ 9.90
December 31, 2017 $ 10.42 $ 8.24
As of March 29, 2018, there were 90 record holders of our common stock, one of which was Cede & Co., a nominee
for Depository Trust Company, or DTC. Shares of common stock that are held by financial institutions as nominees
for beneficial owners are deposited into participant accounts at DTC, and are considered to be held of record by Cede
& Co. as one stockholder. As of March 29, 2018, we had -two beneficial holders of our common stock.

We have not historically issued any common stock dividends and do not expect to do so in the foreseeable future.

ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA.

Not applicable.

ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS.

You should read the following discussion in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and accompanying
notes and the information contained in other sections of this report. This discussion and analysis is based on the
beliefs of our management, as well as assumptions made by, and information currently available to, our management.
Subject to completion of the pending Exchange Transaction contemplated by the Master Exchange Agreement with
Beneficient, among others, we intend to account for our acquisition of common units of Beneficient under the equity
method of accounting. However, this discussion and analysis does not take into account the potential impact that such
pending Exchange Transaction may have on our future financial condition and the results of our future obligations.

Risk Relating to Forward-Looking Statements

This report contains forward-looking statements that reflect our current expectations and projections about future
events. Actual results could differ materially from those described in these forward-looking statements.

The words “believe,” “could,” “possibly,” “probably,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “project,” “expect,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “seek,” “intend,”
“plan,” “expect,” or “consider” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements but are not the
exclusive means of identifying such statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties,
which could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements.
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Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to:

•         changes in the secondary market for life insurance;

•         changes resulting from the evolution of our business model and strategy with respect to the life insurance
industry;

•         our limited operating history;
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•         the valuation of assets reflected on our financial statements;

•         the reliability of assumptions underlying our actuarial models, including our life expectancy estimates;

•         our reliance on debt financing and continued access to the capital markets;

•         our history of operating losses;

•         risks relating to the validity and enforceability of the life insurance policies we purchase;

•         risks relating to our ability to license and effectively apply technologies to improve and expand the scope of our
business;

•         our reliance on information provided and obtained by third parties;

•         federal, state and FINRA regulatory matters;

•         competition in the secondary market of life insurance;

•         the relative illiquidity of life insurance policies;

•         our ability to satisfy our debt obligations if we were to sell our entire portfolio of life insurance policies;

•         life insurance company credit exposure;

•         cost-of-insurance (premium) increases on our life insurance policies;

•         general economic outlook, including prevailing interest rates;

•         performance of our investments in life insurance policies;

•         financing requirements;

•         risks associated with the merchant cash advance business;

•         risks associated with our attempts to commercialize our M-Panel technology;

•         risks associated with our ability to protect our intellectual property rights;

•         litigation risks;

•         restrictive covenants contained in borrowing agreements; and

•         our ability to make cash distributions in satisfaction of dividend obligations and redemption requests.

We caution you that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. Forward-looking statements are only estimates and
predictions, or statements of current intent. Actual results, outcomes or actions that we ultimately undertake, could
differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements due to risks, uncertainties or actual events
differing from the assumptions underlying these statements.

JOBS Act
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On April 5, 2012, the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012, or JOBS Act, was enacted. Section 107 of the
JOBS Act provides that an “emerging growth company” can take advantage of the extended transition period provided
in Section 7(a)(2)(B) of the Securities Act of 1933 for complying with new or revised accounting standards. This
means that an “emerging growth company” can make an election to delay the adoption of certain accounting standards
until those standards would apply to private companies. We are an emerging growth company and have elected to
delay our adoption of new or revised accounting standards and, as a result, we may not comply with new or revised
accounting standards at the same time as other public reporting companies that are not “emerging growth companies.”
This exemption will apply for a period of five years following our first sale of common equity securities under an
effective registration statement (which will occur in September 2019) or until we no longer qualify as an “emerging
growth company” as defined under the JOBS Act, whichever is earlier.
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Overview

We are a financial services company committed to disrupting and transforming the life insurance industry and related
industries. We built our business by creating opportunities for consumers to obtain significantly more value for their
life insurance policies in a secondary market as compared to the traditional options offered by the insurance industry.
We are enhancing and extending these activities through innovation in our products and services, business processes,
financing strategies, and advanced epigenetic technologies. At the same time, we are creating opportunities for
investors to receive income and capital appreciation from our investment activities in the life insurance and related
industries.

Critical Accounting Policies

Critical Accounting Estimates

The preparation of our consolidated financial statements in accordance with the GAAP requires us to make judgments,
estimates, and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. We base our judgments,
estimates, and assumptions on historical experience and on various other factors believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Actual results could differ materially from these estimates. We evaluate our judgments, estimates, and
assumptions on a regular basis and make changes accordingly. We believe that the judgments, estimates, and
assumptions involved in valuing our investments in life insurance policies and evaluating deferred taxes have the
greatest potential impact on our consolidated financial statements and accordingly believe these to be our critical
accounting estimates. Below we discuss the critical accounting policies associated with these estimates as well as
certain other critical accounting policies.

Ownership of Life Insurance Policies — Fair Value Option

We account for the purchase of life insurance policies in accordance with Accounting Standards Codification 325-30,
Investments in Insurance Contracts, which requires us to use either the investment method or the fair value method.
We have elected to account for all of our life insurance policies using the fair value method.

The fair value of our life insurance policies is determined as the net present value of the life insurance portfolio’s future
expected cash flows (policy benefits received and required premium payments) that incorporates current life
expectancy estimates and discount rate assumptions.

We initially record our purchase of life insurance policies at the transaction price, which is the amount paid for the
policy, inclusive of all external fees and costs associated with the acquisition. At each subsequent reporting period, we
re-measure the investment at fair value in its entirety and recognize the change in fair value as unrealized gain
(revenue) in the current period, net of premiums paid. Changes in the fair value of our portfolio are based on periodic
evaluations and are recorded in our consolidated statements of operations as changes in fair value of life insurance
policies.

Fair Value Components — Medical Underwriting

Unobservable inputs, as discussed below, are a critical component of our estimate for the fair value of our investments
in life insurance policies. We currently use a probabilistic method of estimating and valuing the projected cash flows
of our portfolio, which we believe to be the preferred and most prevalent valuation method in the industry. In this
regard, the most significant assumptions we make are the life expectancy estimates of the insureds and the discount
rate applied to the expected future cash flows to be derived from our portfolio.
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The 2015 Valuation Basic Table (“2015 VBT”) finalized by the Society of Actuaries is based on a much larger dataset
of insured lives, face amount of policies and more current information compared to the dataset underlying the 2008
Valuation Basic Table. The 2015 VBT dataset includes 266 million policies compared to the 2008 VBT dataset of 75
million. The experience data in the 2015 VBT dataset includes 2.55 million claims on policies from 51 insurance
carriers. Life expectancies implied by the 2015 VBT are generally longer for male and female nonsmokers between
the ages of 65 and 80, while smokers and insureds of both genders over the age of 85 have significantly lower life
expectancies. We adopted the 2015 VBT in our valuation process in June 2016.
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For life insurance policies with face amounts greater than $1 million and that are not pledged under any senior credit
facility (approximately 11% of our portfolio by face amount of policy benefits) we attempt to update the independent
life expectancy estimates on a continuous rotating three year cycle. For life insurance policies with face amounts
greater than $750,000 that are pledged under the senior credit facility with LNV Corporation (approximately 82.6% of
our portfolio by face amount of policy benefits) we are presently required to update the independent life expectancy
estimates every two years beginning from the date of the amended facility.

We conduct medical underwriting on the life insurance policies we own with life expectancy reports produced by
independent third-party medical-actuarial underwriting firms. Each life expectancy report summarizes the underlying
insured person’s medical history based on the underwriter’s review of recent and historical medical records. We obtain
two such life expectancy reports for almost all policies, except for small face value insurance policies (i.e., a policy
with $1 million in face value benefits or less) for which we have obtained at least one fully underwritten or simplified
third-party report. A simplified third-party underwriting report is based on a medical interview, which may be
supplemented with additional information obtained from a pharmacy benefit manager database. For valuation
purposes, we use the life expectancy estimate, using the average in the case of multiple reports, expressed as the
number of months at which the individual will have a 50% probability of mortality.

Our prior experience in updating independent life expectancy estimates has generally resulted in shorter life
expectancies of the updated insureds within our portfolio, but often not as short as we had projected. As our life
insurance portfolio continues to grow, we may experience additional and material adjustments to the fair value of our
portfolio due to updating independent life expectancy estimates. For more information about life expectancy estimates
and their impact upon our business and financial statements, please see Risk Factors (“If actuarial assumptions we
obtain from third-party providers . . . ..”), and Note 4 to our consolidated financial statements.

During 2017 we received notice of, or support for, COI rate changes on 8 policies with combined face value of $23.5
million in our portfolio. These increased charges resulted in a $1.9 million reduction in the fair value of our portfolio.

We are aware of additional pending COI increases affecting three policies in our portfolio for which we are in receipt
of notice and expect to quantify and recognize in the following months. We have requested additional information and
policy illustrations reflecting the increased rates from the insurers which will enable us to revise our projections and
valuations on the affected policies.

Fair Value Components — Required Premium Payments

We must pay the premiums on the life insurance policies within our portfolio in order to collect the policy benefit. The
same probabilistic model and methodologies used to generate expected cash inflows from the life insurance policy
benefits over the expected life of the insured are used to estimate cash outflows due to required premium payments.
Premiums paid are offset against revenue in the applicable reporting period.

Fair Value Components — Discount Rate

A discount rate is used to calculate the net present value of the expected cash flows. The discount rate used to
calculate fair value of our portfolio incorporates the guidance provided by ASC 820, Fair Value Measurements and
Disclosures.

The table below provides the discount rate used to estimate the fair value of our portfolio of life insurance policies for
the period ending:

December 31,
2017

December 31,
2016

10.45% 10.96%
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The change in the discount rate incorporates current information about discount rates applied by other reporting
companies owning portfolios of life insurance policies, discount rates observed by us in the life insurance secondary
market, market interest rates, credit exposure to the issuing insurance companies, and our estimate of the operational
risk premium a purchaser would require to receive the future cash flows derived from our portfolio of life insurance
policies. Management has discretion regarding the combination of these and other factors when determining the
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discount rate. The discount rate we choose assumes an orderly and arms-length transaction (i.e., a non-distressed
transaction in which neither seller nor buyer is compelled to engage in the transaction), which is consistent with
related GAAP guidance. The carrying value of policies acquired during each quarterly reporting period are adjusted to
their current fair value using the fair value discount rate applied to the entire portfolio as of that reporting date.

We engaged Model Actuarial Pricing Systems, LP (“MAPS”), owner of the actuarial portfolio pricing software we use,
to prepare a calculation of our life insurance portfolio. MAPS processed policy data, future premium data, life
expectancy estimate data, and other actuarial information to calculate a net present value for our portfolio using the
specified discount rate of 10.45%. MAPS independently calculated the net present value of our portfolio of 898
policies to be $650.5 million and furnished us with a letter documenting its calculation. A copy of such letter is filed
as Exhibit 99.1 to this report.

Deferred Income Taxes

Under Accounting Standards Codification 740, Income Taxes, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the
future tax consequences attributable to temporary differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of
existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. A valuation allowance is established for deferred tax
assets that are not considered “more likely than not” to be realized. Realization of deferred tax assets depends upon
having sufficient past or future taxable income in periods to which the deductible temporary differences are expected
to be recovered or within any applicable carryback or carryforward periods or sufficient tax planning strategies. After
assessing the realization of the net deferred tax assets, we believe that there is substantial uncertainty that our net
deferred tax asset will be realized during the applicable carryover period. As such, a valuation allowance has been
established against the total net deferred tax asset as of December 31, 2017.

Principal Revenue and Expense Items

We earn revenues from the following three primary sources.

•         Life Insurance Policy Benefits Realized. We recognize the difference between the face value of the policy
benefits and carrying value when an insured event has occurred and determine that settlement and collection of the
policy benefits is realizable and reasonably assured. Revenue from a transaction must meet both criteria in order to be
recognized. We generally collect the face value of the life insurance policy from the insurance company within 45
days of our notification of the insured’s mortality.

•         Change in Fair Value of Life Insurance Policies. We value our portfolio investments for each reporting period in
accordance with the fair value principles discussed herein, which reflects the expected receipt of policy benefits in
future periods, net of premium costs, as shown in our consolidated financial statements.

•         Sale of a Life Insurance Policy. In the event of a sale of a policy, we recognize gain or loss as the difference
between the sale price and the carrying value of the policy on the date of the receipt of payment on such sale.

Our main components of expense are summarized below.

•         Selling, General and Administrative Expenses. We recognize, and record expenses incurred in our business
operations, including operations related to the purchasing and servicing of life insurance policies. These expenses
include salaries and benefits, sales, marketing, occupancy and other expenditures.

•         Interest Expense. We recognize, and record interest expenses associated with the costs of financing our life
insurance portfolio for the current period. These expenses include interest paid to our senior lender under our senior
credit facility with LNV Corporation, interest paid on our L Bonds and other outstanding indebtedness. When we
issue debt, we amortize the financing costs (commissions and other fees) associated with such indebtedness over the
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outstanding term of the financing and classify it as interest expense.
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Results of Operations — 2017 Compared to 2016

The following is our analysis of the results of operations for the periods indicated below. This analysis should be read
in conjunction with our consolidated financial statements and related notes.

Revenue
Years Ended
December 31,
2017 2016

Revenue recognized from maturities of life insurance contracts $ 48,649,000 $ 37,459,000
Revenue recognized from change in fair value of life insurance
contracts 66,761,000 70,582,000
Premiums and other annual fees (53,296,000 ) (40,239,000 )
Gain on life insurance policies, net 62,114,000 67,802,000
Other income 2,020,000 1,675,000
Total revenue $ 64,134,000 $ 69,477,000

Number of policies matured 47 23
Face value of matured policies $ 64,719,000 $ 48,452,000
The change in fair value related to new policies acquired during
the year $ 31,019,000 $ 38,205,000
The discount rate applied to estimate the fair value of the portfolio of life insurance policies we own was 10.45% and
10.96% as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

Expenses

2017 2016 Increase
Interest expense (including amortization of
deferred financing costs) $ 54,419,000 $ 42,343,000 $ 12,076,000 (1)
Employee compensation and benefits 14,870,000 11,784,000 3,086,000 (2)
Legal and professional expenses 5,096,000 3,948,000 1,148,000 (3)
Provision for MCA advances 1,308,000 600,000 708,000 (4)
Other expenses 11,171,000 10,077,000 1,094,000 (5)
Total expenses $ 86,864,000 $ 68,752,000 $ 18,112,000
____________

(1)      Increase is primarily due to the increase in the average debt outstanding from $471.4 million in 2016 to $597.5
million in 2017, contributing $11.4 million of interest expense.

(2)      Increase is primarily due to increases of $2.1 million for expense attributable to stock options and SARs and
$0.8 million in severance payments made to several former executives.

(3)      Increase is due to legal fees associated with MCA collections as well as increased costs related to securities
offerings and on-going compliance.

(4)      Increase is due to continued impairment of the Nulook loan due to decreased recovery estimates.

(5)      Increase is primarily due to increases of $0.5 million for sales and marketing costs associated with growing and
servicing our network of independent financial advisors and appointed agents and $0.8 million in technology costs.

Deferred Income Taxes
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Under ASC 740, Income Taxes (“ASC 740”), deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax
consequences attributable to temporary differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing
assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. A valuation allowance is established for deferred tax assets that are
not considered “more likely than not” to be realized. Realization of deferred tax assets depends upon having sufficient
past or future taxable income in periods to which the deductible temporary differences are expected to be recovered or
within any applicable carryback or carryforward periods. After assessing the realization of the net deferred tax assets,
we believe that there is substantial uncertainty that our net deferred tax asset will be realized during the applicable
carryover period. As such, a valuation allowance has been established against the total net deferred tax asset as of
December 31, 2017.
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Income Tax Expense

We realized a net income tax benefit of $2.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2017 and a net income tax
expense of $0.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2016. The effective rate for the years ended December 31,
2017 and 2016 was 9.2% and 46.0%, respectively, compared to an expected statutory rate of 34%.

The following table provides a reconciliation of our income tax expense at the statutory federal tax rate to our actual
income tax expense:

2017 2016
Statutory federal income tax
(benefit) $ (7,728,000 ) 34.0 % $ 247,000 34.0 %
State income taxes (benefit),
net of federal benefit (1,433,000 ) 6.3 % 56,000 7.8 %
Impact of change in enacted
rate 2,605,000 (11.4 )% — —
Change in valuation allowance 4,222,000 (18.6 )% — —
Other permanent differences 237,000 (1.1 )% 30,000 4.2 %
Total income tax expense
(benefit) $ (2,097,000 ) 9.2 % $ 333,000 46.0 %
The Tax Reform Bill enacted by the U.S. federal government in December 2017 changed existing tax law including a
reduction of the U.S. corporate income tax rate. The Company re-measured deferred taxes as of the date of enactment,
resulting in a $2,605,000 reduction of net deferred income tax assets and a corresponding decrease to earnings in
2017. With the Tax Reform Bill, we expect our effective tax rate in 2018 will be approximately 28.7%.

The most significant temporary differences between GAAP net income (loss) and taxable net income (loss) are the
treatment of interest costs with respect to the acquisition of the life insurance policies and revenue recognition with
respect to the mark-to-market of our life insurance portfolio.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

We finance our business through a combination of life insurance policy benefit receipts, equity offerings, debt
offerings, and our senior credit facility. We have used our debt offerings and our senior credit facility primarily for
policy acquisition, policy servicing, and portfolio-related financing expenditures including paying principal and
interest.

As of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016, we had approximately $159.4 million and $121.7 million,
respectively, in combined available cash, cash equivalents, and policy benefits receivable for the purpose of
purchasing additional life insurance policies, paying premiums on existing policies, paying portfolio servicing
expenses, and paying principal and interest on our outstanding financing obligations. Additional future borrowing
base capacity for premiums and servicing costs, created as the premiums and servicing costs of pledged life insurance
policies become due and by additional policy pledges to the facility or not, exists under the amended and restated
senior credit facility with LNV Corporation.

Financings Summary

We had the following outstanding debt balances as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016:

As of December 31, 2017 As of December 31, 2016
Issuer/Borrower Principal Amount

Outstanding
Weighted
Average Interest

Principal Amount
Outstanding

Weighted
Average Interest
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Rate Rate
GWG Holdings, Inc. – L Bonds
(see Note 8) $ 461,427,000 7.29 % $ 387,067,000 7.23 %
GWG Life, LLC – Series I
Secured Notes — N/A 16,614,000 8.68 %
GWG DLP Funding IV, LLC –
senior credit facility with LNV
Corporation (see Note 6) 222,525,000 9.31 % 162,725,000 7.34 %
Total $ 683,952,000 7.95 % $ 566,406,000 7.30 %
As of September 8, 2017, all of the Series I Secured Notes had been paid in full and all obligations thereunder had
been terminated.
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The Series I Secured Notes were governed by an Intercreditor Agreement, a Third Amended and Restated Note
Issuance and Security Agreement dated November 1, 2011, as amended, and a related Pledge Agreement. Upon the
redemption of the Series I Secured Notes and the termination of all obligations outstanding thereunder, those
agreements were terminated effective as of September 8, 2017.

In June 2011, we concluded a private placement offering of Series A Preferred Stock for new investors, having
received an aggregate $24.6 million in subscriptions for our Series A Preferred Stock. These subscriptions consisted
of $14.0 million in conversions of outstanding Series I Secured Notes into Series A Preferred Stock and $10.6 million
of new investments.

On October 9, 2017, we exercised our contractual right to call for the redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock and
all related outstanding warrants and paid an aggregate of approximately $22.2 million.

In January 2012, we began publicly offering up to $250.0 million in debt securities (initially named “Renewable
Secured Debentures” and subsequently renamed “L Bonds”) that was completed in January 2015.

On September 24, 2014, we consummated an initial public offering of our common stock resulting in the sale of
800,000 shares of common stock at $12.50 per share and net proceeds of approximately $8.6 million after the
deduction of underwriting commissions, discounts and expense reimbursements.

In January 2015, we began publicly offering up to $1.0 billion of L Bonds as a follow-on to our earlier $250.0 million
public debt offering. Through December 31, 2017, the total amount of these L Bonds sold, including renewals, was
$856.3 million. As of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016, respectively, we had approximately $461.4 million
and $387.1 million in principal amount of L Bonds outstanding.

In October 2015, we began publicly offering up to 100,000 shares of our Redeemable Preferred Stock (RPS) at a
per-share price of $1,000. As of December 31, 2017, we had issued approximately $99.1 million stated value of RPS
and have terminated that offering.

On February 14, 2017, we began publicly offering up to 150,000 shares of Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock (RPS
2) at a per-share price of $1,000. As of December 31, 2017, we have issued approximately $88.7 million stated value
of RPS 2.

On January 2, 2018, we began publicly offering up to $1.0 billion L Bonds as a follow-on to our earlier $1.0 billion L
Bond offering. As of December 31, 2017, we have not issued any L Bonds in our follow-on offering.

The weighted-average interest rate of our outstanding L Bonds as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016 was
7.29% and 7.23%, respectively, and the weighted-average maturity at those dates was 2.38 and 2.13 years,
respectively. Our L Bonds have renewal features. Since we first issued our L Bonds, we have experienced $394.9
million in maturities, of which $234.7 million has renewed through December 31, 2017 for an additional term. This
has provided us with an aggregate renewal rate of approximately 59.4% for investments in these securities.

Future contractual maturities of L Bonds at December 31, 2017 are:

Years Ending December 31, L Bonds
2018 $ 105,916,000
2019 151,689,000
2020 78,402,000
2021 30,759,000
2022 40,018,000
Thereafter 54,643,000
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$ 461,427,000
The L Bonds are secured by all of our assets and are subordinate to our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation.

On September 27, 2017, we entered into a $300 million amended and restated senior credit facility with LNV
Corporation in which DLP IV is the borrower. We intend to use the proceeds from this facility to grow and maintain
our portfolio of life insurance policies, for liquidity and for general corporate purposes. As of December 31, 2017 we
had approximately $222.5 million outstanding under the senior credit facility with LNV Corporation.
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We expect to meet our ongoing operational capital needs through a combination of the receipt of policy benefits from
our portfolio of life insurance policies and net proceeds from our L Bonds and RPS 2 offerings. We expect to meet our
policy acquisition, servicing, and financing capital needs principally from the receipt of policy benefits from our
portfolio of life insurance policies, net proceeds from our offering of L Bonds and RPS 2, and from our senior credit
facility with LNV Corporation. We estimate that our liquidity and capital resources are sufficient for our current and
projected financial needs for at least the next twelve months given current assumptions. However, if we are unable to
continue our offerings for any reason (or if we become unsuccessful in selling our securities), and we are unable to
obtain capital from other sources, our business will be materially and adversely affected. In addition, our business will
be materially and adversely affected if we do not receive the policy benefits we forecast and if holders of our L Bonds
fail to renew with the frequency we have historically experienced. In such a case, we could be forced to sell our
investments in life insurance policies to service or satisfy our debt-related and other obligations. A sale under such
circumstances may result in significant impairment of the recognized value of our portfolio.

Capital expenditures have historically not been material and we do not anticipate making material capital expenditures
in 2018 or beyond.

Debt Financings Summary

The table below reconciles the face amount of our outstanding debt to the carrying value shown on our balance sheet:

As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016

Total senior facilities and other indebtedness:
Face amount outstanding $ 222,525,000 $ 162,725,000
Unamortized selling costs (10,287,000 ) (6,660,000 )
Carrying amount $ 212,238,000 $ 156,065,000

Series I Secured Notes:
Face amount outstanding $ — $ 16,614,000
Unamortized selling costs — (209,000 )
Carrying amount $ — $ 16,405,000

L Bonds:
Face amount outstanding $ 461,427,000 $ 387,067,000
Subscriptions in process 1,560,000 5,882,000
Unamortized selling costs (15,593,000 ) (11,636,000 )
Carrying amount $ 447,394,000 $ 381,313,000
Portfolio Assets and Secured Indebtedness

At December 31, 2017, the fair value of our investments in life insurance policies of $650.5 million plus our cash
balance of $114.4 million and our restricted cash balance of $28.3 million, plus matured policy benefits receivable of
$16.7 million, totaled $809.9 million, representing an excess of portfolio assets over secured indebtedness of $126.0
million. At December 31, 2016, the fair value of our investments in life insurance policies of $511.2 million plus our
cash balance of $78.5 million and our restricted cash balance of $37.8 million, plus matured policy benefits receivable
of $5.3 million, totaled $632.9 million representing an excess of portfolio assets over secured indebtedness of $66.4
million.

The following forward-looking table seeks to illustrate the impact that a hypothetical sale of our portfolio of life
insurance assets at various discount rates would have on our ability to satisfy our debt obligations as of December 31,
2017. In all cases, the sale of the life insurance assets owned by DLP IV will be used first to satisfy all amounts owing
under the respective senior credit facility with LNV Corporation. The net sale proceeds remaining after satisfying all
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obligations under the senior credit facility with LNV Corporation would be applied to L Bonds on a pari passu basis.
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Portfolio
Discount
Rate 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16%
Value of
portfolio $664,849,000 $633,741,000 $605,099,000 $578,666,000 $554,216,000 $531,554,000 $510,506,000
Cash, cash
equivalents
and policy
benefits
receivable 159,430,000 159,430,000 159,430,000 159,430,000 159,430,000 159,430,000 159,430,000
Total assets 824,279,000 793,171,000 764,529,000 738,096,000 713,646,000 690,984,000 669,936,000
Senior
credit
facility 222,525,000 222,525,000 222,525,000 222,525,000 222,525,000 222,525,000 222,525,000
Net after
senior
credit
facility 601,754,000 570,646,000 542,004,000 515,571,000 491,121,000 468,459,000 447,411,000
L Bonds 461,427,000 461,427,000 461,427,000 461,427,000 461,427,000 461,427,000 461,427,000
Net after L
Bonds 140,327,000 109,219,000 80,577,000 54,144,000 29,694,000 7,032,000 (14,016,000 )
Impairment
to L Bonds

No
impairment

No
impairment

No
impairment

No
impairment

No
impairment

No
impairment Impairment

The table illustrates that our ability to fully satisfy amounts owing under the L Bonds would likely be impaired upon
the sale of all our life insurance assets at a price equivalent to a discount rate of approximately 15.04% or higher. At
December 31, 2016, the likely impairment occurred at a discount rate of approximately 13.94% or higher. The
discount rates used to calculate the fair value of our portfolio were 10.45% and 10.96% as of December 31, 2017 and
December 31, 2016, respectively.

The table does not include any allowance for transactional fees and expenses associated with a portfolio sale (which
expenses and fees could be substantial) and is provided to demonstrate how various discount rates used to value our
portfolio could affect our ability to satisfy amounts owing under our debt obligations in light of our senior secured
lender’s right to priority payments. This table also does not include the yield maintenance fee, which could be
substantial, we are required to pay in certain circumstances under our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation.
You should read the above table in conjunction with the information contained in other sections of this report,
including our discussion of discount rates included under the “Critical Accounting Policies — Fair Value Components —
Discount Rate” caption above.

Amendment of Credit Facility

Effective September 27, 2017, DLP IV entered into an Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement with
LNV Corporation, as lender, and CLMG Corp., as the administrative agent on behalf of the lenders under the
agreement. The Loan and Security Agreement makes available a total of up to $300,000,000 in credit to DLP IV with
a maturity date of September 27, 2029. Additional advances are available under the Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement at the LIBOR rate as defined in the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement. Advances are available as
the result of additional borrowing base capacity, created as the premiums and servicing costs of pledged life insurance
policies become due and by additional policy pledges to the facility or not. Interest will accrue on amounts borrowed
under the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement at an annual interest rate, determined as of each date of borrowing
or quarterly if there is no borrowing, equal to (A) the greater of 12-month LIBOR or the federal funds rate (as defined
in the agreement) plus one-half of one percent per annum, plus (B) 7.50% per annum. The effective rate at December
31, 2017 was 9.31%. Interest payments are made on a quarterly basis.
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Under the Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement, DLP IV has granted the administrative agent, for the
benefit of the lenders under the agreement, a security interest in all of DLP IV’s assets. As with prior collateral
arrangements relating to the senior secured debt of GWG Holdings and its subsidiaries (on a consolidated basis),
GWG Holdings’ equity ownership in DLP IV continues to serve as collateral for the obligations of GWG Holdings
under the L Bonds (although the life insurance assets owned by DLP IV will not themselves serve directly as
collateral for those obligations).

Cash Flows

The payment of premiums and servicing costs to maintain life insurance policies represents our most significant
requirement for cash disbursement. When a policy is purchased, we are able to calculate the minimum premium
payments required to maintain the policy in-force. Over time as the insured ages, premium payments will increase.
Nevertheless, the probability we will actually be required to pay the premiums decreases as mortality becomes more
likely. These scheduled premiums and associated probabilities are factored into our expected internal rate of return
and cash-flow modeling. Beyond premiums, we incur policy servicing costs, including annual trustee, tracking costs,
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and debt servicing costs, including principal and interest payments all of which are excluded from our internal rate of
return calculations. Until we receive a sufficient amount of proceeds from the policy benefits, we intend to pay these
costs from our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation, when permitted, and through the issuance of debt
securities, including the L Bonds, and equity securities including our preferred stock offerings.

The amount of payments for anticipated premiums and servicing costs that we will be required to make over the next
five years to maintain our current portfolio, assuming no mortalities, is set forth in the table below.

Years Ending December 31, Premiums Servicing
Premiums and
Servicing Fees

2018 $ 53,548,000 $ 1,102,000 $ 54,650,000
2019 61,125,000 1,102,000 62,227,000
2020 69,886,000 1,102,000 70,988,000
2021 79,081,000 1,102,000 80,183,000
2022 89,102,000 1,102,000 90,204,000

$ 352,742,000 $ 5,510,000 $ 358,252,000
Our anticipated premium expenses are subject to the risk of increased cost-of-insurance charges (i.e., premium
charges) for the universal life insurance policies we own. We are aware of additional pending COI increases affecting
three policies in our portfolio that we have received notice on and expect to quantify and recognize in the following
months. As a result, we expect that our premium expense will increase and the fair value of the affected policies and
our portfolio will be negatively impacted once we receive additional information and policy illustrations reflecting the
increased rates from the insurers to revise our projections and valuations. Except as noted above, we are not aware of
COI increases by other insurers, but we are aware that COI increases have become more prevalent in the industry.
Thus, we may see additional insurers implementing COI increases in the future. See also the Risk Factor section of
this report (“Cost-of-insurance (premium) increases could materially and adversely affect our profitability and financial
condition.”).

For the quarter-end dates set forth below, the following table illustrates the total amount of face value of policy
benefits owned, and the trailing 12 months of life insurance policy benefits realized and premiums paid on our
portfolio. The trailing 12-month benefits/premium coverage ratio indicates the ratio of policy benefits realized to
premiums paid over the trailing 12-month period from our portfolio of life insurance policies.

Quarter End Date

Portfolio Face
Amount
($)

12-Month
Trailing
Benefits
Realized

12-Month
Trailing
Premiums Paid

12-Month Trailing
Benefits/Premium
Coverage Ratio

March 31, 2015 754,942,000 46,675,000 23,786,000 196.2 %
June 30, 2015 806,274,000 47,125,000 24,348,000 193.5 %
September 30, 2015 878,882,000 44,482,000 25,313,000 175.7 %
December 31, 2015 944,844,000 31,232,000 26,650,000 117.2 %
March 31, 2016 1,027,821,000 21,845,000 28,771,000 75.9 %
June 30, 2016 1,154,798,000 30,924,000 31,891,000 97.0 %
September 30, 2016 1,272,078,000 35,867,000 37,055,000 96.8 %
December 31, 2016 1,361,675,000 48,452,000 40,239,000 120.4 %
March 31, 2017 1,447,558,000 48,189,000 42,753,000 112.7 %
June 30, 2017 1,525,363,000 49,295,000 45,414,000 108.5 %
September 30, 2017 1,622,627,000 53,742,000 46,559,000 115.4 %
December 31, 2017 1,676,148,000 64,719,000 52,263,000 123.8 %
We believe that the portfolio cash flow results set forth above are consistent with our general investment thesis: that
the life insurance policy benefits we receive will continue to increase over time in relation to the premiums we are
required to pay on the remaining polices in the portfolio. Nevertheless, we expect that our portfolio cash flow on a
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period-to-period basis will remain inconsistent until such time as we achieve our goal of acquiring a larger, more
diversified portfolio of life insurance policies.
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Inflation

Changes in inflation do not necessarily correlate with changes in interest rates. We presently do not foresee any
material impact of inflation on our results of operations in the periods presented in our consolidated financial
statements.

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

We are party to an office lease with U.S. Bank National Association as the landlord. On September 1, 2015, we
entered into an amendment that expanded the leased space to 17,687 square feet and extended the term through
October 2025 (see Note 17 to the Consolidated Financial Statements).

Credit Risk

We review the credit risk associated with our portfolio of life insurance policies when estimating its fair value. In
evaluating the policies’ credit risk, we consider insurance company solvency, credit risk indicators, economic
conditions, ongoing credit evaluations, and company positions. We attempt to manage our credit risk related to life
insurance policies typically by purchasing policies issued only from companies with an investment-grade credit rating
by either Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, or A.M. Best Company. As of December 31, 2017, 96.7% of our life insurance
policies, by face value benefits, were issued by companies that maintained an investment-grade rating (BBB or better)
by Standard & Poor’s.

Interest Rate Risk

Our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation is floating-rate financing. In addition, our ability to offer interest and
dividend rates that attract capital (including in our continuous offering of L Bonds and RPS 2) is generally impacted
by prevailing interest rates. Furthermore, while our L Bond and RPS 2 offerings provide us with fixed-rate debt and
equity financing, respectively, our debt coverage ratio is calculated in relation to the interest rate on all of our debt
financing. Therefore, fluctuations in interest rates impact our business by increasing our borrowing costs and reducing
availability under our debt financing arrangements. We calculate our portfolio earnings based upon the spread
generated between the return on our life insurance portfolio and the total cost of our financing. As a result, increases in
interest rates will reduce the earnings we expect to achieve from our investments in life insurance policies.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures

Non-GAAP financial measures disclosed by our management are provided as additional information to investors in
order to provide an alternative method for assessing our financial condition and operating results. These non-GAAP
financial measures are not in accordance with GAAP and may be different from non-GAAP measures used by other
companies, including other companies within our industry. This presentation of non-GAAP financial information is
not meant to be considered in isolation or as a substitute for comparable amounts prepared in accordance with GAAP.
See our consolidated financial statements and our financial statements contained herein.

We use non-GAAP financial measures for management’s assessment of our financial condition and operating results
without regard to GAAP fair value standards. The application of current GAAP fair value standards, especially during
a period of significant growth of our portfolio and our Company may result in current period GAAP financial results
that may not be reflective of our long-term earnings potential or overall financial condition. Management believes that
our non-GAAP financial measures permit investors to understand long-term earnings performance without regard to
the volatility in GAAP financial results that can, and does, occur during this stage of our portfolio and company
growth.
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Therefore, in contrast to a GAAP fair valuation, we seek to measure the accrual of the actuarial gain occurring within
the portfolio of life insurance policies at our expected internal rate of return (exclusive of future interest costs) based
on statistical mortality probabilities for the insureds (using primarily the insured’s age, sex, health and smoking status).
The expected internal rate of return tracks actuarial gain occurring within the policies according to a mortality table as
the insureds’ age increases. By comparing the actuarial gain accruing within our portfolio of life insurance policies
against our adjusted operating costs during the same period, we can estimate, manage and evaluate the overall
financial performance of our business without regard to fair value volatility. We use this information to balance our
life insurance policy purchasing and manage our capital structure, including the issuance of debt and utilization of our
other sources of capital, and to monitor our compliance with borrowing covenants. We believe that these non-GAAP
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financial measures provide information that is useful for investors to understand period-over-period operating results
separate and apart from fair value items that can have a disproportionately positive or negative impact on GAAP
results in any particular reporting period.

Our senior credit facility with Autobahn/DZ Bank, which we terminated effective as of September 12, 2017, required
us to maintain a “positive net income” and “tangible net worth,” each of which were calculated on an adjusted non-GAAP
basis using the method described below, without regard to GAAP-based fair value measures. In addition, our senior
credit facility with Autobahn/DZ Bank required us to maintain an “excess spread,” which is the difference between (i)
the weighted average of our expected internal rate of return of our portfolio of life insurance policies; and (ii) the
weighted average of the senior credit facility with Autobahn/DZ Bank’s interest rate.

In addition, the note issuance and security agreement governing our Series I Secured Notes, which we terminated
effective as of September 8, 2017, and the Indenture governing our L Bonds requires us to maintain a “debt coverage
ratio” designed to provide reasonable assurance that the buy and hold value of our portfolio plus certain short-term
assets exceed our total outstanding indebtedness. This ratio is calculated using non-GAAP measures in the method
described below, again without regard to GAAP-based fair value measures.

Non-GAAP Investment Cost Basis
As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016

GAAP fair value $ 650,527,000 $ 511,192,000
Unrealized fair value gain(1) (331,386,000 ) (264,625,000 )
Adjusted cost basis increase(2) 325,100,000 248,377,000
Investment cost basis(3) $ 644,241,000 $ 494,944,000
____________

(1)      This represents the reversal of cumulative unrealized GAAP fair value gain of life insurance policies.

(2)      Adjusted cost basis is increased to interest, premiums and servicing fees that are expensed under GAAP.

(3)      This is the non-GAAP cost basis in life insurance policies from which our expected internal rate of return is
calculated.

Excess Spread. Management uses the “total excess spread” to gauge expected profitability of our investments. The
Expected IRR of our portfolio is based upon future cash flow forecasts derived from a probabilistic analysis of our
policy benefits received and policy premiums paid in relation to our non-GAAP investment cost basis.

As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016

Expected IRR(1) 10.48 % 11.34 %
Total weighted-average interest rate on indebtedness for borrowed
money(2) 7.95 % 7.30 %
Total excess spread(3) 2.53 % 4.04 %
____________

(1)      Excludes IRR realized on matured life insurance policies – which are substantial.

(2)      Represents the weighted-average interest rate paid on all interest-bearing indebtedness as of the measurement
date, determined as follows:

Indebtedness
As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016
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Senior credit facility with LNV Corporation $ 222,525,000 $ 162,725,000
Series I Secured Notes — 16,614,000
L Bonds 461,427,000 387,067,000
Total $ 683,952,000 $ 566,406,000

Interest Rates on Indebtedness
Senior credit facility with LNV Corporation 9.31 % 7.34 %
Series I Secured Notes — 8.68 %
L Bonds 7.29 % 7.23 %
Weighted-average interest rates on indebtedness 7.95 % 7.30 %
____________

(3)      Calculated as the Expected IRR minus the weighted-average interest rate on interest-bearing indebtedness(2).
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Adjusted Non-GAAP Net Income. We calculate our adjusted non-GAAP net income by recognizing the actuarial gain
accruing within our life insurance portfolio at the Expected IRR against our adjusted cost basis without regard to fair
value. We net this actuarial gain against our adjusted operating costs during the same period to calculate our net
income on a non-GAAP basis.

Years Ended
December 31,
2017 2016

GAAP net (loss) attributable to common shareholders $ (33,335,000 ) $ (3,145,000 )
Unrealized fair value gain(1) (66,761,000 ) (70,582,000 )
Adjusted cost basis increase(2) 99,320,000 72,818,000
Accrual of unrealized actuarial gain(3) 25,434,000 31,873,000
Total adjusted non-GAAP net income attributable to common
shareholders $ 24,658,000 $ 30,964,000
____________

(1)      Reversal of unrealized GAAP fair value gain on life insurance policies for current period.

(2)      Adjusted cost basis is increased to include interest, premiums and servicing fees that are expensed under
GAAP.

(3)      Accrual of actuarial gain at Expected IRR.

Adjusted Non-GAAP Tangible Net Worth. We calculate our adjusted non-GAAP tangible net worth by recognizing
the actuarial gain accruing within our life insurance policies at the Expected IRR of the policies we own without
regard to fair value. We net this actuarial gain against our costs during the same period to calculate our adjusted
tangible net worth on a non-GAAP basis.

As of
December 31,
2017

As of
December 31,
2016

GAAP net worth $ 133,672,000 $ 67,298,000
Less intangible assets(1) (30,354,000 ) (19,442,000 )
GAAP tangible net worth 103,318,000 47,856,000
Unrealized fair value gain(2) (331,386,000 ) (264,625,000 )
Adjusted cost basis increase(3) 325,100,000 248,377,000
Accrual of unrealized actuarial gain(4) 158,241,000 132,808,000
Total adjusted non-GAAP tangible net worth $ 255,273,000 $ 164,416,000
____________

(1)      Unamortized portion of deferred financing costs and pre-paid insurance.

(2)      Reversal of cumulative unrealized GAAP fair value gain or loss of life insurance policies.

(3)      Adjusted cost basis is increased to include interest, premiums and servicing fees that are expensed under
GAAP.

(4)      Accrual of cumulative actuarial gain at Expected IRR.

Debt Coverage Ratio. Our L Bonds borrowing covenants require us to maintain a debt coverage ratio of less than 90%.
The debt coverage ratio is calculated by dividing the sum of our total interest-bearing indebtedness by the sum of our
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cash, cash equivalents, and policy benefits receivable by the net present value of the life insurance portfolio, and,
without duplication, the value of all of our other assets as reflected on our most recently available balance sheet
prepared in accordance with GAAP (see Item 9B).

As of
December 31,
2017

As of
December 31,
2016

Life insurance portfolio policy benefits $ 1,676,148,000 $ 1,361,675,000
Discount rate of future cash flows(1) 7.95 %(1) 7.30 %(1)
Net present value of life insurance portfolio policy benefits $ 737,625,000 $ 614,908,000
Cash, cash equivalents 142,771,000 116,314,000
Life insurance policy benefits receivable 16,659,000 5,345,000
Total Coverage $ 897,055,000 $ 736,567,000

Senior credit facilities $ 222,525,000 $ 162,725,000
Series I Secured Notes — 16,614,000
L Bonds 461,427,000 387,067,000
Total Indebtedness $ 683,952,000 $ 566,406,000

Debt Coverage Ratio 76.24 % 76.90 %
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____________

(1)      Weighted average-interest rate paid on indebtedness.

As of December 31, 2017, we were in compliance with the debt coverage ratio.

Expected Portfolio Internal Rate of Return at Purchase. Expected portfolio IRR at purchase is calculated as the
weighted average (by face amount of policy benefits) derived from a probabilistic analysis of policy benefits received
and policy premiums paid relative to our purchase price for all life insurance policies in the portfolio. This non-GAAP
measure isolates our IRR expectation at purchase utilizing our underwriting life expectancy assumptions at the time of
purchase. This measure does not change with the passage of time as compared to our non-GAAP investment cost basis
that increases with the payment of premiums, financing costs, and the effective life expectancy which changes over
time, both of which are used to calculate our Expected IRR.

2017 2016
Life insurance portfolio policy benefits $ 1,676,148,000 $ 1,361,675,000
Total number of polices 898 690
Non-GAAP Expected Portfolio Internal Rate of Return at
Purchase 15.32 % 15.64 %
ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK.

Not applicable.
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ITEM 8. CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Shareholders and the Board of Directors of GWG Holdings, Inc. and Subsidiaries:

Opinions on the Financial Statements and Internal Control over Financial Reporting

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of GWG Holdings, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the
“Company”) as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the related consolidated statements of operations, changes in
stockholders’ equity, and cash flows, for each of the two years in the period ended December 31, 2017, and the related
notes (collectively referred to as the “consolidated financial statements”). We also have audited the Company’s internal
control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2017, based on criteria established in Internal Control — Integrated
Framework: (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Company as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of
the two years in the period ended December 31, 2017, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America. Also in our opinion, the Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal
control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2017, based on criteria established in Internal Control — Integrated
Framework: (2013) issued by COSO.

Basis for Opinion

The Company’s management is responsible for these consolidated financial statements, for maintaining effective
internal control over financial reporting, and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s consolidated financial statements and an opinion on the
Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered
with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”) and are required to be independent
with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and
regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of
material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud and whether effective internal control over financial reporting
was maintained in all material respects.

Our audits of the financial statements included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of
the consolidated financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those
risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.
Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an understanding of internal control over
financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and
operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for
our opinion.

Definition and Limitations of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
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A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those
policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly
reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance
with authorizations
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of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely
detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the Company’s assets that could have a material effect on
the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements.
Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become
inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may
deteriorate.

/s/ Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP
Minneapolis, Minnesota

We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2013.

March 29, 2018
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

December 31, 2017 December 31, 2016
ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents $ 114,421,491 $ 78,486,982
Restricted cash 28,349,685 37,826,596
Investment in life insurance policies, at fair value 650,527,353 511,192,354
Secured MCA advances 1,661,774 5,703,147
Life insurance policy benefits receivable 16,658,761 5,345,000
Other assets 7,237,110 4,688,103
TOTAL ASSETS $ 818,856,174 $ 643,242,182

LIABILITIES & STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Senior Credit Facilities $ 212,238,192 $ 156,064,818
Series I Secured Notes — 16,404,836
L Bonds 447,393,568 381,312,587
Accounts payable 6,394,439 2,226,712
Interest and dividends payable 15,427,509 16,160,599
Other accrued expenses 3,730,723 1,676,761
Deferred taxes, net — 2,097,371
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 685,184,431 $ 575,943,684

STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

CONVERTIBLE PREFERRED STOCK – SERIES A
(par value $0.001; shares authorized 40,000,000; shares
outstanding 0 and 2,640,521; liquidation preference of $0 and
$19,804,000 as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively) — 19,701,133

REDEEMABLE PREFERRED STOCK
(par value $0.001; shares authorized 100,000; shares outstanding
98,611 and 59,183; liquidation preference of $99,186,000 and
$59,183,000 as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively) 92,840,243 59,025,164

SERIES 2 REDEEMABLE PREFERRED STOCK
(par value $0.001; shares authorized 150,000; shares outstanding
88,709 and 0; liquidation preference of $89,208,000 and $0 as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively) 80,275,204 —
COMMON STOCK
(par value $0.001: shares authorized 210,000,000; shares issued
and outstanding 5,813,555 and 5,980,190 as of December 31, 2017
and 2016, respectively) 5,813 5,980
Additional paid-in capital — 7,383,515
Accumulated deficit (39,449,517 ) (18,817,294 )
TOTAL STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY 133,671,743 67,298,498

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY $ 818,856,174 $ 643,242,182
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

Year Ended
December 31, 2017 December 31, 2016

REVENUE
Gain on life insurance policies, net $ 62,114,403 $ 67,801,565
MCA income 554,341 929,303
Interest and other income 1,465,174 746,466
TOTAL REVENUE 64,133,918 69,477,334

EXPENSES
Interest expense 54,419,444 42,343,374
Employee compensation and benefits 14,869,749 11,784,296
Legal and professional fees 5,095,643 3,947,376
Provision for MCA advances 1,308,000 600,000
Other expenses 11,170,676 10,076,976
TOTAL EXPENSES 86,863,512 68,752,022

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAXES (22,729,594 ) 725,312
Income tax expense (benefit) (2,097,371 ) 333,403

NET INCOME (LOSS) (20,632,223 ) 391,909

Preferred stock dividends 12,702,341 3,537,287
NET LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO COMMON
SHAREHOLDERS $ (33,334,564 ) $ (3,145,378 )

NET LOSS PER SHARE
Basic $ (5.72 ) $ (0.53 )
Diluted $ (5.72 ) $ (0.53 )

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING
Basic 5,826,033 5,967,274
Diluted 5,826,033 5,967,274

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Preferred
Stock Preferred Common

Common
Stock

Additional
Paid-in Accumulated Total

Shares Stock Shares (par) Capital Deficit Equity
Balance,
December 31,
2015 2,781,735 $ 20,784,841 5,941,790 $ 5,942 $ 14,563,834 $ (19,209,203) $ 16,145,414

Net income — — — — — 391,909 391,909

Issuance of
common stock — — 36,450 36 244,149 — 244,185

Redemption of
Series A
Preferred Stock (239,749 ) (1,788,451 ) 1,950 2 19,498 — (1,768,951 )

Issuance of
Series A
Preferred Stock 98,535 704,743 — — — — 704,743

Issuance of
Redeemable
Preferred Stock 59,183 59,025,164 — — (4,133,526 ) — 54,891,638

Preferred stock
dividends — — — — (3,537,287 ) — (3,537,287 )

Stock-based
compensation — — — — 226,847 — 226,847

Balance,
December 31,
2016 2,699,704 $ 78,726,297 5,980,190 $ 5,980 $ 7,383,515 $ (18,817,294) $ 67,298,498

Net loss — — — — — (20,632,223) (20,632,223 )

Issuance of
common stock — — 33,810 33 320,970 — 321,003

Redemption of
common stock — — (200,445 ) (200 ) (1,603,360 ) — (1,603,560 )

Issuance of
Series A
preferred stock 71,237 498,659 — — — — 498,659

Redemption of
Series A

(2,711,916) (20,199,792 ) — — — — (20,199,792 )
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preferred stock

Issuance of
redeemable
preferred stock 129,622 122,933,106 — — (2,338,457 ) — 120,594,649

Redemption of
redeemable
preferred stock (1,328 ) (1,327,776 ) — — — — (1,327,776 )

Preferred stock
dividends — (8,925,807 ) — — (3,776,534 ) — (12,702,341 )

Stock-based
compensation — 1,410,760 — — 13,866 — 1,424,626

Balance,
December 31,
2017 187,319 $ 173,115,447 5,813,555 $ 5,813 $ — $ (39,449,517) $ 133,671,743

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Year Ended
December 31, 2017 December 31, 2016

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income (loss) $ (20,632,223 ) $ 391,909
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash flows
from operating activities:
Change in fair value of life insurance policies (66,760,811 ) (70,582,383 )
Amortization of deferred financing and issuance costs 8,780,847 8,445,252
Provision for MCA advances 1,308,000 600,000
Deferred income taxes (2,097,371 ) 333,402
Preferred stock issued in lieu of cash dividends 498,659 689,742
(Increase) decrease in operating assets:
Life insurance policy benefits receivable (11,313,761 ) (5,345,000 )
Other assets (3,088,071 ) (1,427,816 )
Increase (decrease) in operating liabilities:
Accounts payable 4,167,728 709,272
Interest and dividends payable 2,708,623 5,171,168
Other accrued expenses 2,622,822 (4,999,443 )

NET CASH FLOWS USED IN OPERATING ACTIVITIES (83,805,558 ) (66,013,897 )

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investment in life insurance policies (88,643,819 ) (94,952,879 )
Carrying value of matured life insurance policies 16,069,632 10,992,624
Investment in Secured MCA advances — (8,727,924 )
Proceeds from Secured MCA advances 2,762,784 2,553,466
NET CASH FLOWS USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES (69,811,403 ) (90,134,713 )

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Net borrowings on Senior Credit Facilities 59,799,649 104,825,508
Payments for issuance costs of senior debt (4,510,388 ) (7,111,556 )
Payments for redemption of Series I Secured Notes (16,613,667 ) (7,469,462 )
Proceeds from issuance of L Bonds 131,796,220 153,874,402
Payments for issuance costs of L Bonds (10,896,925 ) (10,149,316 )
Payments for redemption of L Bonds (60,848,460 ) (45,754,691 )
Proceeds from (increase in) restricted cash 9,476,911 (35,484,697 )
(Redemption) issuance of common stock (1,603,560 ) 244,185
Proceeds from issuance of preferred stock 127,279,847 57,112,501
Payments for issuance costs of preferred stock (9,027,190 ) (4,140,867 )
Payments for redemption of preferred stock (22,598,626 ) (2,198,233 )
Preferred stock dividends (12,702,341 ) (3,537,287 )
NET CASH FLOWS PROVIDED BY FINANCING
ACTIVITIES 189,551,470 200,210,487

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 35,934,509 44,061,877

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
BEGINNING OF YEAR 78,486,982 34,425,105
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END OF YEAR $ 114,421,491 $ 78,486,982
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS — CONTINUED

Year Ended
December 31,
2017 2016

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES OF CASH FLOW
INFORMATION
Interest paid $ 45,990,000 $ 34,607,000
Premiums paid, including prepaid $ 55,471,000 $ 40,239,000
Stock-based compensation $ 1,425,000 $ 227,000
Payments for exercised stock options $ 346,000 $ —

NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Options and stock appreciation rights issued 534,000 638,000
Series I Secured Notes:
Conversion of accrued interest and commission payable to
principal $ — $ 234,000
L Bonds:
Conversion of accrued interest and commission payable to
principal $ 1,756,000 $ 1,988,000
Series A Preferred Stock:
Conversion to common stock $ — $ 39,000
Common stock issued for vendor services $ 321,003 $ —
Investment in life insurance policies included in accounts payable $ 3,913,000 $ 605,000

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(1) Nature of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Nature of Business — We are a financial services company committed to disrupting and transforming the life insurance
industry and related industries. We built our business by creating opportunities for consumers to obtain significantly
more value for their life insurance policies in a secondary market as compared to the traditional options offered by the
insurance industry. We are enhancing and extending these activities through innovation in our products and services,
business processes, financing strategies, and advanced epigenetic technologies. At the same time, we are creating
opportunities for investors to receive income and capital appreciation from our investment activities in the life
insurance and related industries.

GWG Holdings, Inc. and all of its subsidiaries are incorporated and organized in Delaware. Unless the context
otherwise requires or we specifically so indicate, all references in these footnotes to “we,” “us,” “our,” “our Company,” “GWG,”
or the “Company” refer to GWG Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries collectively and on a consolidated basis. References
to the full names of particular entities, such as “GWG Holdings, Inc.” or “GWG Holdings,” are meant to refer only to the
particular entity referenced.

On December 7, 2015, GWG Holdings formed a wholly owned subsidiary, GWG MCA, LLC. On January 13, 2016,
GWG MCA, LLC was converted to a corporation and became GWG MCA Capital, Inc. GWG MCA Capital, Inc. was
formed to provide cash advances to small businesses.

On August 25, 2016, GWG Holdings formed a wholly owned subsidiary, Actüa Life & Annuity Ltd., renamed to Life
Epigenetics Inc. (“Life Epigenetics”) in August 2017, to engage in various life insurance related businesses and
activities related to its exclusive license for “DNA Methylation Based Predictor of Mortality” technology.

Use of Estimates — The preparation of our consolidated financial statements in conformity with the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles in the United States of America (GAAP) requires management to make significant estimates
and assumptions affecting the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial
statements, as well as the reported amounts of revenue during the reporting period. We regularly evaluate estimates
and assumptions, which are based on current facts, historical experience, management’s judgment, and various other
factors that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances. Our actual results may differ materially and
adversely from our estimates. The most significant estimates with regard to these consolidated financial statements
relate to (1) the determination of the assumptions used in estimating the fair value of our investments in life insurance
policies and (2) the value of our deferred tax assets and liabilities.

Cash and Cash Equivalents — We consider cash in demand deposit accounts and temporary investments purchased with
an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. We maintain our cash and cash equivalents with
highly rated financial institutions. The balances in our bank accounts may exceed Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation limits. We periodically evaluate the risk of exceeding insured levels and may transfer funds as we deem
appropriate.

Life Insurance Policies — Accounting Standards Codification 325-30, Investments in Insurance Contracts permits a
reporting entity to account for its investments in life insurance policies using either the investment method or the fair
value method. We elected to use the fair value method to account for our life insurance policies. We initially record
our purchase of life insurance policies at the transaction price, which is the amount paid for the policy, inclusive of all
external fees and costs associated with the acquisition. At each subsequent reporting period, we re-measure the
investment at fair value in its entirety and recognize the change in fair value as unrealized gain or loss in the current
period, net of premiums paid, within Gain on life insurance policies, net in our consolidated statements of operations.
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In a case where our acquisition of a policy is not complete as of a reporting date, but we have nonetheless advanced
direct costs and deposits for the acquisition, those costs and deposits are recorded as “other assets” on our balance sheet
until the acquisition is complete and we have secured title to the policy. On December 31, 2017 and December 31,
2016, a total of $0 and $42,000, respectively, of our “other assets” comprised direct costs and deposits that we had
advanced for life insurance policy acquisitions.

We also recognize realized gain (or loss) from a life insurance policy upon one of the two following events: (1) our
receipt of notice or verified mortality of the insured; or (2) our sale of the policy (upon filing of change-of-ownership
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(1) Nature of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (cont.)

forms and receipt of payment). In the case of mortality, the gain (or loss) we recognize is the difference between the
policy benefits and the carrying values of the policy once we determine that collection of the policy benefits is
realizable and reasonably assured. In the case of a policy sale, the gain (or loss) we recognize is the difference
between the sale price and the carrying value of the policy on the date we receive sale proceeds.

Other Assets — Life Epigenetics is engaged in various life insurance related businesses and activities related to its
exclusive license for the “DNA Methylation Based Predictor of Mortality” technology for the life insurance industry.
The cost of entering into this license agreement is included in “other assets.”

Stock-Based Compensation — We measure and recognize compensation expense for all stock-based payments at fair
value over the requisite service period. We use the Black-Scholes option pricing model to determine the
weighted-average fair value of options. For restricted stock grants, fair value is determined as of the closing price of
our common stock on the date of grant. Stock-based compensation expense is recorded in general and administrative
expenses based on the classification of the employee or vendor. The determination of fair value of stock-based
payment awards on the date of grant using an option-pricing model is affected by our stock price as well as by
assumptions regarding a number of subjective variables. These variables include, but are not limited to, the expected
stock price volatility over the term of the awards.

The risk-free interest rate is based on the U.S. Treasury rates at the date of grant with maturity dates approximately
equal to the expected life at grant date. Volatility is based on the standard deviation of the average continuously
compounded rate of return of five selected comparable companies. We have not historically issued any common stock
dividends and do not expect to do so in the foreseeable future.

Deferred Financing and Issuance Costs — Loans advanced to us under our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation,
as described in Note 6, are reported net of financing costs, including issuance costs, sales commissions and other
direct expenses, which are amortized using the straight-line method over the term of the facility. We had no loans
advanced to us under our senior credit facility with Autobahn Funding Company during the year ended December 31,
2017, as described in Note 5. The Series I and L Bonds, as respectively described in Notes 7 and 8, are reported net of
financing costs, which are amortized using the interest method over the term of those borrowings. The Series A
Convertible Preferred Stock (“Series A”), as described in Note 9, is reported net of financing costs (including the fair
value of warrants issued), all of which were fully amortized using the interest method as of December 31, 2017.
Selling and issuance costs of Redeemable Preferred Stock (“RPS”) and Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock (“RPS 2”),
described in Notes 10 and 11, are netted against additional paid-in-capital, if any, and then against the outstanding
balance of the preferred stock.

Earnings (loss) per Share — Basic earnings (loss) per share attributable to common shareholders are calculated using the
weighted-average number of shares outstanding during the reported period. Diluted earnings (loss) per share are
calculated based on the potential dilutive impact of our Series A, RPS, RPS 2, warrants and stock options. Due to our
net loss attributable to common shareholders for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, there are no dilutive
securities.

Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements — On April 7, 2015, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update No.
2015-03, Simplifying the Presentation of Debt Issuance Costs (“ASU 2015-03”), as part of its simplification initiative.
ASU 2015-03 changes the presentation of debt issuance costs by presenting those costs in the balance sheet as a direct
deduction from the related debt liability. Amortization of the costs is reported as interest expense. We adopted ASU
2015-03 effective January 1, 2016, as required for public reporting entities.
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On February 25, 2016, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update 2016-02 Leases (“ASU 2016-02”). The new
guidance is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018. ASU 2016-02 provides more transparency
and comparability in the financial statements of lessees by recognizing all leases with a term greater than twelve
months on the balance sheet. Lessees will also be required to disclose key information about their leases. Early
adoption is permitted. We are currently evaluating the impact of the adoption of this pronouncement and have not yet
adopted ASU 2016-02 as of December 31, 2017.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(1) Nature of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (cont.)

In March 2016, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update 2016-09 (“ASU 2016-09”) to simplify the accounting
for stock compensation related to the following items: income tax accounting, award classification, estimation of
forfeitures, and cash flow presentation. The new guidance is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15,
2016. We adopted ASU 2016-09 effective January 1, 2017. The impact of the adoption was not material to the
financial statements.

In November 2016, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update 2016-18 (“ASU 2016-18”), which amends ASC 230
Statement of Cash Flows to add or clarify guidance on the classification and presentation of restricted cash in the
statement of cash flows. The guidance, to be applied retrospectively when adopted, requires entities to show the
changes in the total of cash, cash equivalents, restricted cash and restricted cash equivalents in the statement of cash
flows. The new guidance is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017, and interim periods within
those years. We will adopt ASU 2016-18 in the first quarter of 2018. The impact of the adoption is not expected to be
material to the financial statements.

(2) Restrictions on Cash

Under the terms of our senior credit facility with LNV Corporation (discussed in Note 6), we are required to maintain
collection account that is used to collect policy benefits from pledged policies, pay interest and other charges under
the facility, and distribute funds to pay down the facility. The agents for the lenders authorize the disbursements from
these accounts. At December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016, there was a balance of $28,350,000 and $37,827,000,
respectively, in these restricted cash accounts.

(3) Investment in Life Insurance Policies

Life insurance policies are valued based on unobservable inputs that are significant to their overall fair value. Changes
in the fair value of these policies are recorded as gain or loss on life insurance policies, net of premiums paid on those
policies, in our consolidated statements of operations. Fair value is determined on a discounted cash flow basis that
incorporates life expectancy assumptions generally derived from reports obtained from widely accepted life
expectancy providers, other than insured lives covered under small face amount policies (i.e., $1 million in face value
benefits or less), assumptions relating to cost-of-insurance (premium) rates and other assumptions. The discount rate
we apply incorporates current information about discount rates applied by other public reporting companies owning
portfolios of life insurance policies, the discount rates observed in the life insurance secondary market, market interest
rates, the estimated credit exposure to the insurance companies that issued the life insurance policies and
management’s estimate of the operational risk premium a purchaser would require to receive the future cash flows
derived from our portfolio as a whole. Management has discretion regarding the combination of these and other
factors when determining the discount rate. As a result of management’s analysis, discount rates of 10.45% and
10.96% were applied to our portfolio as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016, respectively.

A summary of our policies, organized according to their estimated life expectancy dates as of the reporting date, is as
follows:

As of December 31, 2017 As of December 31, 2016
Years
Ending
December
31,

Number
of
Policies

Estimated
Fair Value Face Value

Number
of
Policies

Estimated
Fair Value Face Value
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2017 — $ — $ — 11 $ 14,837,000 $ 16,939,000
2018 8 4,398,000 4,689,000 23 30,830,000 42,564,000
2019 48 63,356,000 83,720,000 55 57,556,000 88,858,000
2020 87 79,342,000 127,373,000 93 85,414,000 159,814,000
2021 98 96,154,000 170,695,000 86 73,825,000 158,744,000
2022 90 85,877,000 181,120,000 66 56,909,000 147,222,000
2023 93 69,467,000 175,458,000 64 44,953,000 128,581,000
Thereafter 474 251,933,000 933,093,000 292 146,868,000 618,953,000
Totals 898 $ 650,527,000 $ 1,676,148,000 690 $ 511,192,000 $ 1,361,675,000
F-10
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(3) Investment in Life Insurance Policies  (cont.)

We recognized life insurance benefits of $64,719,000 and $48,452,000 during 2017 and 2016, respectively, related to
policies with a carrying value of $16,070,000 and $10,993,000, respectively, and as a result recorded realized gains of
$48,649,000 and $37,459,000.

Reconciliation of gain on life insurance policies:

Years Ended
December 31,
2017 2016

Change in estimated probabilistic cash flows $ 63,241,000 $ 46,515,000
Unrealized gain on acquisitions 31,019,000 38,205,000
Premiums and other annual fees (53,296,000 ) (40,239,000 )
Change in discount rates(1) 14,931,000 3,188,000
Change in life expectancy evaluation(2) (20,257,000 ) (6,029,000 )
Face value of matured policies 64,719,000 48,452,000
Fair value of matured policies (38,243,000 ) (22,290,000 )
Gain on life insurance policies, net $ 62,114,000 $ 67,802,000
____________

(1)      The discount rate applied to estimate the fair value of the portfolio of life insurance policies we own was
10.45% as of December 31, 2017, compared to 10.96% as of December 31, 2016. The carrying value of policies
acquired during each quarterly reporting period is adjusted to current fair value using the fair value discount rate
applied to the entire portfolio as of that reporting date.

(2)      The change in fair value due to updating independent life expectancy estimates on certain life insurance policies
in our portfolio.

We currently estimate that premium payments and servicing fees required to maintain our current portfolio of life
insurance policies in force for the next five years, assuming no mortalities, are as follows:

Years Ending December 31, Premiums Servicing
Premiums and
Servicing Fees

2018 $ 53,548,000 $ 1,102,000 $ 54,650,000
2019 61,125,000 1,102,000 62,227,000
2020 69,886,000 1,102,000 70,988,000
2021 79,081,000 1,102,000 80,183,000
2022 89,102,000 1,102,000 90,204,000

$ 352,742,000 $ 5,510,000 $ 358,252,000
Management anticipates funding the majority of the premium payments estimated above with additional borrowing
capacity, created as the premiums and servicing costs of pledged life insurance policies become due, under the
amended and restated senior credit facility with LNV Corporation as described in Note 6. Management anticipates
funding premiums and servicing costs of non-pledged life insurance policies from proceeds from the receipt of policy
benefits from our portfolio of life insurance policies and net proceeds from our offering of L Bonds and RPS 2. The
proceeds of these capital sources may also be used for the purchase, financing, and maintenance of additional life
insurance policies as well as servicing the interest, dividends and principal on existing and future capital.
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(4) Fair Value Definition and Hierarchy

Accounting Standards Codification 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures (“ASC 820”) establishes a
hierarchical disclosure framework that prioritizes and ranks the level of market price observability used in measuring
assets and liabilities at fair value. Market price observability is affected by a number of factors, including the type of
investment, the characteristics specific to the investment and the state of the marketplace, including the existence and
transparency of transactions between market participants. Assets and liabilities with readily available and actively
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(4) Fair Value Definition and Hierarchy  (cont.)

quoted prices, or for which fair value can be measured from actively quoted prices in an orderly market, generally will
have a higher degree of market price observability and a lesser degree of judgment used in measuring fair value.

ASC 820 maximizes the use of observable inputs and minimizes the use of unobservable inputs by requiring the use of
observable inputs whenever available. Observable inputs are inputs that market participants would use in pricing the
asset or liability developed based on market data obtained from independent sources. Unobservable inputs are inputs
that reflect assumptions about how market participants price an asset or liability based on the best available
information. Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability (i.e.,
the “exit price”) in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.

The hierarchy is broken down into three levels based on the observability of inputs as follows:

•         Level 1 — Valuations based on quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the Company
has the ability to access. Because valuations are based on quoted prices that are readily and regularly available in an
active market, valuation of these products does not entail a significant degree of judgment.

•         Level 2 — Valuations based on one or more quoted prices in markets that are not active or for which all significant
inputs are observable, either directly or indirectly.

•         Level 3 — Valuations based on inputs that are unobservable and significant to the overall fair value measurement.

The availability of observable inputs can vary by types of assets and liabilities and is affected by a wide variety of
factors, including, for example, whether an instrument is established in the marketplace, the liquidity of markets and
other characteristics particular to the transaction. To the extent that valuation is based on models or inputs that are less
observable or unobservable in the market, the determination of fair value requires more judgment. Accordingly, the
degree of judgment exercised by management in determining fair value is greatest for assets and liabilities categorized
in Level 3.

Level 3 Valuation Process

The estimated fair value of our portfolio of life insurance policies is determined on a quarterly basis by our portfolio
management committee, taking into consideration changes in discount rate assumptions, estimated premium payments
and life expectancy estimate assumptions, as well as any changes in economic and other relevant conditions. The
discount rate incorporates current information about discount rates applied by other reporting companies owning
portfolios of life insurance policies, the discount rates observed in the life insurance secondary market, market interest
rates, the estimated credit exposure to the insurance company that issued the life insurance policy and management’s
estimate of the operational risk premium a purchaser would require to receive the future cash flows derived from our
portfolio as a whole. Management has discretion regarding the combination of these and other factors when
determining the discount rate.

These inputs are then used to estimate the discounted cash flows from the portfolio using the MAPS probabilistic
portfolio price model, which estimates the cash flows using various mortality probabilities and scenarios. The
valuation process includes a review by senior management as of each valuation date. We also engage MAPS to
independently test the accuracy of the valuations using the inputs we provide on a quarterly basis. See Exhibit 99.1
filed herewith.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(4) Fair Value Definition and Hierarchy  (cont.)

The following table reconciles the beginning and ending fair value of our Level 3 investments in our portfolio of life
insurance policies for the periods ended December 31, as follows:

Years Ended
December 31,
2017 2016

Beginning balance $ 511,192,000 $ 356,650,000
Purchases 88,644,000 94,953,000
Maturities (initial cost basis) (16,070,000 ) (10,993,000 )
Net change in fair value 66,761,000 70,582,000
Ending balance $ 650,527,000 $ 511,192,000
In the past, we periodically updated the independent life expectancy estimates on the insured lives in our portfolio,
other than insured lives covered under small face amount policies (i.e., $1 million in face value benefits or less), on a
continuous rotating three-year cycle, and through that effort attempted to update life expectancies for approximately
one-twelfth of our portfolio each quarter. Currently, however, the terms of our senior credit facility with LNV
Corporation require us update the independent life expectancy estimates every two years beginning from the date of
the amended facility.

The following table summarizes the inputs utilized in estimating the fair value of our portfolio of life insurance
policies:

As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016

Weighted-average age of insured, years* 81.7 81.6
Weighted-average life expectancy, months* 82.4 83.2
Average face amount per policy $ 1,867,000 $ 1,973,000
Discount rate 10.45 % 10.96 %
____________

(*)      Weighted-average by face amount of policy benefits

Life expectancy estimates and market discount rates for a portfolio of life insurance policies are inherently uncertain
and the effect of changes in estimates may be significant. For example, if the life expectancy estimates were increased
or decreased by four and eight months on each outstanding policy, and the discount rates were increased or decreased
by 1% and 2%, while all other variables were held constant, the fair value of our investment in life insurance policies
would increase or decrease as summarized below:

Change in Fair Value of the Investment in Life Insurance Policies

Change in life expectancy estimates
minus 8 months minus 4 months plus 4 months plus 8 months

December 31, 2017 $ 86,391,000 $ 42,886,000 $ (42,481,000 ) $ (84,238,000 )
December 31, 2016 $ 69,253,000 $ 34,601,000 $ (33,846,000 ) $ (67,028,000 )

Change in discount rate
minus 2% minus 1% plus 1% plus 2%
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December 31, 2017 $ 68,117,000 $ 32,587,000 $ (29,964,000 ) $ (57,583,000 )
December 31, 2016 $ 53,764,000 $ 25,728,000 $ (23,668,000 ) $ (45,491,000 )
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(4) Fair Value Definition and Hierarchy  (cont.)

Other Fair Value Considerations

The carrying value of receivables, prepaid expenses, accounts payable and accrued expenses approximate fair value
due to their short-term maturities and low credit risk. Using the income-based valuation approach, the estimated fair
value of our L Bonds, having an aggregate face value of $461,427,000 as of December 31, 2017, is approximately
$470,672,000 based on a weighted-average market interest rate of 6.70%. The carrying value of the senior credit
facility with LNV Corporation reflects interest charged at 12-month LIBOR plus an applicable margin. The margin
represents our credit risk, and the strength of the portfolio of life insurance policies collateralizing the debt. The
overall rate reflects market, and the carrying value of the facility approximates fair value.

GWG MCA participates in the merchant cash advance industry by directly advancing sums to merchants and lending
money, on a secured basis, to companies that advance sums to merchants. Each quarter, we review the carrying value
of these cash advances, and determine if an impairment reserve is necessary. At December 31, 2017 one of our
secured cash advances was impaired. Specifically, the secured loan to Nulook Capital LLC had an outstanding
balance of $1,954,000 and a loan loss reserve of $1,908,000 at December 31, 2017. We deem fair value to be the
estimated collectible value on each loan or advance made from GWG MCA. Where we estimate the collectible
amount to be less than the outstanding balance, we record a reserve for the difference, referred to as an impairment
charge. We recorded an impairment charge of $1,308,000 and $600,000 for the years ended December 31, 2017 and
2016, respectively.

The following table summarizes outstanding warrants as of December 31, 2017:

Month issued
Warrants
issued Fair value per share Risk free rate Volatility Term

September 2014 16,000 $ 1.26 1.85 % 17.03 % 5 years
16,000

(5) Credit Facility — Autobahn Funding Company LLC

On September 12, 2017, we terminated our $105 million senior credit facility with Autobahn Funding Company LLC,
the Credit and Security Agreement governing the facility as well as the related pledge agreement, pursuant to which
our obligations under the facility were secured. We had paid off in full all obligations under the facility on September
14, 2016, and since that date, we have had no amounts outstanding under the facility.

The Credit and Security Agreement contained certain financial and non-financial covenants, and we were in
compliance with these covenants during the year ended December 31, 2017 until the date of termination.

(6) Credit Facility — LNV Corporation

On September 27, 2017, we entered into an amended and restated senior credit facility with LNV Corporation as
lender through our subsidiary GWG DLP Funding IV, LLC (“DLP IV”). The Amended and Restated Loan Agreement
governing the facility makes available a total of up to $300,000,000 in credit with a maturity date of September 27,
2029. Additional advances are available under the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement at the LIBOR rate as
defined in the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement. Advances are available as the result of additional borrowing
base capacity, created as the premiums and servicing costs of pledged life insurance policies become due. Interest will
accrue on amounts borrowed under the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement at an annual interest rate, determined
as of each date of borrowing or quarterly if there is no borrowing, equal to (A) the greater of 12-month LIBOR or the
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federal funds rate (as defined in the agreement) plus one-half of one percent per annum, plus (B) 7.50% per annum.
The effective rate at December 31, 2017 was 9.31%. Interest payments are made on a quarterly basis.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(6) Credit Facility — LNV Corporation (cont.)

As of December 31, 2017, approximately 82.6% of the total face value of our portfolio is pledged to LNV
Corporation. The amount outstanding under this facility was $222,525,000 and $162,725,000 at December 31, 2017
and 2016, respectively. Obligations under the facility are secured by a security interest in DLP IV’s assets, for the
benefit of the lenders under the Amended and Restated Loan Agreement, through an arrangement under which Wells
Fargo serves as securities intermediary. The life insurance policies owned by DLP IV do not serve as direct collateral
for the obligations of GWG Holdings under the L Bonds. The difference between the amount outstanding and the
carrying amount on our balance sheet is due to netting of unamortized debt issuance costs.

The Amended and Restated Loan Agreement does not require DLP IV to maintain a reserve account for future
premiums.

The Amended and Restated Loan Agreement has certain financial and nonfinancial covenants, and we were in
compliance with these covenants at December 31, 2017, and with the covenants in the original Loan Agreement at
December 31, 2016.

(7) Series I Secured Notes

Series I Secured Notes were legal obligations of GWG Life and were privately offered and sold from August 2009
through June 2011. On September 8, 2017, we redeemed all outstanding Series I Secured Notes for an aggregate of
$6,815,000.

The Series I Secured Notes were governed by an Intercreditor Agreement, a Third Amended and Restated Note
Issuance and Security Agreement dated November 1, 2011, as amended, and a related Pledge Agreement. Upon the
redemption of the Series I Secured Notes and the termination of all obligations outstanding thereunder, those
agreements were terminated effective as of September 8, 2017.

(8) L Bonds

Our L Bonds are legal obligations of GWG Holdings. Obligations under the L Bonds are secured by the assets of
GWG Holdings and by GWG Life, as a guarantor, and are subordinate to the obligations under our senior credit
facility (see Note 6). We began publicly offering and selling L Bonds in January 2012 under the name “Renewable
Secured Debentures”. These debt securities were re-named “L Bonds” in January 2015. L Bonds are publicly offered and
sold on a continuous basis under a registration statement permitting us to sell up to $1.0 billion in principal amount of
L Bonds. We are party to an indenture governing the L Bonds dated October 19, 2011, as amended (“Indenture”), under
which GWG Holdings is obligor, GWG Life is guarantor, and Bank of Utah serves as indenture trustee. The Indenture
contains certain financial and non-financial covenants, and we were in compliance with these covenants at December
31, 2017 and 2016.

On December 1, 2017, an additional public offering sold on a continuous basis of L Bonds permitting us to sell up to
$1.0 billion in principal amount of L Bonds was declared effective. The new offering is a follow-on to the previous L
Bond offering and contains the same terms and features.

The bonds have renewal features under which we may elect to permit their renewal, subject to the right of bondholders
to elect to receive payment at maturity. Interest is payable monthly or annually depending on the election of the
investor.
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At December 31, 2017 and 2016, the weighted-average interest rate of our L Bonds was 7.29% and 7.23%,
respectively. The principal amount of L Bonds outstanding was $461,427,000 and $387,067,000 at December 31,
2017 and 2016, respectively. The difference between the amount of outstanding L Bonds and the carrying amount on
our balance sheets is due to netting of unamortized deferred issuance costs, cash receipts for new issuances and
payments of redemptions in process. Amortization of deferred issuance costs was $6,940,000 and $7,099,000 in 2017
and 2016, respectively. Future expected amortization of deferred financing costs as of December 31, 2017 is
$15,593,000 in total over the next seven years.
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(8) L Bonds  (cont.)

Future contractual maturities of L Bonds, and future amortization of their deferred financing costs, at December 31,
2017 are as follows:

Years Ending December 31, Contractual Maturities

Amortization
of Deferred
Financing Costs

2018 $ 105,916,000 $ 1,182,000
2019 151,689,000 4,485,000
2020 78,402,000 3,297,000
2021 30,759,000 1,331,000
2022 40,018,000 2,137,000
Thereafter 54,643,000 3,161,000

$ 461,427,000 $ 15,593,000
(9) Series A Convertible Preferred Stock

From July 2011 through September 2012, we privately offered shares of Series A of GWG Holdings at $7.50 per
share. In the offering, we sold an aggregate of 3,278,000 shares for gross consideration of $24,582,000. Holders of
Series A were entitled to cumulative dividends at the rate of 10% per annum, paid quarterly. The Series A Convertible
Preferred Stock were only redeemable at our option.

Purchasers of Series A in our offering received warrants to purchase an aggregate of 416,000 shares of our common
stock at an exercise price of $12.50 per share. As of December 31, 2017, all of these warrants have expired and none
of them had been exercised.

On October 9, 2017 all shares of Series A were redeemed with a redemption payment equal to the sum of: (i) $8.25
per Series A share and (ii) all accrued but unpaid dividends.

(10) Redeemable Preferred Stock

On November 30, 2015, our public offering of up to 100,000 shares of Redeemable Preferred Stock (“RPS”) at $1,000
per share was declared effective. Holders of RPS are entitled to cumulative dividends at the rate of 7% per annum,
paid monthly. Dividends on the RPS are recorded as a reduction to additional paid-in capital, if any, then to the
outstanding balance of the preferred stock if additional paid-in-capital has been exhausted. Under certain
circumstances described in the Certificate of Designation for the RPS, additional shares of RPS may be issued in lieu
of cash dividends.

The RPS ranks senior to our common stock and pari passu with our RPS 2 and entitles its holders to a liquidation
preference equal to the stated value per share (i.e., $1,000) plus accrued but unpaid dividends. Holders of RPS may
presently convert their RPS into our common stock at a conversion price equal to the volume-weighted average price
of our common stock for the 20 trading days immediately prior to the date of conversion, subject to a minimum
conversion price of $15.00 and in an aggregate amount limited to 15% of the stated value of RPS originally purchased
by such holder from us and still held by such holder.

Holders of RPS may request that we redeem their RPS at a price equal to their stated value plus accrued but unpaid
dividends, less an applicable redemption fee, if any. Nevertheless, the Certificate of Designation for RPS permits us
sole discretion to grant or decline redemption requests. Subject to certain restrictions and conditions, we may also
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redeem shares of RPS without a redemption fee upon a holder’s death, total disability or bankruptcy. In addition, after
one year from the date of original issuance, we may, at our option, call and redeem shares of RPS at a price equal to
their liquidation preference.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(10) Redeemable Preferred Stock (cont.)

As of March 31, 2017, we closed the RPS offering to investors having sold 99,127 shares of RPS for an aggregate
gross consideration of $99,127,000 and incurred approximately $7,019,000 of related selling costs.

At the time of its issuance, we determined that the RPS contained two embedded features: (1) optional redemption by
the holder and (2) optional conversion by the holder. We determined that each of the embedded features met the
definition of a derivative and that the RPS should be considered an equity host for the purposes of assessing the
embedded derivatives for potential bifurcation. Based on our assessment under Accounting Standards Codification
470 “Debt” (“ASC 470”) we do not believe bifurcation of either the holder’s redemption or conversion feature is
appropriate.

(11) Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock

On February 14, 2017, our public offering up to 150,000 shares of Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock (“RPS 2”) at
$1,000 per share was declared effective. Holders of RPS 2 are entitled to cumulative dividends at the rate of 7% per
annum, paid monthly. Dividends on the RPS 2 are recorded as a reduction to additional paid-in capital, if any, then to
the outstanding balance of the preferred stock if additional paid-in capital has been exhausted. Under certain
circumstances described in the Certificate of Designation for the RPS 2, additional shares of RPS 2 may be issued in
lieu of cash dividends.

The RPS 2 ranks senior to our common stock and pari passu with our RPS and entitles its holders to a liquidation
preference equal to the stated value per share (i.e., $1,000) plus accrued but unpaid dividends. Holders of RPS 2 may,
less an applicable conversion discount, if any, convert their RPS 2 into our common stock at a conversion price equal
to the volume-weighted average price of our common stock for the 20 trading days immediately prior to the date of
conversion, subject to a minimum conversion price of $12.75 and in an aggregate amount limited to 10% of the stated
value of RPS 2 originally purchased by such holder from us and still held by such holder.

Holders of RPS 2 may request that we redeem their RPS 2 shares at a price equal to their liquidation preference, less
an applicable redemption fee, if any. Nevertheless, the Certificate of Designation for RPS 2 permits us sole discretion
to grant or decline requests for redemption. Subject to certain restrictions and conditions, we may also redeem shares
of RPS 2 without a redemption fee upon a holder’s death, total disability or bankruptcy. In addition, we may, at our
option, call and redeem shares of RPS 2 at a price equal to their liquidation preference (subject to a minimum
redemption price, in the event of redemptions occurring less than one year after issuance, of 107% of the stated value
of the shares being redeemed).

The selling broker dealer has agreed to sell the RPS 2 shares to qualified accounts with a selling commission of 6.0%
of the gross proceeds from the RPS 2 shares sold by the selling broker dealer which will result in a sales price of $940
per RPS 2 share. The net proceeds to the Company from the sales to qualified accounts will not be affected by the
reduction in the selling broker dealer’s commissions.

As of December 31, 2017, we had sold 88,709 shares of RPS 2 for aggregate gross consideration of $88,709,000 and
incurred approximately $6,142,000 of selling costs related to the sale of those shares.

At the time of its issuance, we determined that the RPS 2 contained two embedded features: (1) optional redemption
by the holder; and (2) optional conversion by the holder. We determined that each of the embedded features met the
definition of a derivative and that the RPS 2 should be considered an equity host for the purposes of assessing the
embedded derivatives for potential bifurcation. Based on our assessment under ASC 470 we do not believe bifurcation
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of either the holder’s redemption or conversion feature is appropriate.
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(12) Income Taxes

We had a current income tax liability of $0 as of both December 31, 2017 and 2016. The components of our income
tax expense (benefit) and the reconciliation at the statutory federal tax rate to our actual income tax expense (benefit)
for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016 consisted of the following:

2017 2016
Statutory federal income tax
(benefit) $ (7,728,000 ) 34.0 % $ 247,000 34.0 %
State income taxes (benefit),
net of federal benefit (1,433,000 ) 6.3 % 56,000 7.8 %
Impact of change in enacted
rate 2,605,000 (11.4 )% — —
Change in valuation allowance 4,222,000 (18.6 )% — —
Other permanent differences 237,000 (1.1 )% 30,000 4.2 %
Total income tax expense
(benefit) $ (2,097,000 ) 9.2 % $ 333,000 46.0 %
The tax effects of temporary differences that give rise to deferred income taxes were as follows:

As of
December 31, 2017

As of
December 31, 2016

Deferred tax assets:
Note Receivable from related party $ 1,437,000 $ 2,023,000
Net operating loss carryforwards 9,995,000 10,781,000
Other assets 1,724,000 1,130,000
Subtotal $ 13,156,000 $ 13,934,000
Valuation allowance (6,386,000 ) (2,164,000 )
Deferred tax assets $ 6,770,000 $ 11,770,000

Deferred tax liabilities:
Investment in life insurance policies $ (6,630,000 ) $ (13,867,000 )
Other liabilities (140,000 ) —
Net deferred tax asset/(liability) $ — $ (2,097,000 )
At December 31, 2017 and 2016, we had federal net operating loss (“NOL”) carryforwards of $34,775,000 and
$26,642,000, respectively, and aggregate state NOL carryforwards of approximately $34,749,000 and $26,616,000,
respectively. The NOL carryforwards will begin to expire in 2031. Future utilization of NOL carryforwards is subject
to limitations under Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code. This section generally relates to a more than 50 percent
change in ownership over a three-year period. We currently do not believe that any prior issuance of common stock
has resulted in an ownership change under Section 382 through December 31, 2017.

We provide for a valuation allowance when it is not considered “more likely than not” that our deferred tax assets will
be realized. As of December 31, 2017, based on all available evidence, we have provided a valuation allowance
against our total net deferred tax asset of $6,386,000 due to uncertainty as to the realization of our deferred tax assets
during the carryover periods. As of December 31, 2016, we had provided a valuation allowance of $2,164,000 against
deferred tax assets related to the likelihood of recovering the tax benefit of a capital loss on a note receivable from a
related entity and other capital losses.
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On December 22, 2017, the U.S. federal government enacted the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (“Tax Reform Bill”). The Tax
Reform Bill changed existing United States tax law, including a reduction of the U.S. corporate income tax rate. The
Company re-measured deferred taxes as of the date of enactment, resulting in a $2,605,000 reduction of net deferred
income tax assets. The Company’s measurement of the income tax effects of the Tax Reform Bill for the year ended
December 31, 2017 is reasonably estimated and, therefore, included in these financial statements in accordance with
SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 118.
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(12) Income Taxes (cont.)

ASC 740 requires the reporting of certain tax positions that do not meet a threshold of “more-likely-than-not” to be
recorded as uncertain tax benefits. It is management’s responsibility to determine whether it is “more-likely-than-not”
that a tax position will be sustained upon examination, including resolution of any related appeals or litigation, based
upon the technical merits of the position. Management has reviewed all income tax positions taken or expected to be
taken for all open years and has determined that the income tax positions are appropriately stated and supported. We
do not anticipate that the total unrecognized tax benefits will significantly change prior to December 31, 2018.

Under our accounting policies, interest and penalties on unrecognized tax benefits, as well as interest received from
favorable tax settlements are recognized as components of income tax expense. At December 31, 2017 and 2016, we
recorded no accrued interest or penalties related to uncertain tax positions.

Our income tax returns for tax years ended December 31, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017, when filed, remain open to
examination by the Internal Revenue Service and various state taxing jurisdictions. Our income tax return for tax year
ended December 31, 2013 also remains open to examination by various state taxing jurisdictions.

(13) Common Stock

In September 2014, we consummated an initial public offering of our common stock resulting in the sale of 800,000
shares of common stock at $12.50 per share, and net proceeds of approximately $8.6 million after the payment of
underwriting commissions, discounts and expense reimbursements. In connection with this offering, we listed our
common stock on the Nasdaq Capital Market under the ticker symbol “GWGH.”

In conjunction with the initial public offering our Company issued warrants to purchase 16,000 shares of common
stock at an exercise price of $15.63 per share. As of December 31, 2017, none of these warrants had been exercised.
The remaining life of these warrants at December 31, 2017 was 1.8 years.

(14) Stock Incentive Plan

We adopted our 2013 Stock Incentive Plan in March 2013, as amended on June 1, 2015 and May 5, 2017. The
Compensation Committee of our Board of Directors is responsible for the administration of the plan. Participants
under the plan may be granted incentive stock options and non-statutory stock options; stock appreciation rights; stock
awards; restricted stock; restricted stock units; and performance shares. Eligible participants include officers and
employees of GWG Holdings and its subsidiaries, members of our Board of Directors, and consultants. Awards
generally expire 10 years from the date of grant. As of December 31, 2017, 3,000,000 common stock options are
authorized under the plan, of which 866,000 remain available for issuance.

Stock Options

Through December 31, 2017, we had outstanding stock options for 1,637,000 shares of common stock to employees,
officers, and directors under the plan. Options for 857,000 shares have vested, and the remaining options are
scheduled to vest over three years. The options were issued with an exercise price between $6.35 and $10.38 for those
beneficially owning more than 10% of our common stock, and between $4.83 and $11.00 for all others, which is equal
to the market price of the shares on the date of grant. The expected annualized volatility used in the Black-Scholes
model valuation of options issued during the period ranged from 19.7% to 29.0%. The annual volatility rate is based
on the standard deviation of the average continuously compounded rate of return of five selected comparable
companies. As of December 31, 2017, stock options for 685,000 shares had been forfeited and stock options for
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154,000 shares had been exercised.
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(14) Stock Incentive Plan (cont.)

Outstanding stock options:

Vested Un-vested Total
Balance as of December 31, 2015 483,703 569,912 1,053,615
Granted during the year 22,500 608,350 630,850
Vested during the year 251,788 (251,788 ) —
Forfeited during the year (19,926 ) (82,140 ) (102,066 )
Balance as of December 31, 2016 738,065 844,334 1,582,399
Granted during the year 61,099 367,500 428,599
Vested during the year 327,061 (327,061 ) —
Exercised during the year (126,498 ) — (126,498 )
Forfeited during the year (142,535 ) (105,017 ) (247,552 )
Balance as of December 31, 2017 857,192 779,756 1,636,948
As of December 31, 2017, unrecognized compensation expense related to un-vested options is $1,096,000. We expect
to recognize this compensation expense over the next three years ($577,000 in 2018, $397,000 in 2019, and $122,000
in 2020).

Stock Appreciation Rights (SARs)

As of December 31, 2017, we have issued SARs for 343,000 shares of the common stock to employees. The strike
price of the SARs was between $7.84 and $10.38, which was equal to the market price of the common stock at the
date of issuance. As of December 31, 2017, 189,000 of the SARs were vested. On December 31, 2017, the market
price of GWG’s common stock was $8.32.

Outstanding SARs:

Vested Un-vested Total
Balance as of December 31, 2015 — — —
Granted during the year 106,608 133,127 239,735
Balance as of December 31, 2016 106,608 133,127 239,735
Granted during the year 13,001 91,986 104,987
Vested during the year 69,444 (69,444 ) —
Forfeited during the year — (1,750 ) (1,750 )
Balance as of December 31, 2017 189,053 153,919 342,972
The liability for the SARs as of December 31, 2017, recorded within other accrued expenses, was $551,000.
Employee compensation and benefits expense for SARs of $547,000 and $4,000 was recorded for the years ending
December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

Upon the exercise of SARs, the Company is obligated to make cash payment equal to the positive difference between
the fair market value of the Company’s common stock on the date of exercise less the fair market value of the common
stock on the date of grant.
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(14) Stock Incentive Plan (cont.)

The following summarizes information concerning outstanding shares issuable under the 2013 Stock Incentive Plan:

December 31, 2017

Outstanding
Weighted-Average
Exercise Price

Weighted-Average
Remaining Life
(years)

Weighted-Average
Fair Value at
Grant Date

Vested
Stock Options 857,192 $ 8.05 6.17 $ 1.76
SARs 189,053 $ 8.54 5.86 $ 1.90
Total Vested 1,046,245 $ 8.14 6.11 $ 1.78

Unvested
Stock Options 779,756 $ 9.21 7.50 $ 2.17
SARs 153,919 $ 9.16 6.24 $ 2.02
Total Unvested 933,675 $ 9.21 7.30 $ 2.15

December 31, 2016

Outstanding
Weighted-Average
Exercise Price

Weighted-Average
Remaining Life
(years)

Weighted-Average
Fair Value at
Grant Date

Vested
Stock Options 745,565 $ 8.41 7.00 $ 1.64
SARs 106,608 $ 8.35 6.81 $ 1.83
Total Vested 852,173 $ 8.40 6.98 $ 1.66

Unvested
Stock Options 844,334 $ 8.72 7.04 $ 1.82
SARs 133,127 $ 8.41 6.82 $ 2.00
Total Unvested 977,461 $ 8.68 7.01 $ 1.84
(15) Other Expenses

The components of “Other expenses” in our consolidated statements of operations for the years ended December 31,
2017 and 2016 are as follows:

2017 2016
Contract labor $ 550,000 $ 913,000
Marketing 2,226,000 1,702,000
Information technology 1,555,000 739,000
Servicing and facility fees 1,226,000 1,159,000
Travel and entertainment 1,047,000 1,092,000
Insurance and regulatory 1,591,000 1,729,000
Charitable contributions 462,000 280,000
General and administrative 2,514,000 2,463,000
Total other expenses $ 11,171,000 $ 10,077,000
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(16) Net Loss Attributable to Common Shareholders

We have outstanding RPS and RPS 2, as described in Notes 10 and 11. RPS and RPS 2 are anti-dilutive to our net loss
attributable to common shareholders calculation for the years ended December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016. Our
vested and un-vested stock options are anti-dilutive at both December 31, 2017 and 2016.

(17) Commitments

We are party to an office lease with U.S. Bank National Association as the landlord. On September 1, 2015, we
entered into an amendment to our original lease that expanded the leased space to 17,687 square feet and extended the
term through October 2025. Under the amended lease we are obligated to pay base rent plus common area
maintenance and a share of building operating costs. Rent expenses under this agreement were $442,000 and $415,000
for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

Minimum lease payments under the amended lease are as follows:

2018 $ 266,000
2019 275,000
2020 284,000
2021 293,000
2022 302,000
Thereafter 904,000

$ 2,324,000
(18) Contingencies

Litigation — In the normal course of business, we are involved in various legal proceedings. In the opinion of
management, any liability resulting from such proceedings would not have a material adverse effect on our financial
position, results of operations or cash flows.

(19) Guarantee of L Bonds

We are publicly offering and selling L Bonds under a registration statement declared effective by the SEC, as
described in Note 8. Our obligations under the L Bonds are secured by substantially all the assets of GWG Holdings, a
pledge of all our common stock held individually by our largest stockholders, and by a guarantee and corresponding
grant of a security interest in substantially all the assets of GWG Life. As a guarantor, GWG Life has fully and
unconditionally guaranteed the payment of principal and interest on the L Bonds. GWG Life’s equity in DLP IV serve
as collateral for our L Bond obligations. Substantially all of our life insurance policies are held by DLP IV and the
Trust. The policies held by DLP IV are not collateral for the L Bond obligations as such policies are pledged to the
senior credit facility with LNV Corporation.

The consolidating financial statements are presented in lieu of separate financial statements and other related
disclosures of the subsidiary guarantor and issuer, because management does not believe that separate financial
statements and related disclosures would be material to investors. There are currently no significant restrictions on the
ability of GWG Holdings or GWG Life, the guarantor subsidiary, to obtain funds from its subsidiaries by dividend or
loan, except as described in these notes. A substantial majority of insurance policies we currently own are subject to a
collateral arrangement with LNV Corporation described in Note 6. Under this arrangement, we are required to
maintain a collection account that is used to collect policy benefits from pledged policies, pay interest and other
charges under the facility, and distribute funds to pay down the facility.
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The following represents consolidating financial information as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016, with
respect to the financial position, and for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, with respect to results of
operations and cash flows of GWG Holdings and its subsidiaries. The parent column presents the financial
information of GWG Holdings, the primary obligor for the L Bonds. The guarantor subsidiary column presents the
financial information of GWG Life, the guarantor subsidiary of the L Bonds, presenting its investment in DLP IV and
the Trust under the equity method. The non-guarantor subsidiaries column presents the financial information of all
non-guarantor subsidiaries, including DLP IV and the Trust.
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(19) Guarantee of L Bonds (cont.)

Consolidating Balance Sheets

December 31, 2017 Parent
Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

ASSETS

Cash and cash
equivalents $ 111,952,829 $ 1,486,623 $ 982,039 $ — $ 114,421,491
Restricted cash — 9,367,410 18,982,275 — 28,349,685
Investment in life
insurance policies, at
fair value — 51,093,362 599,433,991 — 650,527,353
Secured MCA
advances — — 1,661,774 — 1,661,774
Life insurance policy
benefits receivable — 1,500,000 15,158,761 — 16,658,761
Other assets 1,912,203 1,986,312 3,338,595 — 7,237,110
Investment in
subsidiaries 480,659,789 415,235,212 — (895,895,001) —

TOTAL ASSETS $ 594,524,821 $ 480,668,919 $ 639,557,435 $ (895,895,001) $ 818,856,174

LIABILITIES & STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

LIABILITIES
Senior Credit Facilities $ — $ — $ 212,238,192 $ — $ 212,238,192
L Bonds 447,393,568 — — — 447,393,568
Accounts payable 1,434,623 844,899 4,114,917 — 6,394,439
Interest and dividends
payable 10,296,584 — 5,130,925 — 15,427,509
Other accrued expenses 1,728,303 1,610,773 391,647 — 3,730,723
TOTAL LIABILITIES 460,853,078 2,455,672 221,875,681 — 685,184,431

STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY
Member capital — 478,213,247 417,681,754 (895,895,001) —
Redeemable preferred
stock and Series 2
redeemable preferred
stock 173,115,447 — — — 173,115,447
Common stock 5,813 — — — 5,813
Accumulated deficit (39,449,517 ) — — — (39,449,517 )
TOTAL
STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY 133,671,743 478,213,247 417,681,754 (895,895,001) 133,671,743
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TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND
STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY $ 594,524,821 $ 480,668,919 $ 639,557,435 $ (895,895,001) $ 818,856,174
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(19) Guarantee of L Bonds (cont.)

Consolidating Balance Sheets (continued)

December 31, 2016 Parent
Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

ASSETS

Cash and cash
equivalents $ 28,481,047 $ 49,360,952 $ 644,983 $ — $ 78,486,982
Restricted cash — 2,117,649 35,708,947 — 37,826,596
Investment in life
insurance policies, at
fair value — 41,277,896 469,914,458 — 511,192,354
Secured MCA
advances — — 5,703,147 — 5,703,147
Life insurance policy
benefits receivable — — 5,345,000 — 5,345,000
Other assets 3,854,233 2,056,822 810,640 (2,033,592 ) 4,688,103
Investment in
subsidiaries 429,971,148 352,337,037 — (782,308,185) —

TOTAL ASSETS $ 462,306,428 $ 447,150,356 $ 518,127,175 $ (784,341,777) $ 643,242,182

LIABILITIES & STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

LIABILITIES
Senior Credit
Facilities $ — $ — $ 156,064,818 $ — $ 156,064,818
Series I Secured Notes — 16,404,836 — — 16,404,836
L Bonds 381,312,587 — — — 381,312,587
Accounts payable 853,470 731,697 641,545 — 2,226,712
Interest and dividends
payable 9,882,133 3,743,277 2,535,189 — 16,160,599
Other accrued
expenses 862,369 544,032 2,303,952 (2,033,592 ) 1,676,761
Deferred taxes, net 2,097,371 — — — 2,097,371
TOTAL
LIABILITIES 395,007,930 21,423,842 161,545,504 (2,033,592 ) 575,943,684

STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY (DEFICIT)
Member capital — 425,726,514 356,581,671 (782,308,185) —
Convertible preferred
stock 19,701,133 — — — 19,701,133
Redeemable preferred
stock 59,025,164 — — — 59,025,164
Common stock 5,980 — — — 5,980
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Additional paid-in
capital 7,383,515 — — — 7,383,515
Accumulated deficit (18,817,294 ) — — — (18,817,294 )
TOTAL
STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY 67,298,498 425,726,514 356,581,671 (782,308,185) 67,298,498

TOTAL
LIABILITIES AND
STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY $ 462,306,428 $ 447,150,356 $ 518,127,175 $ (784,341,777) $ 643,242,182
F-24
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(19) Guarantee of L Bonds (cont.)

Consolidating Statements of Operations

For the year ended
December 31, 2017 Parent

Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

REVENUE
Gain on life insurance
policies, net $ — $ 6,979,773 $ 55,134,630 $ — $ 62,114,403
MCA income — — 554,341 — 554,341
Interest and other income 244,202 496,886 1,199,457 (475,371 ) 1,465,174
TOTAL REVENUE 244,202 7,476,659 56,888,428 (475,371 ) 64,133,918

EXPENSES
Interest expense 37,754,984 930,837 15,813,944 (80,321 ) 54,419,444
Employee compensation and
benefits 9,043,509 5,310,498 515,742 — 14,869,749
Legal and professional fees 1,937,714 962,778 2,195,151 — 5,095,643
Provision for MCA advances — — 1,308,000 — 1,308,000
Other expenses 7,058,209 2,715,374 1,792,143 (395,050 ) 11,170,676
TOTAL EXPENSES 55,794,416 9,919,487 21,624,980 (475,371 ) 86,863,512

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
EQUITY IN INCOME OF
SUBSIDIARIES (55,550,214) (2,442,828 ) 35,263,448 — (22,729,594)

EQUITY IN INCOME OF
SUBSIDIARIES 32,820,620 38,392,230 — (71,212,850) —

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
INCOME TAXES (22,729,594) 35,949,402 35,263,448 (71,212,850) (22,729,594)

INCOME TAX BENEFIT (2,097,371 ) — — — (2,097,371 )
NET INCOME (LOSS) (20,632,223) 35,949,402 35,263,448 (71,212,850) (20,632,223)
Preferred stock dividends 12,702,341 — — — 12,702,341
NET INCOME (LOSS)
ATTRIBUTABLE TO
COMMON
SHAREHOLDERS $ (33,334,564) $ 35,949,402 $ 35,263,448 $ (71,212,850) $ (33,334,564)

For the year ended
December 31, 2016 Parent

Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

REVENUE
Gain on life insurance
policies, net $ — $ 379,405 $ 67,422,160 $ — $ 67,801,565
MCA income — — 929,303 — 929,303
Interest and other income 260,087 72,757 639,414 (225,792 ) 746,466
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TOTAL REVENUE 260,087 452,162 68,990,877 (225,792 ) 69,477,334
EXPENSES
Interest expense 32,149,577 2,311,819 8,094,353 (212,375 ) 42,343,374
Employee compensation and
benefits 6,874,368 4,358,406 551,522 — 11,784,296
Legal and professional fees 2,107,053 1,628,408 211,915 — 3,947,376
Provision for MCA
advances — — 600,000 — 600,000
Other expenses 5,822,621 2,871,318 1,396,454 (13,417 ) 10,076,976
TOTAL EXPENSES 46,953,619 11,169,951 10,854,244 (225,792 ) 68,752,022

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
EQUITY IN INCOME OF
SUBSIDIARIES (46,693,532) (10,717,789) 58,136,633 — 725,312

EQUITY IN INCOME OF
SUBSIDIARIES 47,418,844 58,822,543 — (106,241,387) —

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
INCOME TAXES 725,312 48,104,754 58,136,633 (106,241,387) 725,312

INCOME TAX EXPENSE 333,403 — — — 333,403
NET INCOME (LOSS) 391,909 48,104,754 58,136,633 (106,241,387) 391,909
Preferred stock dividends 3,537,287 — — — 3,537,287
NET INCOME (LOSS)
ATTRIBUTABLE TO
COMMON
SHAREHOLDERS $ (3,145,378 ) $ 48,104,754 $ 58,136,633 $ (106,241,387) $ (3,145,378 )
F-25
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(19) Guarantee of L Bonds (cont.)

Consolidating Statements of Cash Flows

For the year ended
December 31, 2017 Parent

Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

CASH FLOWS FROM
OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
Net income (loss) $ (20,632,223 ) $ 35,949,402 $ 35,263,448 $ (71,212,850) $ (20,632,223 )
Adjustments to reconcile
net income (loss) to net
cash flows from operating
activities:
Equity of subsidiaries (32,820,620 ) (38,392,230) — 71,212,850 —
Change in fair value of life
insurance policies — (7,746,744 ) (59,014,067) — (66,760,811 )
Amortization of deferred
financing and issuance
costs 6,939,841 208,829 1,632,177 — 8,780,847
Provision for MCA
advances — — 1,308,000 — 1,308,000
Deferred income taxes (2,097,371 ) — — — (2,097,371 )
Preferred stock issued in
lieu of cash dividends 498,659 — — — 498,659
(Increase) decrease in
operating assets:
Life insurance policy
benefits receivable — (1,500,000 ) (9,813,761 ) — (11,313,761 )
Other assets (15,870,956 ) (24,497,313) (5,155,644 ) 42,435,842 (3,088,071 )
Increase (decrease) in
operating liabilities:
Accounts payable 581,153 113,202 3,473,373 — 4,167,728
Interest and dividends
payable 3,771,709 (3,743,277 ) 2,680,191 — 2,708,623
Other accrued expenses 1,702,625 1,066,743 (146,546 ) — 2,622,822
NET CASH FLOWS
USED IN OPERATING
ACTIVITIES (57,927,183 ) (38,541,388) (29,772,829) 42,435,842 (83,805,558 )

CASH FLOWS FROM
INVESTING
ACTIVITIES
Investment in life
insurance policies — (3,022,439 ) (85,621,380) — (88,643,819 )
Carrying value of matured
life insurance policies — 2,091,713 13,977,919 — 16,069,632

— — 2,762,784 — 2,762,784
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Proceeds from Secured
MCA advances
NET CASH FLOWS
USED IN INVESTING
ACTIVITIES — (930,726 ) (68,880,677) — (69,811,403 )

CASH FLOWS FROM
FINANCING
ACTIVITIES
Net borrowings on Senior
Credit Facilities — — 59,799,649 — 59,799,649
Payments for issuance
costs of senior debt — (1,076,118 ) (3,434,270 ) — (4,510,388 )
Payments for redemption
of Series I Secured Notes — (16,613,667) — — (16,613,667 )
Proceeds from issuance of
L Bonds 131,796,220 — — — 131,796,220
Payments for issuance
costs of L Bonds (10,896,925 ) — — — (10,896,925 )
Payments for redemption
of L Bonds (60,848,460 ) — — — (60,848,460 )
Proceeds from (increase in)
restricted cash — (7,249,761 ) 16,726,672 — 9,476,911
Issuance of member capital — 16,537,331 25,898,511 (42,435,842) —
Redemption of common
stock (1,603,560 ) — — — (1,603,560 )
Proceeds from issuance of
preferred stock 127,279,847 — — — 127,279,847
Payments for issuance
costs of preferred stock (9,027,190 ) — — — (9,027,190 )
Payments for redemption
of preferred stock (22,598,626 ) — — — (22,598,626 )
Preferred stock dividends (12,702,341 ) — — — (12,702,341 )
NET CASH FLOWS
PROVIDED BY (USED
IN) FINANCING
ACTIVITIES 141,398,965 (8,402,215 ) 98,990,562 (42,435,842) 189,551,470

NET INCREASE
(DECREASE) IN CASH
AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS 83,471,782 (47,874,329) 337,056 — 35,934,509

CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
BEGINNING OF THE
PERIOD 28,481,047 49,360,952 644,983 — 78,486,982

END OF THE PERIOD $ 111,952,829 $ 1,486,623 $ 982,039 $ — $ 114,421,491
F-26
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(19) Guarantee of L Bonds (cont.)

Consolidating Statements of Cash Flows (continued)

For the year ended
December 31, 2016 Parent

Guarantor
Subsidiary

Non-Guarantor
Subsidiaries Eliminations Consolidated

CASH FLOWS FROM
OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
Net income (loss) $ 391,909 $ 48,104,754 $ 58,136,633 $ (106,241,387) $ 391,909
Adjustments to reconcile
net income (loss) to net
cash flows from operating
activities:
Equity of subsidiaries (47,418,844 ) (58,822,543 ) — 106,241,387 —
Change in fair value of
life insurance policies — (900,808 ) (69,681,575 ) — (70,582,383 )
Amortization of deferred
financing and issuance
costs 7,720,065 (1,307,640 ) 2,032,827 — 8,445,252
Provision for MCA
advances — — 600,000 — 600,000
Deferred income taxes 333,402 — — — 333,402
Preferred stock issued in
lieu of cash dividends 689,742 — — — 689,742
(Increase) decrease in
operating assets:
Life insurance policy
benefits receivable — — (5,345,000 ) — (5,345,000 )
Other assets (114,758,710) (43,964,379 ) 42,410,680 114,884,593 (1,427,816 )
Increase (decrease) in
operating liabilities:
Accounts payable 572,483 574,481 (437,692 ) — 709,272
Interest and dividends
payable 2,494,085 420,259 2,256,824 — 5,171,168
Other accrued expenses 706,719 2,873,233 (8,579,395 ) — (4,999,443 )
NET CASH FLOWS
USED IN OPERATING
ACTIVITIES (149,269,149) (53,022,643 ) 21,393,302 114,884,593 (66,013,897 )

CASH FLOWS FROM
INVESTING
ACTIVITIES
Investment in life
insurance policies — — (94,952,879 ) — (94,952,879 )
Carrying value of matured
life insurance policies — — 10,992,624 — 10,992,624

— — (8,727,924 ) — (8,727,924 )
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Investment in Secured
MCA advances
Proceeds from Secured
MCA advances — — 2,553,466 — 2,553,466
NET CASH FLOWS
USED IN INVESTING
ACTIVITIES — — (90,134,713 ) — (90,134,713 )

CASH FLOWS FROM
FINANCING
ACTIVITIES
Net borrowings on Senior
Credit Facilities — — 104,825,508 — 104,825,508
Payments for issuance
costs of senior debt — — (7,111,556 ) (7,111,556 )
Payments for redemption
of Series I Secured Notes — (7,469,462 ) — — (7,469,462 )
Proceeds from issuance of
L Bonds 153,874,402 — — — 153,874,402
Payments for issuance
costs of L Bonds (10,149,316 ) — — — (10,149,316 )
Payments for redemption
of L Bonds (45,754,691 ) — — — (45,754,691 )
Issuance of member
capital — 107,885,727 6,998,866 (114,884,593) —
Increase in restricted cash — (15,392 ) (35,469,305 ) — (35,484,697 )
Issuance of common
stock 244,185 — — — 244,185
Proceeds from issuance of
preferred stock 57,040,946 — 71,555 — 57,112,501
Payments for issuance
costs of preferred stock (4,133,527 ) — (7,340 ) — (4,140,867 )
Payments for redemption
of preferred stock (2,126,678 ) — (71,555 ) — (2,198,233 )
Preferred stock dividends (3,537,287 ) — — — (3,537,287 )
NET CASH FLOWS
PROVIDED BY
FINANCING
ACTIVITIES 145,458,034 100,400,873 69,236,173 (114,884,593) 200,210,487

NET INCREASE
(DECREASE) IN CASH
AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS (3,811,115 ) 47,378,230 494,762 — 44,061,877

CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
BEGINNING OF THE
PERIOD 32,292,162 1,982,722 150,221 — 34,425,105

END OF THE PERIOD $ 28,481,047 $ 49,360,952 $ 644,983 $ — $ 78,486,982
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GWG HOLDINGS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(20) Concentration

We mostly purchase life insurance policies written by life insurance companies having investment-grade ratings by
independent rating agencies. As a result, there may be certain concentrations of policies with life insurance
companies. The following summarizes the face value of insurance policies with specific life insurance companies
exceeding 10% of the total face value held by our portfolio.

As of December 31,
Life insurance company 2017 2016
John Hancock 15.57 % 14.36 %
AXA Equitable 11.88 % 13.42 %
Lincoln National 10.80 % 11.22 %
The following summarizes the number of insurance policies held in specific states exceeding 10% of the total face
value held by us:

As of December 31,
State of residence 2017 2016
Florida 20.16 % 19.42 %
California 18.60 % 20.72 %
(21) Subsequent Events

Subsequent to December 31, 2017, thirteen policies covering thirteen individuals have matured. The combined
insurance benefits of these policies were $10,704,000.

Subsequent to December 31, 2017, we have issued approximately $34,493,000 of L Bonds.

Subsequent to December 31, 2017, we have issued approximately $46,260,000 of RPS 2.

On January 12, 2018, we entered into a Master Exchange Agreement, pursuant to which we have agreed to issue an
aggregate of up to 29.1 million shares of GWG common stock as partial consideration in exchange for our receipt of
outstanding common units of The Beneficient Company Group, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, we will receive
from certain related trusts (“Seller Trusts”). Our common stock will be issued in the exchange to the Seller Trusts at a
deemed purchase price of $10.00 per share. In addition to shares of our common stock, the aggregate consideration to
the Seller Trusts will consist of up to $359 million of our L Bonds and payment of $150 million in cash. We may also
issue and sell, in our sole discretion, a combination of common stock (at a purchase price of $10.00 per share) and L
Bonds to MHT Financial SPV, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, for an aggregate purchase price of $150
million in cash. Such combination will represent at least 10.9 million additional shares of common stock (including
$41 million in L Bonds) but no more than 12.5 million additional shares of our common stock (including $25 million
in L Bonds). The Exchange Transaction is expected to close in the second quarter of 2018, subject to the satisfaction
of various closing conditions set forth in the Master Agreement.

F-28
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ITEM 9.  CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE.

There have been no changes in or disagreements with accountants on accounting and financial disclosure.

ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES.

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

We maintain disclosure controls and procedures designed to provide reasonable assurance that information required to
be disclosed in our reports filed pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 is recorded, processed, summarized,
and reported within the time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated
and communicated to our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as
appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. A control system, no matter how well conceived
and operated, can provide only reasonable, not absolute, assurance the objectives of the control system are met.

As of December 31, 2017, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer carried out an evaluation of the
effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures as such term is defined in Rule 13a-15(e) under the Securities
and Exchange Act of 1934, as of the end of the period covered by this report. Based on that evaluation, our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded our disclosure controls and procedures were effective.

Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting

There were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting identified in connection with management’s
evaluation pursuant to Rules 13a-15(d) or 15d-15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 during the fourth quarter
of 2017 that materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial
reporting.

Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as
such term is defined in Exchange Act Rule 13a-15(f). Internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements
for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Internal control over financial
reporting includes those policies and procedures that (i) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of our assets; (ii) provide reasonable assurance
that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of the financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures are being made only with proper
authorizations; and (iii) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use, or disposition of our assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements.
Projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become
inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may
deteriorate.

Our management, under the supervision of and with the participation of the Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Financial Officer, assessed the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2017
based on criteria for effective control over financial reporting set forth by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations
of the Treadway Commission, 2013 framework in “Internal Control — Integrated Framework.” Based on this assessment,
our management concluded that, as of the evaluation date, we maintained effective internal control over financial
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reporting.

The Company’s independent registered public accounting firm has audited the Company’s internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2017, as stated in the Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting
Firm, appearing under Item 8.
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ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION.

On March 27, 2018, with the approval of a majority in interest of the holders of our L Bonds as of February 9, 2018,
we amended the Amended and Restated Indenture as of October 23, 2017 by and among GWG Holdings, Inc., as
obligor, GWG Life, as guarantor, and Bank of Utah, as trustee (the “Indenture”). The Indenture requires that we
maintain a “Debt Coverage Ratio” that does not exceed 90%. The Debt Coverage Ratio is designed to provide comfort
to the holders of our L Bond that the value of our assets exceeds the value of our obligations under those L Bonds.
Under the Indenture, the Debt Coverage Ratio is calculated as (i) the total amount outstanding on our interest-bearing
debt (including that of our subsidiaries), over (ii) the net present asset value of all of our life insurance assets
(including those of our subsidiaries), plus all of our cash and cash equivalents (including those of our subsidiaries).
For this purpose, the net present asset value of life insurance assets is calculated as the present value of the life
insurance portfolio’s expected future cash flows, discounted at the weighted-average interest rate of the interest bearing
indebtedness for the previous month.

Because the Indenture only took into account the net present asset value of our life insurance assets and the amount of
our cash and equivalents when calculating the Debt Coverage Ratio, the value of our other assets was not taken into
account in calculating the Debt Coverage Ratio. In order to provide a more accurate reflection of our assets that
support the obligations owed to holders of securities issued under the Indenture, the amendment to the Indenture
amends the definition of Debt Coverage Ratio to take into account all other assets reflected on our most recently
available consolidated balance sheet prepared in the accordance with GAAP when calculating the Debt Coverage
Ratio.

The description the Indenture and the amendment thereto set forth above is only a summary and is qualified in its
entirety by the compete terms and conditions of the of the actual Indenture and amendment, copies of which are
incorporated by reference filed as Exhibits 4.1 and 4.9 to this report, respectively.
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PART III

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.

Information in response to this Item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement to be filed
pursuant to Regulation 14A within 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Form 10-K.

ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION AND RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTION DISCLOSURES.

Information in response to this Item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement to be filed
pursuant to Regulation 14A within 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Form 10-K.

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND
RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS.

Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans

We maintain our 2013 Stock Incentive Plan. The purpose of the 2013 Stock Incentive Plan is to provide a means by
which our employees, directors, officers and consultants may be granted an opportunity to purchase our common
stock, to assist in retaining the services of such persons, to secure and retain the services of persons capable of filling
such positions and to provide incentives for such persons to exert maximum efforts for our success. 3,000,000 shares
of our common stock have been approved for issuance under the 2013 Stock Incentive Plan, of which 866,000 shares
remained available for issuance pursuant to future grants at December 31, 2017.

The 2013 Stock Incentive Plan was approved by our stockholders. The following table sets forth certain information
as of December 31, 2017 with respect to securities authorized for issuance under compensation arrangements.

Plan Category

Number of
Securities to be
Issued Upon
Exercise of
Outstanding
Options,
Warrants and
Rights

Weighted- Average
Exercise Price of
Outstanding Options,
Warrants and Rights

Equity compensation plan approved by stockholders:
Stock Options 1,637,000 $ 8.60
Stock Appreciation Rights 343,000 $ 8.82
2013 Stock Incentive Plan Total 1,980,000 $ 8.64
Additional information in response to this Item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement to
be filed pursuant to Regulation 14A within 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Form 10-K.

ITEM 13.   CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR
INDEPENDENCE.

Information in response to this Item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement to be filed
pursuant to Regulation 14A within 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Form 10-K.

ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES.
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Information in response to this Item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement to be filed
pursuant to Regulation 14A within 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Form 10-K.
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PART IV

ITEM 15. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES.

Documents filed as part of this Form 10-K:

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm F-1
Consolidated Balance Sheets at December 31, 2017 and 2016 F-3
Consolidated Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016 F-4
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders’ Equity for the years ended December 31, 2017 and
2016 F-5
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016 F-6
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements F-8
Financial Statement Schedule:

Not applicable.
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Exhibit Index

Exhibit Description
3.1 Certificate of Incorporation(1)
3.2 Bylaws as amended(6)
3.3 Certificate of Amendment to Certificate of Incorporation(3)
3.4 Certificate of Amendment to Certificate of Incorporation(7)
3.5 Certificate of Designation for Redeemable Preferred Stock(8)
3.6 Certificate of Amendment to Certificate of Designation for Redeemable Preferred Stock(8)
3.7 Certificate of Designation for Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock(10)
4.1 Amended and Restated Indenture with Bank of Utah, dated October 23, 2017(5)

4.2 Amended and Restated Pledge and Security Agreement by and among GWG Holdings, Inc., GWG Life,
LLC, Jon R. Sabes, Steven F. Sabes, and Bank of Utah, dated October 23, 2017(5)

4.3 Form of Subscription Agreement for Redeemable Preferred Stock(11)
4.4 Form of Subscription Agreement for Series 2 Redeemable Preferred Stock(14)

4.5
Pledge Agreement dated November 15, 2010, among Jon R. Sabes, Steven F. Sabes, Opportunity Finance,
LLC, SFS Trust 1976, SFS Trust 1992 Esther, SFS Trust 1982, Mokeson, LLC (collectively as pledgors),
and Lord Securities Corporation (as trustee and pledgee)(3)

4.6 Amendment No. 1 to Amended and Restated Indenture with Bank of Utah, dated March 27, 2018 (filed
herewith)

10.1 Amended and Restated Loan and Security Agreement with GWG DLP Funding IV, LLC (as borrower),
CLMG Corp. (as agent) and LNV Corporation (as lender), dated September 27, 2017(2)

10.2 Employment Agreement with Jon R. Sabes, dated June 14, 2011(4)
10.3 Employment Agreement with Steven F. Sabes, dated June 14, 2011(4)
10.4 Employment Agreement with William B. Acheson, dated June 30, 2017(9)
10.5 2013 Stock Incentive Plan(12)
10.6 Form of Stock Option Agreement used with 2013 Stock Incentive Plan(13)
21 List of Subsidiaries (filed herewith)
23.1 Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm (filed herewith)
24.1 Power of Attorney (incorporated by reference to the signature page of this Annual Report on Form 10-K)
31.1 Section 302 Certification of the Chief Executive Officer (filed herewith)
31.2 Section 302 Certification of the Chief Financial Officer (filed herewith)

32.1 Certification of Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §1350, as
Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (filed herewith)

99.1 Letter from Model Actuarial Pricing Systems, LP, dated March 7, 2018 (filed herewith)
99.2 Portfolio of Life Insurance Policies as of December 31, 2017 (filed herewith)
101.INS XBRL Instance Document
101.SCH XBRL Schema Document
101.CAL XBRL Calculation Linkbase Document
101.DEF XBRL Definition Linkbase Document
101.LAB XBRL Label Linkbase Document
101.PRE XBRL Presentation Linkbase Document
____________

(1)      Incorporated by reference to Form S-1 Registration Statement filed on June 14, 2011 (File No. 333-174887).

(2)      Incorporated by reference to Current Report on Form 8-K filed on September 29, 2017.

(3)      Incorporated by reference to Form S-1/A Registration Statement filed on August 23, 2011 (File No.
333-174887).
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511164839/dex31.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017002381/f10k2016ex3ii_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511230284/dex33.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390014005522/f10q0614ex3i_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390016011794/f10k2015ex3vii_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390016011794/f10k2015ex3viii_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017001674/f8k021617ex3i_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017010971/f8k102317ex10-1_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017010971/f8k102317ex10-2_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017010971/f8k102317ex10-2_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390015007893/fs12015a1ex4i_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017001005/fs12016a2ex4ii_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511230284/dex106.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511230284/dex106.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511230284/dex106.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017010116/f8k092717ex10-1_gwghold.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017010116/f8k092717ex10-1_gwghold.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511251567/d196798dex1011.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000119312511251567/d196798dex1012.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017007055/f8k062817ex10i_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390017004839/f8k050517ex10i_gwgholdings.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1522690/000121390014004049/d31415_ex10-17.htm


(4)      Incorporated by reference to Form S-1/A Registration Statement filed on September 20, 2011 (File No.
333-174887).

(5)      Incorporated by reference to Current Report on Form 8-K filed on October 26, 2017.

(6)      Incorporated by reference to Annual Report on Form 10-K filed on March 15, 2017.

(7)      Incorporated by reference to Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed on August 8, 2014.

(8)      Incorporated by reference to Annual Report on Form 10-K filed on March 22, 2016.

(9)      Incorporated by reference to Current Report on Form 8-K filed on June 30, 2017.

(10)   Incorporated by reference to Current Report on Form 8-K filed on February 22, 2017.

(11)   Incorporated by reference to Form S-1/A Registration Statement filed on October 23, 2015 (File No.
333-206626).

(12)   Incorporated by reference to Current Report on Form 8-K filed on May 10, 2017.
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(13)   Incorporated by reference to Form S-1/A Registration Statement filed on June 6, 2014 (File No. 333-195505).

(14)   Incorporated by reference to Form S-1/A Registration Statement filed on February 7, 2017 (File No.
333-214896).

ITEM 16. FORM 10-K SUMMARY.

Not applicable.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has
duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

GWG HOLDINGS, INC.

Date: March 29, 2018 By: /s/ Jon R. Sabes
Chief Executive Officer

KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose signature appears below constitutes and
appoints Jon R. Sabes and William B. Acheson, jointly and severally, as his or her true and lawful attorneys-in-fact
and agents, with full power of substitution and resubstitution, for him or her, and in his or her name, place and stead,
in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments to this report, and to file the same, with all exhibits thereto,
and other documents in connection therewith, with the Securities and Exchange Commission, granting unto said
attorneys-in-fact and agents full power and authority to do and perform each and every act and thing requisite or
necessary to be done in and about the premises hereby ratifying and confirming all that said attorneys-in-fact and
agents, or his substitute or substitutes, may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below, as of
March 29, 2018, by the following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities indicated below.

Signature Title

/s/ Jon R. Sabes Chief Executive Officer, Director and Executive Chairman
Jon R. Sabes (Principal Executive Officer)

/s/ William B. Acheson Chief Financial Officer
William B. Acheson (Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

/s/ Steven F. Sabes Chief Operating Officer — Life Epigenetics Inc., Director and Secretary
Steven F. Sabes

/s/ Mark Schwarzmann Director
Mark Schwarzmann

/s/ David H. Abramson Director
David H. Abramson

/s/ Shawn R. Gensch Director
Shawn R. Gensch

/s/ Charles H. Maguire III Director
Charles H. Maguire III

/s/ Jeffrey L. McGregor Director
Jeffrey L. McGregor
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